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Sexual Harassment in Higher Education: A Feminist Poststructuralist Approach

Abstract

This study focuses upon the relatively unexplored area of sexual harassment in
British universities. In sum, the thesis suggests that although MacKinnon's
(2004) aim is to enable women to feel more powerful and less stigmatised, the
contribution of feminist harassment discourses may, in part, generate in some
women an understanding of powerlessness and vulnerability. In particular, it
suggests seemingly prevailing discourses surrounding sexual harassment in
higher education and considers if and how the women interviewed define
themselves through these discourses. Thus, by exploring the power effects of
and resistances to these suggested prevailing discourses, it is possible to infer
the degree to which these discourses may have constituted the participants'
subjectivities. Further, the thesis argues that feminist harassment discourses
may have generated specific effects of power with regard to my participants.
That is to say, many of my participants seem to understand sexual harassment
as exploitative behaviours rooted in the unequal distribution of ascribed power
in higher education. Feminism's understanding of power as a static and
gendered appears to have generated for the participants, at least in part, the
understanding that sex at work is used to humiliate and degrade women,
maintaining and reproducing ascribed notions of power.

For this research, twenty-four unstructured interviews were carried out with
women who had identified themselves as having experienced sexual
harassment within higher education, either as a student or a member of staff, or
who had witnessed events they had defined as sexual harassment. This was a
passionately interested form of inquiry, recognising the partial nature of
knowledge and identifying my political positionings (Gill 1995; Aranda 2006).
The analysis is Foucauldian oriented, understanding power as fluid - rather
than possessed - and as generating particular ways of being. In addition,
although it notes that the participants did resists specific effects of power, this
resistance always takes place from a new point of power and does not,
therefore, carry us beyond power into a power free space. The prevailing
discourses suggested from my data are: the 'grades for sex' discourse; the 'all
boys together' discourse; the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse; the 'knickers in a
twist' discourse; and the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour'
discourse.
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1. Chapter One: Introduction

In the last few decades, there has been a wealth of quantitative and qualitative

research on sexual harassment in higher education. Mostly from a feminist

perspective, this research tends to view power as static: men have power,

women do not. Furthermore, as gendered power, this is often thought to be

above and beyond organisational or formal power. For example, Grauerholz

(1989) argues that a male student may seek to sexually harass a female

lecturer on the basis of his gendered power. Other feminist researchers argue

that the structural conditions of higher education may reproduce and maintain

male power (e.g. Carter and Jeffs 1995; Ramazanoglu 1987). Although sexual

harassment is not a 'new' social issue, liberal feminism often claims to have

'discovered' the exploitative behaviours. Thus, feminism often argues that

sexual harassment is an abuse of power, deployed to humiliate and degrade

women and is both a cause and a consequence of gender inequality and wide

spread sexism (Gutek 1985; Stockdale 1993; Gutek 2001).

Conversely, Foucault argued that power is not something possessed. Rather, it

is exercised over and through men and women and, as such, we are all caught

in the subjectifying effects of power (Foucault 1980c). Power, therefore,

operates through human beings, investing in us our sense of selves,

constituting us as active and self-aware beings (Foucault 1980b). Thus, we are

produced as subjects through the power effects of modern discourses. Here,

discourse is defined as generating particular effects of power, producing in us

our understanding of our sense of who we are and our relationships with others.
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Discourse goes beyond the designation of objects: it produces the objects,

shaping them and generates our understanding of them (Foucault 1991 a).

Although Foucault does identify the realm of the non-discursive, we can only

speak of and understand the object once it enters discourse (Foucault 1991 d).

Thus, for Foucault, the role of power is not to repress discourse but to produce

it. Contemporary discourses operating as 'truth' permeate our consciousnesses

and produce certain power effects. In seeking to be our 'true' selves, we

subject ourselves to increasing power and, thus, we are active in our own

subjectification (Foucault 1980b). Power is exercised as a 'conduct of conduct':

a productive set of relations which guide and shape our behaviours. Thus, it is

power that makes us capable of resistance and gives us the ability to recast and

re-understand previously held 'truths'. However, when we refuse a way of

being, or resist and effect of power, we do so from a new discourse and

therefore a new point of power. As such, resistance does not take us beyond

power and carries with it its own problematics (Foucault 1998).

Bearing the above in mind, the aim of this research is to suggest seemingly

prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in higher education and to consider

if and how my participants define themselves through these discourses. That is

to say, to explore the power effects of and resistances to these suggested

discourses. By investigating how my participants understand their experiences,

it is possible to infer the degree to which prevailing discourses have constituted

their subjectivities.
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To this end, I conducted twenty-four unstructured interviews with women who

had identified themselves as having experienced sexual harassment in higher

education, either as a student or a member of staff, or who had witnessed

behaviours they had defined as sexual harassment. This research is based on

a passionately interested form of inquiry: acknowledging the partial nature of

knowledge and citing my own concerns and values. This forms 'new

vocabulary' of values, enabling political intervention (Gill 1995). The analysis is

Foucauldian: a genealogical approach exploring particular grids of intelligibility.

Having introduced the research in this chapter, Chapter Two of this thesis

provides a review of the literature pertaining to the sexual harassment of female

students by male lecturers in higher education. The review explores competing

understandings of sexual harassment in higher education, including liberal

feminist definitions, women centred definitions and legal definitions. In

particular, it critiques liberal feminist theories of sexual harassment and their

notions of power as static and gendered. It argues that further research is

needed to explore the seemingly prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in

higher education and the effects of and resistances to these discourses.

Chapter Three discusses my epistemology, methodology and methods. The

epistemology section sets out my principled positions and argues that a

passionately interested form of inquiry, one which enables scepticism and

political interventions, is an appropriate construction of knowledge from feminist

base. The methodology discusses the processes of reflexive practice and the

practicalities of conducting ethical, genealogical research. In the methods
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section, my interview sample and the procedures for conducting unstructured

interviews are discussed. Overall, it is argued that restructuring the will to know

as the desire for not knowing enables ethical, feminist research (e.g. Lather

2006; Davies 2002).

Chapter Four suggests prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in higher

education and explores the power effects of, and resistances to, these

discourses. In particular, it suggests that feminist discourses surrounding

sexual harassment, especially those pertaining to liberal feminism, may

generate specific effects of power with regard to my research partiCipants. In

fostering the notion of the powerful male and the powerless female, and

highlighting the perceived unequal distribution of power within higher education,

this chapter proposes that feminism, amongst other bodies of thought, may

have generated, in part, a sense of vulnerability within my participants. The five

discourses to be identified from my data are: the 'grades for sex' discourse; the

'all boys together' discourse; the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse; the 'knickers in

a twist' discourse; and, finally, the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual

behaviour' discourse. This final suggested discourse appears to feature the

most within my participants narratives and with the most effect. It is noted that

other discourses may also operate and this would require further data collection

Finally, chapter six, the conclusion, reiterates my suggestion that feminist

harassment discourses may have generated specific effects of power with

regard to my research participants. In particular, many of my participants seem

to understand sexual harassment to be exploitative behaviour, often intended to
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humiliate and degrade, located within the power differentials of higher

education. With these paints in mind, therefore, let us move to chapter two and

the literature review.
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2. Chapter Two: Literature Review

2.0 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter One, the aim of this research is to explore the

seemingly prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in higher education and

to consider if and how my participants define themselves through these

discourses. To this end, this literature review explores the competing models of

sexual harassment in higher education, including contradictory theories of

power. This chapter utilises a Foucauldian analysis to critique liberal feminist

theories of sexual harassment and provide the foundation for my own research.

In particular, the literature review argues that liberal feminist theories of sexual

harassment tend to view power as static: men have power; women do not

(MacKinnon 1979; Wise and Stanley 1987). A Foucauldian perspective, on the

other hand, views power as something exercised over and through both men

and women and, as a result, we are all caught in the subjectifying effects of

power (Foucault 1980c). The power effects of sexual harassment discourses

constitute men and women into understanding themselves in particular ways.

As such, the literature review argues that further research is needed to explore

the relationships between seemingly prevailing discourses surrounding sexual

harassment in higher education and the power effects of, and resistances to,

these discourses. Therefore, within this research, discourse is defined as

contingent and arbitrary, producing specific effects in our thinking and

understanding of ourselves (Foucault 1991a).
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Chapter Four will explore the above points further with reference to my own

research data, but for now the literature review starts by considering existing

quantitative and qualitative research on sexual harassment in higher education

in order to provide a backdrop for my doctoral research. The literature review

then explores structural understandings of sexual harassment in higher

education and two competing models of student-lecturer sexual relationships.

Liberal feminist theories of sexual harassment, including women-centred

definitions, and legal definitions of sexual harassment, including the difficulties

involved in implementing sexual harassment and equal opportunity policies, will

be explored. Foucault's notion of power and resistance will be applied to the

liberal feminist theories discussed above and the literature review will argue that

prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in higher education constitute men

and women into thinking of themselves in particular ways. Firstly, therefore, let

us consider the major quantitative studies on sexual harassment in higher

education.

2. 1 Quantitative Research into Sexual Harassment in Higher Education

Quantitative research into sexual harassment in higher education is

predominately feminist based and, for the most part, the concepts of power tend

to be gendered in focus: men wielding power over women. This section will

explore the major studies of quantitative research into sexual harassment in

higher education, starting with the United States where the bulk of the research

has been published, and then considering quantitative research carried out in

the United Kingdom. Where possible, these studies are presented in
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chronological order, setting the research in its specific academic context. It

should be noted that although this thesis focuses on (mostly feminist) research

into sexual harassment in higher education, Appendix One details the major

studies on sexual harassment in general from a variety of theoretical

positionings. This section will highlight the contradictory nature of the

knowledge proposed in these quantitative studies and will lead into the section

on qualitative research.

In 1980, Till, on behalf of the US National Advisory Council on Women's

Educational Programs, argued that Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments

could be invoked to prohibit the sexual harassment of students. One hundred

and ninety-two responses from college campuses were received, detailing the

following: thirty-eight allegations of generalised sexist remarks or behaviour;

eighty-one allegations of inappropriate and offensive remarks; thirty-four

allegations of solicitation of sexual activity or other sex-linked behaviour by the

promise of rewards; ninety-two allegations of coercion of sexual activity by

threat of punishment; and eighteen allegations of sexual assault. It was noted

that many women did not perceive the same event in the same way and often

defined sexual harassment and sexual assault using different terminology 1 (Till

1980).

Following a 1979 trial and subsequent acquittal of male students accused of

sexually assaulting female peers, Lott et al. (1982) surveyed the university

1 Victim-centred definitions are an important aspect of this research and will be discussed
separately below.
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population (students, faculty and staff) regarding their experiences of sexual

assault, intimidation or insult. Thirteen per cent of the respondents reported

knowing at least one person who had been assaulted on campus (although, of

course, the anonymous nature of the survey means that we do not know if

these reports are independent of each other). In twenty-five per cent of these

cases, more than one assailant was involved. Male victims of assault made up

three per cent of this total (Lott et al. 1982).

In the same year, research carried out by Benson and Thompson (1982)

suggested that between twenty and thirty per cent of female students reported

at least one incident of sexual harassment during their time at university and, a

year later, Adams et al. (1983) found that thirteen per cent of women and three

per cent of men had avoided taking specific lectures with a faculty member who

was known, or rumoured, to have made sexual advances to students. In

addition, three per cent of both men and women reported experiencing sexual

propositions and two per cent had experienced sexual bribery. None of these

respondents had reported their experiences (Adams et al. 1983). It is noted

that these figures are substantially lower than those reported by Benson and

Thompson (1982). Dziech and Weiner's (1984) research, however, suggests

that thirty per cent of female students had been harassed by a male faculty

member. In addition, they argue that 'harassment' represents a misuse of

power and, given that faculty members maintain more structural power than

students, it is not surprising that students are often victims of this sort of abuse

(Dziech and Weiner 1984: 24, 34). However, the concept of power, and who is
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considered more likely to hold it, is disputed.

As noted above, relationships of power, those who are structurally configured

as holding power and those who are not, are contested within feminist research.

Fitzgerald et al. (1988), for example, asked male faculty members from a

prestigious university about social and sexual interactions among students and

faculty. Many of the results are in line with the above research: thirty-seven per

cent of the male faculty members admitted attempting to initiate personal

relationships with female students, with forty per cent of this behaviour directed

exclusively towards female students; twenty-five per cent of male faculty

members stated that they had dated students or engaged in sexual

relationships with them, and eleven per cent noted that they had attempted to

'stroke, caress or touch' female students. However, in addition to these results,

six per cent of male faculty members stated that they themselves had been

sexually harassed by their female students (Fitzgerald et al. 1988: 332). Here,

Fitzgerald expands upon the concept of power from a more traditional model of

lecturers holding formal institutional power over students to a model in which

students may also hold power over their lecturers.

Grauerholz (1989) takes this argument further and states that although lecturers

often are sexually harassed by their students, this is much more likely to involve

male students harassing their female lecturers. Grauerholz states that most

harassment research has focused on abuse directed towards subordinates

when, in actuality, female lecturers are vulnerable to sexist comments, sexual

harassment and sexual assault from their male students, regardless of the
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lecturers' formal organisational power. This is termed 'contrapower

harassment' and Grauerholz argues that dynamics of power are more likely to

operate on the basis of gender than through organisational structures." A male

student attempting to assert his gendered dominance and authority may seek to

sexually harass a female lecturer, thus challenging her organisational power.

Grauerholz (1989) surveyed two hundred and eight female lecturers and nearly

half (47.6%) reported sexual comments, jokes, sexual bribery or assault, and

the majority of these (59.1 %) had experienced two or more of these behaviours.

These experiences included the following: eighteen per cent experiencing

obscene phone calls believed to be from students; two per cent experiencing

physical advances from students; and three per cent experiencing explicit

sexual propositions. She notes that male students are far more likely than

female students to engage in these behaviours. This, according to Grauerholz,

is evidence that contra power harassment - power formed on the basis of one's

gender rather than one's organisational position - exists in higher education

(Grauerholz 1989: 790, 793).

The above concept of sexual harassment on the basis of gendered rather than

organisational power is also present in Roosmalen (1999). Here it is argued

that sexual harassment is a 'hazard to women's health' and that gendered

power relations exist in higher education. Although this research concentrates

mostly on the experiences of female students, it also states that harassment

can come from 'peers and subordinates who may resent women's presence in

the workplace, classroom or field of study'. In this sense, Roosmalen argues

2 Gendered power versus organisational power will be discussed further below.
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that the power dynamics involved in the sexual harassment may be gendered in

focus rather than organisational. In addition, the health hazards of sexual

harassment may, it is argued, result in lost productivity, limited future

opportunities, lost autonomy, headaches, neck and backache, stomach

problems, anxiety, hypertension and even 'risks to life itself (Roosmalen 1999:

37,40). This focus on the effects of sexual harassment and its impact on the

victims' studies is explored in much feminist research.

Brandenburg (1982) argues that students are particularly vulnerable to sexual

harassment and that the impact upon them can be especially severe. Fear of

academic reprisals (poor grades, failed modules or exams, bad references,

denied recommendations, etc.) can discourage a student from reporting

sexually harassing behaviours. Following this, in 1997, research by Rubin et al.

explored academics' perceptions of sexual harassment and the likely impact

this behaviour would have on female students. It considers the research of

Fitzgerald (1988), discussed above, and asks whether professors had ever

attempted to 'stroke, caress or touch' a student. This was found to be a

somewhat problematic question: categories including 'stroking' or 'caressing'

were seen by the respondents to be of an obviously sexual nature. However,

'touching' was considered to be a behaviour which easily falls into platonic or

legitimate categories. For example, a lecturer may hug a student or touch his or

her arm in a supportive manner. That said, Rubin et al. note that discussions of

a personal or sexual nature should be kept out of supervisory or mentor-type

relationships. A breach of trust in these relationships may be particularly

harmful to the professional development of the student and, therefore, care
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should be taken to maintain professional boundaries within supervision or

lecturer-student relationships (Rubin et al. 1997: 766-767).

The study by Rubin et al. (1997) focuses on the effect of sexual harassment on

academic standards. However, some research also explores the psychological

and emotional impact of sexual harassment. For example, Huerta (2006) notes

that female students who are sexually harassed often experience psychological

distress, physical illness and disordered eating, leading to a disengagement

from their studies and subsequent decline in academic performance (Huerta

2006: 624). Fisher et al. (2010) argue that violence and sexual harassment

towards female students are often part of everyday university life and that many

female students have to cope with being viewed as sexual objects, potentially

negatively influencing their self-esteem and perceptions of academic ability

(Fisher 2010: 2, 85, 107). Although the above quantitative research was

conducted within the US, research has also been carried out within the UK.

Quantitative data on sexual harassment in UK universities are somewhat

limited. However, a study in Durham University (1992 cited in Collier 1995)

suggested that more than two thirds of women students had experienced

unwanted sexual attention. Wilson's (2000) survey of two hundred and thirty-six

students (one hundred and forty-three females and ninety-three males) at a

Scottish university found that female students were much more likely to be

sexually harassed by male students than by male lecturers. However, forty

students (thirty women and ten men) reported being aware of sexual

harassment between staff and students: almost one tenth of the sample
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reported 'subtle pressure' for sexual activity from male members of staff and

nearly eight per cent had received or witnessed explicit, unwanted sexual

advances. In addition, forty-three per cent of the students had witnessed male

staff stereotyping female students in a sexually derogative manner and seventy-

seven per cent of students had seen male teaching staff making negative

remarks or jokes about female students (Wilson 2000: 178-179).

In 2010, the National Union of Students (NUS) published a study of female

students' experiences of physical and sexual violence. This online survey of

two thousand and fifty-eight women found that female students often

experienced a range of 'everyday' verbal and non-verbal harassment, stalking,

and physical and sexual assault. For example, one in seven respondents

reported serious physical or sexual assault during their time as a student and

sixty-eight per cent of female students had experienced verbal or non-verbal

harassment. Most of these incidents occurred outside university. However,

sixteen per cent of these incidents had occurred within a learning environment

and more than one in ten female students reported feeling uncomfortable as a

result of sexual comments made within a learning environment. As in Wilson's

(2000) study discussed above, the vast majority of perpetrators were male

students studying at the same institution as the respondent; however, academic

and non-teaching staff were included within the category of 'offenders known to

the victim'. When asked how their experiences had affected their education, the

most common response from the female students was that their attendance had

suffered and that their grades had been negatively affected. The responses

also included a harmful impact on mental and physical health, their sense of
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confidence and difficulty within personal relationships (NUS 2010: 3, 5, 12, 19,

27-28).

It can be seen from the above that the majority of quantitative research on

sexual harassment in higher education is feminist based with a gendered focus

of power. It is argued that sexual harassment in higher education mostly

involves men (often lecturers) wielding power over women (often students). In

particular, Grauerholz (1989) and Roosmalen (1999) argue that power

structured on the basis on one's gender, rather than one's organisational

position, is behind much of the sexual harassment in higher education. The

following section will broaden from a focus on quantitative research to research

utilising qualitative data, again mostly from a feminist position, and continue this

focus on relations of power.

2.2 Qualitative Data on Sexual Harassment in Higher Education

Having considered the mostly feminist quantitative research on sexual

harassment in higher education and the argument that power is often structured

on the basis of gender - men wielding power over women - this section will

explore qualitative data on sexual harassment in higher education. As with the

quantitative data which precede this section, the qualitative data mostly argue

that power differentials are at the root of sexual harassment with men

structurally positioned to hold more power over women. As a result, this section

will be followed by a discussion on the structural mechanisms of sexual

harassment in higher education.
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Herbert (1997) discusses the case of Sophie, a student from New Zealand

enrolled on a Master's degree at an English university. Her lecturer and

personal tutor subjected Sophie to a range of personal and intimate questions

and then, in a pre-arranged tutorial, proceeded to masturbate in front of her

(Herbert 1997: 24). Carter and Jeffs (1992), in a discussion on sexual

exploitation in higher education within the UK, suggest that it is in tutorials that

students are the most vulnerable to sexual harassment; in this setting, students

are often isolated and alone, which increases the power of the lecturer or tutor

(Carter and Jeffs 1992: 236). In addition, they argue that those seeking to

exploit students may take advantage of the pastoral role often given to course

tutors. Carter and Jeffs' (1995) UK research suggests that some male lecturers

may manufacture a level of dependence in vulnerable students; for example,

those students on overseas placements who are feeling homesick and isolated

from the support of family and friends. They also note that students on practice

placements, separated from the support of their peers and working in unfamiliar

environments, may also be vulnerable to exploitation (Carter and Jeffs 1995:

42).

In addition, Carter and Jeffs (1992) argue that sexual harassment not only

affects the victims of the unwanted behaviour, but also has implications for

other students and staff members within the institution; innocent and perfectly

acceptable social contact between staff and students may come under

suspicion and women students may well come to view all members of staff as a

threat (Carter and Jeffs 1992: 237). For example, Bingham and Battey's (2005:

146) research suggests that some lecturers refrain from offering opposite-sex
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students emotional support due to concerns that their communication may be

construed as having sexual intent. Furthermore, McWilliam et al. (2002) argue

that stories surrounding the 'lecherous professor' have been partly responsible

for the introduction of the 'risk management' culture within academia; in

particular, it is argued that the relationship of doctoral supervisor to doctoral

candidate has suffered from the necessarily heightened vigilance, regulation

and control (McWilliam et al. 2002: 122).

Lee (1998), discussing sexual harassment within PhD supervision in UK

universities, suggests a productive relationship between supervisor and

postgraduate student may be particularly difficult to maintain: the conditions for

sexual harassment may flourish in one-to-one PhD supervisory relationships

and students may have to negotiate complicated territory. Lee (1998) quotes

one PhD student who had refused the sexual advances of her supervisor:

He cancelled our next meeting. Then he finally rang me and said: 'Given
that the direction of your work has changed (which it hadn't), I don't think
that I'm now the appropriate supervisor for your work. I've told the Head
of Department. He's going to see if anyone else wants to do it', Then he
hung up (Lee 1998: 309).

Lee argues that in the context of PhD supervision, where having an expert in

your field is seen as very important and highly desirable in securing funding,

weighing up the expertise and personality of a supervisor can be a complicated

and emotionally traumatic process (Lee 1998: 306). As with the quantitative

section which precedes this, the qualitative data on sexual harassment in higher

education, often feminist in focus, argue that power differentials are at the root

of sexual harassment. For example, female students may be at risk of sexual
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harassment from male lecturers, especially in situations where they may be

more vulnerable. In addition, much of this work argues that sexual harassment

in higher education not only affects the individual victims involved, but

suspicion, anger and mistrust can also spread across the university. The next

section, therefore, focuses on research which argues that the structural

mechanisms of higher education playa considerable role in our understanding

and experiences of sexual harassment.

2. 3 Structural Mechanisms of Sexual Harassment in Higher Education

In the preceding sections, I explored how quantitative and qualitative research,

mostly feminist orientated, often position sexual harassment in higher education

as an abuse of power perpetrated by individuals on the basis of gender. This

section will consider theorists who argue that sexual harassment may not be

due to individual lecturers or tutors but maintained by structural mechanisms.

For example, Ramazanoglu (1987), discussing sex and violence in academic

life, suggests that the institutional structures of higher education function to

preserve the hierarchical order of white, male heterosexism and that sexual

harassment is one means by which those who are not heterosexual males can

be effectively subordinated (Ramazanoglu 1987: 65). This structural

configuration of power linked to heterosexual masculinity is also seen in Kerfoot

and Whitehead (2000), in their study of male managers in the contemporary

work culture of further education in the UK. They argue that the restructuring of

educational institutions combined with the new managerial ethos has created a

dominant discourse of masculinity: increased demands for productivity,
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accountability, aggressive competition and longer working hours have

encouraged 'masculine' behaviours and validation through control and power

over others (Kerfoot and Whitehead 2000: 188). Knights and Richards (2003)

argue that masculine norms and practices have the effect of legitimatising the

conquest of knowledge and the competition for scarce materials. They suggest

that with the introduction of quality assurance procedures, together with the

Research Assessment Exercise3 in UK universities, there may well be a

reinforcement of masculine managerial methods of organising universities that

limit alternative arrangements (Knights and Richards 2003: 230).

It is argued by some operating within this theoretical model that the masculinist

managerial approach produces a 'no limits' requirement for loyalty to and

compliance with an institution, thus discriminating against part-time workers and

those employed on a sessional basis (Walsh 2002: 38). Jackson (2002: 30)

argues that for many women in academia, the gatekeepers continue to be

white, middle-class men who dominate the organisation and thus ensure that

the male culture of the university continues to survive. Ramazanoglu (1987)

suggests that women academics routinely endure experiences such as having

'their knee patted while discussing departmental affairs', ' the size and

desirability of their bottom discussed in public by their colleagues' and being

advised to 'seek therapy for the sexual problems after a stormy staff meeting'

(Ramazanoglu 1987: 72). Ramazanoglu argues that these undermining tactics

may be used against non-deferential women who are seen as a threat to men

3 Renamed the Research Excellence Framework.
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and the male-dominated structure of the institution (Ramazanoglu 1987: 73).

Likewise, Purkiss (1995), in a discussion on sexual harassment in academia,

argues that the sexual harassment of female staff and students can function to

deny women their professional status and right to cultural authority, and that

male lecturers may use sexual harassment to drive women away from

education. She states that 'the fact that harassment (of one sort or another)

almost always involves driving the student away from class may not be an

"unfortunate" side effect; it may be precisely the point' (Purkiss 1995: 206).

Carter and Jeffs (1995) argue that a camaraderie ethos of 'all boys together'

may still exist within some structures of academia. They state that structural

mechanisms often sanction the harassment and exploitation of women

students, and staff occupying positions of authority may close rank when a

student complains of unacceptable behaviour (Carter and Jeffs 1995: 34-35).

Bagilhole argues that the structural mechanisms of many UK universities may

well make what she perceives to be a male-dominated environment particularly

difficult to challenge. Senior academic staff (predominantly men) in older

universities often remain relatively autonomous and, therefore, difficult to

manage (Bagilhole 2002: 23). For Conrad and Taylor (1994). it is when

professionals have a significant amount of autonomy, and work relatively

independently of each other, that it becomes easier to suppress a wide range of

conflicts, including sexual harassment. They argue that the cherished principle

of academic freedom is often used to prevent investigations into a particular

professor or lecturer whose working habits give cause for concern (Conrad and

Taylor 1994: 48). Furthermore, Francis (2001) notes that contemporary
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debates about sexual harassment bring issues of freedom of expression to

centre stage: there is often concern that sexual harassment policies may stifle

free speech and open forums, thus damaging the production and transmission

of knowledge (Francis 2001: 20).

Stamler and Stone (1998), in a discussion on faculty-student sexual

involvement, argue that professional autonomy and academic freedom are often

seen as essential principles for the production of independent knowledge. It is

argued that despite modernisation processes in most UK universities, some

conservative members of staff may still cling to the assumption that academic

freedom is not one right but that it instead represents a 'charter of liberties

entitling the professor to full autonomy, choosing what he or she shall do and

when, and having a dominant voice in all university matters' (Stamler and Stone

1998: 23-24). Jackson (2002) takes this argument further and suggests that

organisational influence is often in the hands of those who attract money and

that these active researchers, whose work is to be included in the Research

Assessment Exercise,4 are seen as particularly valuable assets. It is stated that

this tends to apply to men, who, Jackson argues, still hold the vast majority of

senior research and senior lecturer posts (Jackson 2002: 20). The overall

argument here, therefore, is that a senior researcher with a wealth of

publications and who is successful in obtaining grants, may potentially have any

dubious actions ignored or may be more likely to have complaints against him

dropped. Consequently, these researchers argue that higher education exists

4 Renamed the Research Excellence Framework.
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as an institution organised by dominant interests and intersected with power

dynamics that bias structural mechanisms in favour of the male sex (Carter and

Jeffs 1992: 233).

This section has considered theorists who argue that sexual harassment may

not be due to individual lecturers or tutors but maintained by the structural

mechanisms of higher education. Structural understandings of power will be

further critiqued in the section on liberal feminist theories. However, in building

upon the notion that theories of sexual harassment in higher education are

contradictory and contingent, the following sections discuss competing models

of student-lecturer sexual relationships. The first model views such

relationships as exploitative and discriminatory; the second model, however,

positions student-lecturer sexual relationships as potentially beneficial to the

student.

2.4 Competing Models of Student-Lecturer Sexual Relationships

As seen in the preceding sections, research on sexual harassment in higher

education positions sexual harassment as an abuse of gendered power, often

facilitated by the structural mechanisms of the university. However, arguments

of sexual harassment in higher education are varied and contradictory (e.g.

Dziech and Weiner 1984; Carter and Jeffs 1995; Stamler and Stone 1998). The

next two sections explore competing models of student-lecturer sexual

relationships. The first model argues that such relationships are exploitative,

based on power differentials and involve the abuse of this power. The second
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model, however, argues that student-lecturer sexual relationships can be

beneficial for both the student and the lecturer. This model states that any

attempt to ban such relationships is protectionist towards the women involved

and may end in doing more harm than good. It is hoped that these competing

and contradictory models will highlight the arbitrary and contingent nature of

sexual harassment understandings and form the backdrop to liberal feminist

theories on sexual harassment.

2.4 (1) Student-Lecturer Sexual Relationships as Exploitative

Dziech and Weiner (1984) discuss some of the myths that they suggest operate

within the academy, and suggest that perhaps the most pervasive is that of the

'natural' attraction of undergraduates to the wisdom of their professors.

According to this understanding, female students add their lecturer's age to their

superior knowledge, and thus presumably greater wisdom, and develop an

'adolescent idealism' which increases the extent of the lecturer's power (Zalk

1990: 145). For example, the study by Fitzgerald et al. (1988) reports some

members of faculty who felt that they had been sexually objectified by female

students and one respondent who wrote about the 'extreme pressure a male

professor can feel as the object of sexual interest of attractive women students'

(Fitzgerald et al. 1988: 337). Benson and Thompson (1982) discuss the similar

perception that faculty-student sexual exchanges occur as a result of women

attempting to use their sexuality to compensate for a lack of academic ability.

The male respondents in this study stated that individual women profited from

their sexual attributes because male lecturers would 'go out of their way to be
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"extra friendly" and helpful to them' (Benson and Thompson 1982: 239).

However, Cameron (1984) suggests that, unfortunately, many male lecturers

consider having sex with female students to be a 'fringe benefit' of the job. She

notes that it is not unusual for women to sleep with their lecturers and suggests

that these involvements are seen as personal matters and ignored by university

management. Cameron (1984) quotes one male lecturer commenting on his

position as a 'fantasy come true': 'I get older every year, but the girls are always

eighteen' (Cameron 1984: 258). Carter and Jeffs (1995) also comment on this

belief that many male lecturers view sex with female students to be a 'perk' of

the job (Carter and Jeffs 1995: 17).

In a similar vein, Kealey (2009), in an article on the 'seven deadly sins' of the

academy published in the Times Higher Education Supplement, advised male

lecturers to 'enjoy' the admiration of female students. Stating that these

students are a 'perk' of the job, the recommendation is that male lecturers

should 'look but not touch' and that female students should be 'admired daily to

spice up your sex, nightly, with the wife' (Kealey 2009). Although many feminist

theorists argue that student-lecturer relationships are formed on the basis of

sexual exploitation (for example, see Carter and Jeffs 1992), there are other

positions which comment positively on student-lecturer sex.

2.4 (2) Student-Lecturer Sexual Relationships as Beneficial to Both

Student and Lecturer

As discussed above, many theorists argue that student-lecturer sexual
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relationships are an abuse of power and, as such, exploitative. However, there

are many theorists who argue the opposite and suggest a linkage between

good teaching and eroticism. For example, Purkiss (1995) notes how male

lecturer and female student relationships are often conceived of in terms of

dominance and submission, gift and reception. Thus, this position suggests

that the 'beautiful ideas' and oratorical skills of good teaching are linked with 'a

great erotic scene' (Purkiss 1995: 199-200). Sikes (2005) believes that

'expressions of sexuality provide a major currency and resource in the everyday

exchanges of schoollife ...the seductive nature and erotic charge of good

teaching [often] provokes a positive and exciting response' (cited in Kirkham

2005). Indeed, Sikes (2006) argues that newspaper and media reporting of

pupil-teacher sexual relationships often structure these situations as being

scandalous and exploitative. Although girls and women need to be protected

from some male teachers and lecturers, many relationships are consensual and

advantageous for both parties (Sikes 2006: 278). Likewise, Pryer (2001)

equates education with sensual desire and longing; teaching and learning, she

argues, are passionate acts but despite this there is a fear and distrust of the

erotic among Western educators and curriculum theorists (Pryer 2001: 83).

Pryer states that:

Pedagogy ruptures the student's everyday understandings, permitting
teacher/other knowledge to enter the student. The student merges with
that knowledge, becoming, embodying, living out that knowledge in her
everyday life (Pryer 2001: 81).

Gallop (1997), a feminist academic, states that a sexualised teaching

environment can empower students, making them 'feel like adults, like
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intellectuals' and share in the academic aura of knowledge (Gallop 1997: 18).

She comments upon a student with whom she had a sexual relationship. She

states: 'His real devotion to me was intellectual. He took every course he could

with me during the rest of his time in college, began to read my scholarly

articles, and generally tried to learn what I was trying to teach' (Gallop 1997: 45-

46). Another student, states Gallop (1997), was 'enamoured of my work before

she even met me' and that the relationship was 'charged with energy'. Gallop

herself admits that she was 'tickled to see someone who wanted to work with

me that much' (Gallop 1997: 54). Indeed, according to Gallop (1997), the

attempt to ban student-lecturer sex has the effect of not recognising women as

desiring subjects.

Women students should, Gallop (1997) argues, be given full freedom of choice

to consent to sex with their lecturers. To deny women this choice is

protectionist and a refusal to see women as sexual subjects capable of actually

wanting sex (Gallop 1997: 36). This line of thinking can be seen in the work of

Roiphe (1994), who argues that current feminist thought encourages women to

position themselves as helpless victims of male power. She writes: 'Instead of

learning that men have no right to do these terrible things to us, we should be

learning to deal with individuals with strength and confidence' (Roiphe 1994:

101). Furthermore, Roiphe (1994) argues that unwanted sexual attention is

necessary if reciprocal sexual attention is to be found: 'To find wanted sexual

attention, you have to give and receive a certain amount of unwanted sexual

attention' (Roiphe 1994: 87). She goes on to state:
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I would even go so far as to say that people have the right to leer at
whomever they want to leer at. By offering protection against the
leer, the movement against sexual harassment is curtailing her
personal power. This protection implies the need to be protected
(Roiphe 1994: 102).

Roiphe argues, therefore, that feminist rhetoric takes everyday experiences and

turns them into sexual harassment, and without access to this belief system

women would not employ the status of victimhood (Roiphe 1994: 109).

As discussed, much research on sexual harassment in higher education,

especially feminist research, often argues that sexual relationships between

staff and students are an abuse of gendered power, often facilitated by the

structural mechanisms of the university. However, we have seen that

arguments regarding student-lecturer sexual relationships are varied and

contradictory (e.g. Dziech and Weiner 1984; Carter and Jeffs 1995; Stamler and

Stone 1998). These two sections, exploring two competing models of student-

lecturer sexual relationships, serve to highlight the competing and contradictory

nature of sexual harassment research and their implications for higher

education; these two diverse and contradictory models emphasise the arbitrary

and contingent nature of sexual harassment research and the difficulties in

drawing firm conclusions from such approaches. Therefore, having explored

some of the opposing research surrounding sexual harassment in higher

education, the next section discusses liberal feminist theories: how liberal

feminism defines 'sexual harassment'; how liberal feminism explains the power

relationships within sexual harassment as gendered and structural; and, finally,

how liberal feminism argues the importance of sexual harassment in the
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reproduction and maintenance of gender roles.

2.5 Feminist Theories of Sexual Harassment

As the foregoing research shows, there are wide moral, ethical and

philosophical differences in understanding sexual harassment. As a contested

and constructed phenomenon, there is no single explanation or definition of

sexual harassment and many competing theories (Skaine 1996). Liberal

feminism, however, has positioned itself outside these contingent

understandings and argues that it is not possible to understand organisations

without first considering them as sites of gendered power. A key tenet of this

belief is that sex at work is used to humiliate and degrade women and, as such,

is exploitative and degrading (MacKinnon 1979: 67). This section, therefore,

will focus on liberal feminist theories of sexual harassment: definitions of 'sexual

harassment'; power relationships within sexual harassment; and the importance

of sexual harassment in the reproduction and maintenance of gender roles.

Ollenburger and Moore (1992) argue that the liberal feminist tradition focuses

upon freedom of choice, equal opportunities, and equal capacity for reason.

Liberal feminism argues that freedom from oppression is best attained by

challenging expected gender roles and promoting the equal capacity and

capability of women. The underlying assumption is that if women are allowed

equal access to compete, they will succeed (Ollenburger and Moore 1992: 17).

Thus, liberal feminism argues that sexual harassment is a consequence of the

gender inequality and sexism prevalent in society. Sexually harassing
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behaviours are thus both the result and cause of societal belief in male

dominance and male superiority (Gutek 1985). According to liberal feminist

theories, sexual harassment, regardless of its form and content, constructs and

reinforces male dominance in both private and public places, including the

workplace and further/higher education. Women's inferior position in society is,

thus, both a cause and a consequence of sexual harassment (Somers 1982;

Tangri et al. 1982; Stockdale 1993; Barak et al. 1995; Gutek 2001).

The feminist focus on gender inequality in the workplace is often credited with

bringing the sexual harassment of working women to light (Thomas and

Kitzinger 1997). For example, Brewer and Berk (1982) argue that although

sexual harassment is a 'new' social issue, it is not a new problem for working

women; this problematic behaviour existed long before the term 'sexual

harassment' was first coined. Before that, the behaviour had gone unnamed

and undiscussed. Thus, it is argued that by labelling a set of unwelcome and

uninvited behaviours as sexual harassment, feminists and union activists were

instrumental in breaking 'the prevailing silence about this aspect of women's

work experience' (Brewer and Berk 1982: 1-2; see also Gutek 2001). Thus,

liberal feminism often credits itself as having 'discovered' sexual harassment

and bringing the behaviour to the attention of the public.

MacKinnon first brought the term 'sexual harassment' into the public, academic

and legal arena in 1979, enabling many feminists to argue that the development

of the term allowed women to more easily challenge and protest against the

'unacceptability of their experiences' (Kitzinger and Thomas 1995: 32).
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MacKinnon (1979), therefore, theorised unwanted male sexual conduct as

behaviour in which men use power to gain sex, and argued that the sexual

harassment of women in the workplace could be legally challenged as sex

discrimination (MacKinnon 1979: 4). In 'quid pro quo' sexual harassment, a

woman must comply sexually or risk losing her job (MacKinnon 1979: 32). The

sexual harassment in 'condition of work' is not explicitly related to the

requirement or demand for sexual relations but includes sexism, sex

discrimination and other forms of unacceptable sexual behaviour. For example,

MacKinnon (1979) states:

Unwanted sexual advances, made simply because she has a woman's
body, can be a daily part of a woman's work life. She may be constantly
felt or pinched, visually undressed and stared at, surreptitiously kissed,
commented upon, manipulated into being found alone, and generally
taken advantage of - but never promised or denied anything explicitly
connected with her job (MacKinnon 1979: 40).

Within this theory, therefore, sexual harassment is based on the concept of

men's greater social, cultural and structural power over women and involves

men using this power to demand sex from women or to behave in a sexual

manner towards women (MacKinnon 1979; LaFontaine and Tredeau 1986;

Thomas and Kitzinger 1997). Still within liberal feminist theory, however, the

concept of sexual harassment as behaviour in which men use power to gain sex

has been critically assessed by feminists who wish to theorise its antithesis: that

sexual harassment is behaviour in which men use sex to gain power.

Farley (1978), in her influential text on the sexual harassment of working

women, argues that job segregation, unequal pay, few opportunities for
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promotion and poor female solidarity are sustained by male sexual harassment.

Women are, it is argued, an exploited underclass (Farley 1978: 208-211). Wise

and Stanley (1987), analysing sexual harassment as an everyday feature in

women's lives, state that although sexual harassment may sometimes involve

'sexual' behaviours, this is merely a means to an end. The actual intention

behind sexual harassment is to increase the perpetrator's sense of power: to

'do power' over the woman (Wise and Stanley 1987: 64). Indeed, Quinn's

(2002) research exploring the link between sexual harassment and 'doing

masculinity' suggests that unwanted sexual attention operates as a targeted

tactic of power: the men involved in the harassing behaviour seem to want

everyone, the targeted woman and co-workers, clients and superiors, to know

they are looking. Quinn argues that their gaze demonstrates their perceived

right, as men, to sexually objectify women (Quinn 2002: 392). In this model,

sexual harassment need not involve actions of a clearly sexual nature and

includes any behaviour that is intrusive, unwanted and forced onto women by

men. It is noted that 'the vast majority of these behaviours aren't sexual in any

way other than one sex, male, does them to another sex, female' (Wise and

Stanley 1987: 8). Although having a different focus from MacKinnon (1979),

this approach still views male power as structurally configured: men have

power; women do not.

In 1982, Gutek and Morasch stated that sexual harassment at work is often the

result of 'sex-role spillover'. It is argued that this occurs when gender-based

beliefs are carried over into the workplace, resulting in irrelevant or

inappropriate shared expectations about the behaviour of men and women. For
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example, sex-role spillover results in women being expected to be more

nurturing, sympathetic or loyal than men. People combine the work role with

the sex role to make expectations about the behaviours and those involved:

cocktail waitresses 'are' sexy; nurses 'are' caring; executives 'are' competitive.

In addition, sex ratios (the numerical amounts of women and men traditionally

found within that occupation) influence the amount and type of sex-role

spillover. The spillover has different consequences for women in female-

dominated jobs or male-dominated jobs: women in non-traditional occupations

are likely to be employed as women first, and as work-role occupants second.

Therefore, they are likely to notice differential treatment from their male

colleagues, including socio-sexual behaviours and sexual harassment.

Traditionally-employed women, on the other hand, are likely to find that the job

itself takes on elements of the sex role. In non-traditional jobs, as discussed

above, women become 'women-with-jobs'. In traditional jobs, women become

'women', full stop. They are likely to be regarded as sex objects and often

describe their job as containing elements of sexuality. Thus, Gutek and

Morasch argue that sexual harassment is often not viewed as a problem at work

because it is simply 'part of the job' (Gutek and Morasch 1982: 63-65).

Littler-Bishop et al. (1982) argue this point further. In their exploration of female

flight attendants' perceptions of sexual harassment, Littler-Bishop et al. found

that the women were most likely to experience sexual harassment from two

sources: the pilots and the airplane cleaners. Pilots, however, were more likely

to engage in more 'serious' forms of sexual harassment and, here, the

harassment seemed to operate as an extension of status. Thus, the high status
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pilots become culturally entitled to behave in a sexual manner towards the

female flight attendants; the sexualised behaviours are just one element of their

work expectation towards the women. Furthermore, it is argued that for their

part, the women are less likely to respond negatively to the harassment,

perhaps because of the potential gains made through associating with high

status pilots or, conversely, the potential losses if they respond disapprovingly

(Littler-Bishop et al. 1982).

In a study by Schneider and Phillips (1997) exploring the sexual harassment of

female doctors by patients, they argue that female doctors are often treated as

women first and foremost by some male patients and this leaves them

vulnerable to sexual harassment. Although this harassment could be

considered as contrapower harassment (see Grauerholz 1989 above),

Schneider and Phillips (1997) believe that this approach may not explain, at a

common sense level, how patients lying on an examination table, partly naked

and in an unbecoming gown, can muster enough contra power to sexually

harass the female doctor. Instead, it is perhaps more likely that the carryover of

gender-based expectations into the work role encourages the male patients to

behave in a sexual manner towards the female doctor. Male patients

conducting sexualised behaviour are often responding to the gender role rather

than the professional role, the gender expectations thus taking precedence over

the professional doctor-patient relationship (Schneider and Phillips 1997: 671,

675).

As discussed, liberal feminism defines 'sexual harassment' as an abuse of
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power. Split as to whether sexual harassment is behaviour in which men use

power to gain sex or behaviour in which men use sex to gain power, it is clear

within liberal feminism that sexual harassment is exploitative behaviour

intended to degrade and humiliate women. As Wise and Stanley (1987: 64)

argue, sexual harassment is an intention for men to 'do power' over women.

Credited with having 'discovered' and identified this abusive power, liberal

feminism often views itself as having brought sexual harassment to the attention

of the public. Furthermore, it is argued that sexual harassment is important for

the maintenance and reproduction of gender roles. These concepts will be

critiqued within the Foucault section below, but for now we will continue to

expand the background of sexual harassment theories and move to discuss

women-centred definitions of sexual harassment.

2.6 Women-centred Definitions of Sexual Harassment

As discussed above, sexual harassment within feminist research is mostly

theorised as an abuse of power within exploitative relationships. This section

discusses how certain sets of behaviours are often named and constructed by

women as sexual harassment. This considers women-centred definitions of

sexual harassment and how differences within the social category of 'woman'

can impact upon women's experiences of sexual harassment in complex and

contradictory ways. After exploring the intersectional nature of women's lives,

this section goes on to consider how women identify and respond to

experiences of sexual harassment, including the difficulties involved in telling

their personal stories.
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In their attempt to provide a framework for studying sexual harassment,

Terpstra and Baker (1986) note that the search for a universal definition of

sexual harassment is mired in confusion and recent research into this area

serves only to highlight how little we know about it. They argue, therefore, that

researchers of sexual harassment should work towards a more coherent and

structured approach. The development of a 'general framework' for researching

sexual harassment, including clearer definitions as to what constitutes the

behaviour, will, they argue, enable clearer and more systematic research

(Terpstra and Baker 1986: 17,30). However, many feminists have argued

against producing a systematic, monolithic or universal understanding of sexual

harassment and how women experience it. Experiences of sexual harassment,

and the subsequent impact on women's and men's subjectivities, operate

differentially through specific social and cultural divisions.

As discussed in the theoretical commitments section, subjectivities are multiple,

complex, fluid and contradictory. Women, like men, shift their subject positions

to those that make the most sense to them at a particular time and place.

Priorities in subject positions change and reveal shifts in perceptions of

vulnerabilities and strengths (Sizoo 1997: 228). Female students of higher

education, for example, negotiate multiple subject positions. Subjectivities

engage in multiple role relationships, shifting through positions as and when

required (Ramage 2004: 3). These multiple positions may include: daughter,

mother, partner, friend, domestic worker, worker (full- and part-time), student,

early academic, self-improver, mentor and many others (e.g. Devos 2004).
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With these multiple positions in mind, Valentine (2007) discusses

intersectionality within feminist research. She notes that many feminists have

challenged the use of 'women' and 'gender' as unitary and homogeneous

categories. Differences within the social category of 'woman', for example

ethnicity, sexuality, class, and disability, intersect in fluid and complex ways.

Identities are both 'done to' and 'unmade' through these intersections and, at

the same, emerge within contested grounds to form an understanding of one's

self (Valentine 2007: 14). Specific forms of intersectionality can create unique

situations of disadvantage and marginalisation (Shields 2008: 307). Being

aware of these complexities, therefore, assists the feminist researcher in her

attempt to address how multiple forms of domination, especially those which are

otten forgotten such as age and ability, intersect to form experiences of

oppreesion (Nash 2010).

For example, hooks (1981), in her classic study on the oppression of black

women by both white and black men and white women, maintains the notion

that struggles to end racism and sexism are inextricably linked: black women

are otten constructed as sexually depraved, immoral and 'loose, and the roots

of this racism /sexism are firmly located within the slave trade'. For hooks, the

women's rights movement has not succeeded in uniting black and white women

and obtaining 'women's' rights in some areas has only succeeded in the further

oppression of black women. Obtaining rights for women had little impact on the

social status of black women with white imperialism continuing to deny them full

citizenship. Hooks warns, therefore, against 'groups of women appropriating

feminism to serve their own opportunistic ends' (hooks 1982: 52, 122, 189).
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Being aware of these multiple forms of oppression, and the intersections of

these experiences, we need to explore further the intersectionality within

feminist theories on sexual harassment.

Welsh et al. (2006), in a discussion on understanding sexual harassment across

ethnicities and citizenship, state that harassing behaviours, like rape and other

forms of sexual violence, are embedded in interlocking systems of ethnicity,

gender and citizenship. When women experience sexual harassment, their

ethnicity and citizenship are never absent from the event and, as such, are an

influencing and complicating component of women's understanding, reaction

and labelling (Welsh et al. 2006: 95-96). Chen (1997) also notes how

experiences of sexual harassment are interconnected in a complex system of

gender and racial subordination. For example, stereotypes of the exotic, sexual

prostitute of Asian-American women combined with an expectation that Asian-

American women will be more likely to accept dominating male behaviours,

often result in high levels of sexual harassment. In addition, the commonplace

nature of gendered racism makes it more difficult for Asian-American women to

speak out against harassment (Chen 1997: 55-58).

Discussing the intersectional nature of gender harassment and racial

harassment, Buchanan and Ormerod (2002) argue that historical, social,

cultural and sexual stereotypes of African-American women combine to produce

'racialised sexual harassment', distinct from either racial or sexual harassment

alone. In particular, it is also noted that some white women also perpetrate acts

of racialised sexual harassment. Therefore, universal safeguards - such as all-
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women environments - may not offer protection for African-American women

(Buchanan and Ormerod 2002: 111, 116). Luthar et al. (2009) expand upon

this and argue that stereotypes of African-American women tend to be more

negative than those of white women. The racist and gendered social and

cultural stereotyping of African-American women leads to further

marginalisation (Luthar 2009: 31). An example of how the intersections of

racism and sexism operate in practice is the Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas

hearings.

In 1991, Anita Hill claimed that during the period of time she worked for

Clarence Thomas, a United States Supreme Court Judge, she was sexually

harassed on numerous occasions. This involved, according to Hill, attempts to

initiate sexual relations, vulgar sexual jokes and innuendo and comments about

the size of her breasts (Hill 2001: 156-158). Black and Allen (2001: 35) argue

that the Clarence Thomas hearings propelled sexual harassment into the public

arena and have significantly influenced public perceptions of this issue. It is not

the 'truth' of this case that has interested many feminists, but the media

commentary surrounding the hearings. For example, Flax (1998), discussing

the Clarence Thomas hearings within the context of gendered and racial

dynamics, argues that Thomas positioned himself both as a 'bare-foot black

boy' who had managed to triumph over adversity and as an 'honorary white

man' capable of 'restraint, hard work, self-discipline and control' (Flax 1998:

15,17). Hill, on the other hand, was positioned as having, 'a propensity to

fantasise' and having an 'exaggerated interest in men' (Flax 1998: 120). Hill

(2001) states that she was portrayed as 'the silly prude who can't handle normal
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adult conversation' (Hill 2001: 158). In addition, the media depicted these two

opposing stereotypes - the 'exaggerated interest in men' and the 'silly prude

who can't handle normal adult conversation' - as if they were a united

representation (Phelps and Winternitz 1992: 395).

Phelps and Winternitz (1992), discussing the hearings, highlight that the case

was part of a political, media-driven process: the White House was able to

counteract the initial outpouring of feminist support for Hill with accusations of

racism. Hill became the personification of everything feared from the 'modern

woman': aggressive, rights-mongering and antagonistic. It is argued that many

men thought the charges of sexual harassment were unimportant, even if they

were true. While Thomas' standing in the black community increased,

positioned as he was through the stereotyping of the sexually hyperactive black

male, Hill was accused of attacking a fellow black person in a prominent and all-

white arena (Phelps and Winternitz 1992: 392-397). Thus, the Clarence

Thomas hearings highlighted the intersections of race and gender and the

social and cultural stereotyping of African-American men and women.

However, it is not only issues of ethnicity that intersect to form experiences of

sexual harassment; class and sexuality, amongst many other social categories,

are equally productive.

Myers (2004) discusses the complex intersections of class, ethnicity and

sexuality in the reproduction and maintenance of approved femininity. For

example, she argues that concepts of 'Iadyhood', the enactment of respectable

femininity, are underscored by class-biased, racialised, heterosexualised,
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feminised elitism. It is argued that elite women, themselves oppressed within

male-dominated societies, may contribute further to the oppression of women

from minority categories, including those of ethnicity, economic status,

sexuality, disability and the intersections of these categories. For Myers, the

identification of class is an important component in the social and economic

disadvantaging of women (Myers 2004: 37). Skeggs (1997), discussing

formations of class and gender, notes it is white bourgeois women who have

been given the classification of 'respectable femininity' and its historically

associated heterosexuality. Black and white working-class women, on the other

hand, are constructed through 'dangerous and perverse' sexualities and 'non

respectability'. Thus, the heterosexual, middle-class woman is 'purified and

unmixed with racial and class differences'. Heterosexuality is, therefore,

operating as a category alongside femininity, designed to 'other' black and

working-class women (Skeggs 1997: 18, 122). Classism, therefore, is defined

as institutional and individual discrimination, stereotyping and prejudice against

poor people. As with other forms of discrimination, the process of 'othering'

identifies and isolates the economically disadvantaged (Lott 2002: 107).

Tester (2008), who notes that the bulk of sexual harassment research has been

located within the workplace, explores the intersections of the class and

ethnicity of women who have been sexually harassed by their landlords. Many

of the landlords in her research preyed on economically vulnerable women and

manufactured quid quo pro relationships. In some cases, landlords utilised

stereotypes based on class and racialised gender to explain their actions

against complaints of sexual harassment and to imply that the women
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misunderstood their actions (Tester 2008: 359). The use of stereotypes and

myths is considered by Aosved et al. (2006) in their analysis of rape myth

acceptance and the intersections of class, ethnicity, sexuality, age and religious

beliefs. It is argued that predominant cultural attitudes facilitate continued

tolerance of aggression and sexual violence towards women. Rape myths

encourage the shifting of blame for sexual assaults from the perpetrators to the

victims and the research noted interrelations between greater rape myth

acceptance and attitudes of sexism, classism, homophobia, ageism and

intolerance of religion. Although it is noted that these belief systems are not

perfectly correlated, and that there are other unexplained factors that contribute

to rape myth acceptance, it is argued that wider and multiple intolerances of

diversity may impact upon acceptance of rape myths and the perpetration of

sexual violence (Aosved et al. 2006: 490).

Although there has been very little research exploring the intersections of

gender and sexuality and women's experiences of sexual harassment in higher

education, Konik and Cortina (2008) argue that oppressions based on gender

and sexual orientation are intrinsically linked. It is suggested that sexualised

harassment, gender harassment and heterosexist harassment all function to

enforce traditional gender roles. In particular, sexual minorities within their

research encountered substantially greater rates and frequencies of all forms of

harassment, including sexualised and gendered hostility that does not explicitly

invoke sexual orientation. Sexual harassment, therefore, serves to punish

those who violate traditional gender norms, including the requirement of hetero-

normativity (Konik and Cortina 2008: 332). Epstein (1997) argues that sexual
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harassment is a key factor in this 'institutionalisation of heterosexuality'.

Women who adopt deviant gender roles, and do not assume normative

femininity within a heterosexual setting, often experience sexual/sexist

harassment. Therefore, Epstein conceptualises sexual harassment as a

pedagogy that schools women into heterosexuality and gender appropriate

behaviour (Epstein 1997: 157-160).

This insight is in dialogue with Kitzinger (1995), in a discussion on anti-lesbian

harassment, who argues that a 'climate of terror' surrounds lesbianism in a

heterosexist society (Kitzinger 1995: 127). She states that 'harassment of

lesbians ranges from murder, rape, torture and other forms of physical attack

through to defamation, intimidation, ostracism and verbal abuse' (Kitzinger

1995: 125). It is argued that this constant fear of violence and abuse

encourages gay women to be silent about their sexuality and not discuss their

lesbianism. Given the involved risks of being an 'out' lesbian, this seems hardly

surprising; however, it does have the effect, as Kitzinger notes, of creating our

own invisibility5 (Kitzinger 1995: 127). Forms of violence, therefore, including

the threat of violence, impact upon women's subjectivities in complex and

varying ways.

For example, Kelly (1988), discussing women's experiences of sexual violence,

argues that sexual harassment is not divorced from other forms of violence and

that society has traditionally placed sexual violence within a hierarchy of

perceived seriousness. More commonplace forms of violence are often
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dismissed by society as a 'bit of a laugh' or an everyday event. However, Kelly

argues that sexual violence should be conceived of as a continuum, ranging

from the multiple forms of sexism women encounter every day to the murders of

women and girls by men. These forms of violence, in no hierarchical order,

include: the threat of violence, sexual harassment, pressurised sex, sexual

assault, obscene/threatening phone calls and peeping, coercive sex, domestic

violence, sexual abuse of girls, flashing, rape, and incest. The extent of the

violence and the fear it can induce impacts upon women's feeling of safety and

they may change their behaviours to avoid certain situations. Importantly,

however, these categories should not be thought of as separate and isolated

from each other. There is a great deal of overlap between these categories and

how these forms of violence are experienced. It is often not possible to

differentiate between forms of sexual violence on the basis of the enacted

behaviours. Likewise, it is often difficult to distinguish between behaviours that

are violent and behaviours that are sexual. Violent and sexual behaviours

overlap and women can experience them in different ways. The intersectional

nature of women's lives, women's multiple experiences of sexual violence,

whether the abuser is known or a stranger, and many other circumstances all

influence women's perceptions of violence and the subsequent impact on their

subjectivities (Kelly 1988: 77-91).

In arguing for the importance of the continuum and multiple understandings of

sexual violence, Kelly (1988) therefore states that the point at which sexual

harassment becomes sexual assault is not clear. Within Kelly's research there

5 My positionality as an 'out' lesbian will be discussed in Chapter Three.
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was a significant overlap in the definitions used by her female participants. The

most notable distinction was that sexual harassment included a variety of

behaviours combining visual, verbal and physical forms of abusive. Sexual

assault, however, always involved physical contact. Visual forms of sexual

harassment included leering, staring, and sexual gestures. Verbal forms

included whistles, use of innuendo and gossip, sexual joking, propositioning and

threatening remarks. Physical forms included unwanted physical closeness,

touching, pinching, patting, deliberately brushing close and grabbing.

Importantly, any incident of sexual harassment may contain elements of visual,

verbal and physical behaviours (Kelly, 1988: 103). To promote Kelly's

argument further, and to bring together the preceding discussion on

intersectionality, the complex and intersectional nature of women's lives means

that experiences and definitions of sexual harassment are multiple, diverse and

contradictory. They can include elements of visual, verbal and physical

behaviours, and it is often not clear where the boundaries lie between sexual

harassment and sexual assault.

Complex subject positions, the intersections of gender, ethnicity, class,

sexuality and other forms of marginalisation produce unique experiences of

disadvantage, oppression and sexual violence. As discussed, workplaces and

educational institutions are critical locations for the intersections of inequalities.

These discriminatory systems produce complex patterns of inequalities with

varying legitimacy and visibility (Acker 2006: 459). It is suggested, therefore,

that what is needed is a move away from universal understandings, definitions

and applications to women-centred definitions and preferred ways of coping.
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Therefore, it is argued that when it comes to sexual harassment definitions,

policies and complaints procedures, women cannot be treated as a monolithic

category (Luthar 2009: 31).

For example, Kitzinger and Thomas (1995), in a discussion on the social

construction and discursive nature of sexual harassment, note that many

women refuse the label of 'sexual harassment' because it emphasises their

status as victim. They suggest that for many women, the term 'victim' highlights

the extent of their oppression too painfully, and implies female subordination.

They state: 'when women say, to themselves or to other people, "I am not being

sexually harassed", one of the things they are saying is, "I am not a victim. I am

not a subordinated person'" (Kitzinger and Thomas 1995: 38. Italics in original).

Discussing the confusion that many women feel over the definition of sexual

harassment, Epstein (1997) argues that the term 'sexual harassment' is

misleading: the definition of harassment as 'sexual' erases the experiences of

women whose harassment was not overtly sexual in content. Women who

experience sexist behaviours are, therefore, unlikely to view this behaviour as

sexual harassment (Epstein 1997: 157). Lee (2001) also notes the difficulties

women may face when trying to apply definitions to their experiences: it is

argued that women may try to make sense of their experiences by using labels,

such as 'working in a sexualised environment', 'everyday rudeness' and

'sexism'. Nevertheless, Lee argues, the existence of a range of terms, rather

than just the one term of 'sexual harassment', may help women to recognise

and perhaps challenge unwelcome experiences (Lee 2001: 30).
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Discussing women students' non-reporting of sexual harassment in medical

education and the subsequent labels attached to unwanted behaviours, Wear et

al. (2007) found that most women paid little or no attention to sexual innuendo

and explicit sexual banter. If the talk was generalised, rather than about

specific people, this was often dismissed as reflecting the larger culture of the

medical setting and something 'to be expected'. Women students often

described themselves as 'strategizers' and 'reward driven' and learnt quickly

that it was important not to be seen as being 'up tight' or prudish (Wear et al.

2007: 24). This is similar to the arguments made by Gutek and Morasch (1982)

and Littler-Bishop (1982) discussed above: sexual banter becomes 'part of the

job', something to be expected and endured, and career-focused women may

be more reluctant to report unwanted experiences for fear of this harming their

employment opportunities. In addition to this, however, Wear et al. (2007: 25)

argue that some of the women seemed unsure about what 'counted' as sexual

harassment and had differing concepts of sexually harassing behaviours in

what they included and what they did not. Implicit within these discussions,

therefore, are the questions: how do we decide what sexual harassment is

'about' and what impact do these decisions have on victims of sexual

harassment?

Bell (1993), discussing incest from a Foucauldian perspective, argues that

survivors' accounts of sexual violence have largely been ignored or

reinterpreted. Survivor accounts of incest, for example, are subjugated

knowledges, providing feminism with strong bases for critiquing ways of talking

about incest (Bell 1993: 90). Indeed, feminist rhetoric has often privileged the
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talking of sexual violence. For example, Herbert (1997) argues that feminism

should concentrate on encouraging young girls and women to speak out against

violent and harassing behaviour and states that there is much confusion,

ignorance and misconception about sexual harassment (Herbert 1997: 26).

She argues for the need to 'talk to young women and girls about male

oppression, patriarchy and masculine myths of sexual prowess, uncontrollable

sexual urges and other such tales' (Herbert 1997: 28). Herbert also states that

we need to provide women 'with some skills in order to challenge and confront

sexist incidents or situations' (Herbert 1997: 28). However, within Herbert's

work, the act of talking is not problematised.

Holloway and Freshwater (2007: 707) argue that people often talk about

personal experiences to understand them better, to store the memories and to

'move beyond' them. However, as Livesey (2002) argues, the process of telling

one's story is not as simple as often suggested. The tellability of personal

stories, the point to the story, is actually determined by the listener rather than

the speaker: it is the listener who questions, who frames and controls the story.

The speaker provides the information, which is limited, controlled and ultimately

shaped by the listener. The nature of this process means that disclosure, like

any conversation, is reciprocal and both participants co-construct the

interaction. However, it is important to acknowledge the ability of the listener to

control and influence the nature of the disclosure and the discourses of truth

which are produced (Livesey 2002: 60). Speech and silence are not, therefore,

opposing elements.
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Clair (1997) notes that to speak may simultaneously act as a means of silencing

issues. To have the ability to speak does not imply the potential to be heard,

and, likewise, does not prevent others from speaking for us. Paradoxically,

silence can often work in the form of a voice. To refuse to speak can be, on

occasion, to refuse to locate oneself within a particular subject position (Clair,

1997). For example, Bell (1993) discusses how the telling of one's story is not

an empowering act in and of itself and the 'telling' does not guarantee being

'heard': the person listening may be someone who wants to help or may be

someone whom the listener has to 'please' in the telling of the story.

Furthermore, silence has often been required for the overarching story to

maintain credibility and, in return, the strength of this position allows for

additional stories to be heard. In this way, the ability to question and the ability

to create discourses of truth is reciprocal (Bell 1993: 80; Livesey 2002: 59).

Bergman et al. (2002), in a discussion on the consequences of reporting

unwanted experiences, note that the supposed benefits of challenging sexual

harassment include a feeling of resolution and assistance in recovering from

psychological damage. However, their research suggests that individuals who

report sexual harassment generally fare no better than their non-reporting

counterparts and, in certain cases, reporting unwanted sexual attention has had

negative consequences for jobs, health and psychological well-being.

Therefore, Bergman et al. propose that the most 'reasonable' form of action in

cases of sexual harassment may be to avoid reporting the unwanted

experiences (Bergman et al. 2002: 14-15). Kaiser and Miller (2004),

considering the potential for the confrontation of sexism, note that if women
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believe that challenging discrimination will enact positive changes, even if this

incurs some level of personal cost, they may be more likely to confront sexism.

However, if women consider the interpersonal costs to be too high, such as

being perceived as troublemakers or experiencing retaliation, then the most

likely response may be one of silence. Therefore, it is argued that the decision

to confront sexism may well be influenced by societal norms (Kaiser and Miller

2004: 169, 175). Consequently, and given the difficulties of labelling and

reporting sexual harassment, Wear et al. (2007) argue that how women

students label and respond to sexual harassment is less important; more

important is the response of the institution: does it discuss with the students

what is and is not acceptable language? Are its policies on sexual harassment

clear and visible? It is argued that attentiveness to perceptions of sexual

harassment, and where these perceptions may be in conflict, is a priority for

educational establishments (Wear et al. 2007: 25-26).

By utilising women-centred definitions, we may be able to explore where other

forms of oppression, such as racism, homophobia, lack of citizenship, disability

and classism, intersect and interact with sexual harassment (Welsh et al. 2006:

95-96). This section, therefore, discusses how certain sets of behaviours may

otten be constructed and named by women as sexual harassment. Importantly,

differences within the social category of 'woman' can impact on women's

experiences of sexual harassment in complex and contradictory ways.

Although much feminist work prioritises the sharing of personal experiences, the

telling of sexual harassment stories is otten co-constructed between the

speaker and the listener and is not the simple process it is otten suggested to
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be. Finally, Wear et al. (2007) discuss the importance of clear accessible

policies on sexual harassment, especially within education institutions. Before

moving on to discuss the processes of implementing such policies, let us first

explore the legal definitions of sexual harassment and how such legislation is

represented within policies and codes of conduct.

2.7 Legal Definitions of Sexual Harassment

In 1986, British courts ruled that sexual harassment was unlawful under the Sex

Discrimination Act 1975 (Porcelli v Strathclyde;6 see also Thomas 2004). The

Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunities for Women and Men (1988), which

included representatives from Member State governments, recommended that

there should be a code of conduct on sexual harassment in the workplace,

covering the harassment of both women and men (cited in Beveridge 2007).

Subsequently, in 1991, the European Commission produced a report detailing a

code of practice designed to combat sexual harassment in the workplace.

Entitled 'Protecting the Dignity of Women and Men at Work', the report stated

that sexual harassment creates intimidating, hostile or humiliating work

environments" (see also European Commission 1991). In 2002, the Equal

Treatment Directive of the European Parliament amended its definition of

'harassment relating to the sex of a person' to one which reflects the definition

of other forms of harassment, such as ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation,

religion, belief and age discrlmlnatlon." This stated that harassment is

6 [1986] SC 137 [1986]; ICR [1986] 564.
7 Commission Recommendation (EC) 92/131 of 27th November 1991 on the protection of the
dignity of men and women at work [1991] OJ L49/1.
8 Directive of the European Parliament and Council (EC) 2002l73/EC; Article 2.
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where an unwanted conduct relating to a sex of a person occurs with the
purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, and of creating an
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment."

In addition to this first type of 'harassment relating to the sex of a person'

outlawed by Directive 2002n3/EC, the revised Equal Treatment Directive

created a new wrong of 'sexual harassment', bringing the 'soft' law of the above

code of practice into legislation (Clarke 2006: 165). Sexual harassment is,

therefore, defined separately as being

where any form of unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature occurs, with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of
a person, in particular when creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading,
humiliating or offensive environment...a person's rejection of, or
submission to, such conduct may not be used as a basis for a decision
affecting that person.'?

Stephens and Hallas (2006) note that these new definitions recognise that

some people may harass on the basis of gender, not on a sexual basis; it is the

form of harassment and its effect on the victim that becomes important - not the

reason for it. In addition, the changes in definition do not require an individual

bringing a claim of harassment to compare their treatment with anyone else,

whereas under the previous legislation a claimant would have to show that a

person of the opposite sex would be treated differently (Health and Safety at

Work 2007). Thus, the two wrongs, 'general harassment related to sex' and

'sexual harassment', are positioned as two separate forms of discrimination.

Barmes (2007) notes that the Equal Treatment Directive has separated 'general

9 Directive of the European Parliament and Council (EC) 2002173/EC; Article 2.
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harassment related to sex' and 'sexual harassment' and assumed that the two

wrongs would not overlap. Masselot (2004), for example, provides a theoretical

scenario of sexual harassment (an employer requesting a sexual favour from a

female office employee under the threat of dismissal) and an example of

general harassment related to the sex of a person (an employer ordering his

female employee to do 'domestic' duties whilst not requesting the same from

male employees). In practice, however, it may be difficult to differentiate

between sexual harassment and general harassment related to sex. The two

behaviours are likely to overlap and have common characteristics and both of

these scenarios are considered sex discrimination under the new Directive

(Masselot 2004: 98).

In response to the revised Equal Treatment Directive discussed above, the UK

government issued a consultation paper and draft legislation amending the Sex

Discrimination Act. This stated that unwanted conduct must be 'on the grounds

of her sex' rather than the Directive's focus on 'related to sex' (Department for

Trade and Industry 2005). However, Rubenstein (2005) argues that the vast

majority of harassment is 'related to the sex' of a person, allowing for a broader

interpretation of sexual harassment. Indeed, by focusing on the grounds of a

person's sex, the comparator is reintroduced: the question of whether conduct

was based on the grounds of sex can only be answered by reference to the

treatment of a person from the opposite sex (Rubenstein 2005: 21). Despite

opposition from the Equal Opportunities Commission and the Trades Union

Congress, the UK government maintained that there was no material difference

10 Directive of the European Parliament and Council (EC) 2002l73/EC; Article 2.
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between 'related to' and 'on the grounds of (Clarke 2006: 4). Thus, the

government enacted the Employment Equality (Sex Discrimination) Regulations

2005, in which:

4A - (1). a person subjects a woman to harassment if-
(a) on the ground of her sex, he engages in unwanted conduct that has
the purpose or effect -

of violating her dignity, or(i)

(ii) of creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or
offensive environment for her."

However, Clarke (2006) states that the government's decision not to adopt the

broader concept of harassment as 'related to sex' meant that some behaviours

fell outside the category. This was amended in the Sex Discrimination

(Amendment of Legislation) Regulations 2008,12 which provide for harassment

'related to her sex or that of another person'. The change in legislation meant

that a person was only required to show that the conduct was associated with

the sex of the victim or any other person. This is now represented within the

Equality Act 2010, providing a single legal framework for protection against

discrimination and disadvantage.

The Equality Act 2010 provides protection from discrimination, victimisation and

harassment for individuals on the grounds of the protected characteristics (age,

gender, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and

maternity, race, religion or belief, and sexual orlentanon)." Talbot (2011)

11 The Employment Equality [Sex Discrimination] Regulations 2005 s.5
12 Sex Discrimination (Amendment of Legislation) Regulations 2008 s.3
13 Equality Act 2010 s.4
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outlines these protections and states that direct discrimination is treating a

person less favourably than others 'because of a protected characteristic.

'Combined discrimination' is a new concept developed to address a person

being subjected to direct discrimination because of a combination of two or

more protected characteristics taken together. Importantly, people claiming

under combined discrimination need not show that their claim would have been

successful in respect of each of the protected characteristics taken separately.

Victimisation involves a person being treated badly because she/he is

considering taking action under the Equality Act or if she/he is supporting

someone else who is doing so. This is now a separate category and is no

longer treated as a form of direct discrimination. The complainant need only

show that she/he is being victimised and is not required to demonstrate that

her/his treatment is less favourable when compared to others.

The Equality Act 2010 also includes three separate types of harassment: 1)

sexual harassment; 2) harassment caused by treating a person less favourably

because she/he has either submitted to, or rejected, sexual harassment; and 3)

where a person is subject to unwanted conduct related to a protected

characteristic which has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating,

degrading, humiliating or hostile environment or violating the complainant's

dignity. In addition to this, the Act introduces an offence in relation to employers

who fail to reasonably prevent harassment of an employee by a third party

during her/his employment on at least two occasions (Talbot 2011: 1-2). The

Equality Act 2010, therefore, defines harassment accordingly:
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(1) A person (A) harasses another (B) if-

(a) A engages in unwanted conduct related to a relevant
protected characteristic, and

(b) the conduct has the purpose or effect of-

(i) violating B's dignity, or

(ii) creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading,
humiliating or offensive environment for B.

(2) A also harasses B if -

(a) A engages in unwanted conduct of a sexual nature,
and

(b) the conduct has the purpose or effect referred to in
subsection (1)b.

(3) A also harasses B if-

(a) A or another person engages in unwanted conduct of a
sexual nature or that is related to gender reassignment
or sex,

(b) The conduct has the purpose or effect referred to in
subsection (1) (b), and

(c) Because of B's rejection of or submission to the
conduct, A treats B less favourably than A would treat B
if B had not rejected or submitted to the conduct.

(4) In deciding whether or not the conduct has the effect referred
to in subsection (1) (b), each of the following must be taken into
account -

(a) the perception of B

(b) the other circumstances of the case

(c) whether it is reasonable for the conduct to have that
effect.

(5) The relevant protected characteristics are-

Age;
Disability;
Gender reassignment;
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Race;
Religion or belief;
Sex·
Sex~al orientation."

Expanding upon this, in its advice to providers of further and higher education,

the Equality and Human Rights Commission (2010) states that 'of a sexual

nature' can include verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct, including unwanted

sexual advances, inappropriate touching, sexual assault, sexual jokes,

displaying pornographic material and sending emails of a sexual nature.

'Unwanted' conduct refers to behaviour which is 'unwelcome' or 'uninvited' and

does not require the student to say that she/he objects to the conduct.

Furthermore, it is unlawful to treat a student or staff member less favourably

because she/he submits to, or rejects, sexual harassment or harassment

relating to sex or to victimise a student because she/he is making a complaint,

or supporting someone making a complaint, under the Equality Act 2010. A

claim of victimisation does not need to be linked to a protected characteristic

and, having left an institution, former students and staff members are still

protected from discrimination and harassment (Equality and Human Rights

Commission 2010: 27).

In addition, the Equality Act 2010 brings together the three earlier duties (race,

disability and gender) into one new public duty which covers all the protected

characteristics. Those subject to the equality duty must eliminate unlawful

discrimination, harassment and victimisation; advance equality of

14 Equality Act 20105.26
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opportunity between different groups; and foster good relations between

different groups (Government Equalities Office 2011). The aim of this public

sector duty is to support 'good decision making' and to understand how

decisions made by public bodies can impact upon people's lives. Furthermore,

the equality duty requires a 'due regard' for the statutory equality aims. This is

defined by the Government Equalities Office (2011: 4) as 'consciously thinking'

about the three main aims of the duty and the Act more broadly in decision

making.

However, Fredman (2011) agues that the 'due regard' standard is not as robust

a strategy as the requirement to 'take all proportionate steps towards' the

statutory goals. She compares the Equality Act 2010 policy of 'due regard' to

the Child Poverty Act 2010, with its committed poverty targets embedded within

the legislation, and to the Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000,

which requires the Secretary of State to publish and implement strategies based

on the setting of key targets. Next to these committed target duties, the 'due

regard' standard of the Equality Act 2010 is described as a 'considerable

disappointment' (Fredman 2011: 3).

As seen from the above legal definitions of harassment, the Equality Act 2010

and the equality duty (2011) promote an understanding of sexual harassment

as involving a set of easily identifiable behaviours with clearly-defined purpose

and/or effect. However, as earlier sections of this literature review have

discussed, theories of sexual harassment, what does and does not constitute

the behaviour, the reasons for the behaviour and its effects on the victim, are
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complex and contradictory. Implementing this legislation into sexual

harassment codes of conduct and equality policies is, as a result, fraught with

difficulty and it is to this that we now turn.

2.8 Implementing Sexual Harassment Policies

The implementation of sexual harassment policies has had varying success

within the UK. This section will consider the impact of legislation in the

workplace more broadly and then focus on the execution of equal opportunity

policies within higher education. For example, Fredman (2011) notes that anti-

discrimination laws in the UK are conventionally enforced through individual

complaints based on proof of breach. This complaints-led approach is both

lengthy and costly, limited to compensation awarded to individuals, or groups of

complainants, and is unlikely to correct the institutional structures which gave

rise to the discrimination. Attention should, Fredman argues, be shifted towards

more proactive attempts to achieve equality (Fredman 2011: 2).

Arguing that sexual harassment complaints are often mismanaged, Collinson

and Collinson (1992) state that a complaints-led focus assumes that victims of

harassment will be free, able and capable to disclose cases of discriminatory

treatment. They believe that although formalised interventions - such as codes

of practice and sexual harassment policies - are necessary. they are not

sufficient if sexual harassment is to be eliminated: formalised practices cannot

determine the actions of employees, employers, trade unionists, harassers

and/or victims in any particular workplace (Collinson and Collinson 1992: 11,
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16). Samuels (2004) takes this position further and argues that too much focus

within sexual harassment policies is on the classification of sexual harassment

as a form of workplace bullying and, therefore, offers working women little

protection from sexually harassing behaviours. Instead, Samuels argues,

sexual harassment policies need to recognise the 'power relations between

men and women' and 'deconstruct the relationship between the sexes'

(Samuels 2004: 448). Likewise, Thomas (2004) and Heward and Taylor (1992)

argue that the impact of equal opportunities and sexual harassment policies has

had a limited effect in most higher education institutions (Heward and Taylor

1992: 111; Thomas 2004: 149).

Thomas (2004), in a discussion on the impact of sexual harassment policies in

UK universities, argues that policies must be backed by procedures that enable

sexual harassment complaints to be dealt with appropriately and effectively. In

addition, the policy needs to be conveyed to both staff and students to ensure

familiarity with the policy and that it is taken seriously (Thomas 2004: 145).

Although the Government Equalities Office (2011) argues that staff members

across the board, from senior managers to front-line staff, need to be involved

in the implementation of the equality duty, some feminist researchers have

argued that there is often an institutional reluctance to adopt a more 'proactive'

stance in promoting harassment policy. For example, Thomas (2004) states

that equal opportunity departments are often isolated from the everyday

workings of universities and may experience resistance when trying to

encourage individual faculties to take over responsibilities for implementing and

monitoring equal opportunity policies (see also Bacchi 2001: 129). Such
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research argues that although many universities are monitoring sexual

harassment complaints, the reporting figures that are available are low and, in

some universities, non-existent. It is suggested within this body of research that

the low reporting rates almost certainly do not mean infrequent cases of sexual

harassment but rather a problem with the complaints procedures (Heward and

Taylor 1992; Thomas 2004).

8agilhole (2002), discussing what she terms 'male hegemony' in academia,

argues that resistance to sexual harassment policies may stem from the

requirement not to 'open up a can of worms': although universities may have

adequate policies, the arrangements for implementing them may be deliberately

inefficient (8agilhole 2002: 31). However, even when policies and procedures

are appropriate, and universities have taken a particularly positive approach,

some research suggests that equal opportunities officers often express

dissatisfaction with the apparent under-reporting. For example, Thomas (2004:

149) quotes one respondent who said: 'the procedures are sound, but have we

eliminated harassment/improper conduct? -I doubt it'. It is possible to suggest,

therefore, that the implementation of sexual harassment policies in both

workplaces and educational institutions has had only limited success in

preventing behaviours identified as sexual harassment and improving equal

opportunities.

So far, this literature review has discussed competing theories and definitions of

sexual harassment in higher education, including women-centred definitions

and legal definitions, and explored both quantitative and qualitative data on the
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subject with emphasis on the role of power within sexual harassment. Liberal

feminist perspectives in particular identify power differentials as being the root

cause of sexual harassment. However, as noted above, a Foucauldian

perspective would argue against power being a static thing wielded by one

group of people over another. Instead, power is positioned as something

exercised over and through both men and women (Foucault 1980c). The

following section, therefore, focuses on Foucault's notion of discourse and

power and suggests a Foucauldian critique of liberal feminist theories on sexual

harassment.

2.9 What is Discourse?

Foucault's notion of discourse is specific: prevailing discourses generate

particular effects of power and subsequent ways of our understanding

ourselves. Discourse enables us to gain an identity, to understand ourselves

and the world around us; as a result, to be without discourse is to become

disconnected and detached from the social world. More than this, however,

discourses produce effects in thinking and behaving: they do not reflect or

mirror their objects but produce and shape them (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982:

61). Discourse, therefore, is not merely a set of words or a coherent body of

sentences and its role goes beyond the designation of the object: it is through

discourse that we understand the object, can speak about the object, and relate

the object to other entities (Foucault 1991 a: 49).
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An object of discourse has no external quality that the discourse attempts to

capture and portray or an unarticulated essence that simply needs to be

exposed or expressed (Foucault 1991 a: 61). Everything that we know,

understand and feel about an object comes from the discourse that we use to

identify it and differentiate it from other objects. This does not mean that

objects only exist within discourse, for Foucault (1991 a) identifies the realm of

the non-discursive, but that we can only speak of and comprehend an object

once it enters discourse. For example, the body is made up of non-discursive

material but how we understand it is dependent on the particular discourses

produced and practised in that specific time and society. Thus, discourse

regulates, manipulates and shapes the body, and we cannot conceive of the

body outside these practices (Foucault 1991d: 136). In this way, discourses are

contingent and arbitrary, producing specific ways of thinking and understanding

ourselves. Thus, what we understand to be "'truth" is linked in a circular relation

with systems of power which produce and sustain it, and to effects of power

which it induces and which extend it' (Foucault 1986: 74). For Foucault,

therefore, discourse and power are inextricably linked.

2. 10 Discourse and Power

In 'Body/Power', Foucault (1980b) distinguishes himself from theorists who

regard power as only repressive. Instead, Foucault is clear that the function of

power is not to repress knowledge but to produce it. If, indeed, power were

merely repressive, it would be difficult to explain how such a negative force

could maintain a hold over us (Foucault 1980b: 58-59). Sawicki (1991) explains
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this further and notes that repressive power represents power in its most

frustrated and extreme form. Therefore, instead of considering power as a

possession which can be wielded over people, power should be thought of as

something exercised: a relational model of power, focusing on the myriad

relations at the microlevel of society. This enables an analysis of how power

relations produce ways of being and ways of understanding the world (Sawicki

1991: 22). Power, therefore, operates through human beings, investing in us

our understanding of humanness, and constituting us as active beings,

conscious of our selves (Foucault 1980b: 59).

It is in the attempt to produce ourselves as autonomous beings, searching for

and seeking to be our 'true' selves, that we produce knowledge about ourselves

and, subsequently, subject ourselves to increasing power. In this way, we are

active in our own subjectification (Foucault 1980b: 57). We are produced as

self-aware subjects through the power effects of modern discourses. Foucault

(1991 d) notes that:

[Plower is not exercised simply as an obligation or a prohibition on those
who 'do not have it'; it invests them, is transmitted by them and through
them; it exerts pressure upon them, just as they themselves, in their
struggles against it, resist the grip it has on them (Foucault 1991d: 27).

Power, therefore, is not simply repressive: it is also productive of our selves. For

that reason, we cannot exist independently or be outside power, and what we

understand to be 'true' is always situated within these power relations (Dreyfus

and Rabinow 1982: 121). The individual is, thus, an effect of power.

Contemporary discourses operating as 'truth' permeate our consciousnesses
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and produce certain effects (Foucault 1980b: 98). For example, in The History

of Sexuality, Volume One, Foucault (1998) outlines how the modern individual

has been discursively constructed as a sexualised being. Our modern

understandings of sex, the notion that we are essentially sexed beings, are

produced through current prevailing discourses. Furthermore, rather than a

repressive notion of sex, there has been a 'veritable discursive explosion'

surrounding sex, sexual behaviours and sexuality (Foucault 1998: 17).

Foucault states that there is

[A]n institutional incitement to speak about it, and to do so more
and more; a determination on the part of the agencies of power to
hear it spoken about, and to cause it to speak through endless
articulation and endless accumulated details (Foucault 1998: 18).

Mechanisms of power produce sex as something to be judged, talked about and

administered, this regulation coming about through new regimes of public

discourses. Power has not, therefore, repressed discourses on sex but has,

conversely, developed an incitement to discourse; a multiplication of sexualities,

perversions and ever-increasing ways of being (Foucault 1998: 35). In

addition, Foucault cautions against viewing sex as a 'real' thing. He states:

[T]he notion of sex made is possible to group together, in an artificial
unity, anatomical elements, biological functions, conducts, sensations,
and pleasures, and it enabled one to make use of this fictitious unity as a
causal principle, an omnipresent meaning, a secret to be discovered
everywhere (Foucault 1998: 154).

Our knowledge of sex, as a contingent truth, is constructed through the
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prevailing discourses surrounding sex and sexual behaviours. The power

effects of these discourses produce particular ways of being and thinking

(Foucault 1998: 48). As discussed, therefore, power is conceived of in terms of

its positivity, not something exercised over the body but generated within it and

existing in all social interactions; power is a circulating, productive force and its

primary task is to create discourse and through it ways of understanding the

world. Power and discourse are joined together, coming into play in multiple

points and strategies. Indeed, Foucault states that discourses are not

subservient to power or raised against it. There is not, on one side, a discourse

of power and, on the other, an opposing discourse: different and contradictory

discourses coexist, multiply and proliferate (Foucault 1998: 100). It is through

power, therefore, that we are capable of resistance and it is to this that we now

turn.

2. 11 Foucault and Resistance

Knights and Vurdubakis (1994), in their discussion of Foucault and resistance,

argue that criticisms of Foucault tend to be located within dualistic

understandings of force and consent, power and powerlessness. However, for

Foucault, power and resistance are symbiotic: power is productive of resistance

and, importantly, resistance does not deny relations of power the ability to

reconstruct, reorganise, adapt and multiply (Knights and Vurdubakis 1994: 174-

179). Power, therefore, is a conductive relation, one which 'leads' others

through a field of possibilities. Power guides the behaviour of others and 'acts

upon their actions' (Foucault 2002: 340). Crucially, however, power can only
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act on free individuals: the field of possibilities which individuals face must

include a variety of possible reactions and modes of behaviour (Foucault 2002:

342). Sawicki (1991) explains this social field as containing innumerable

unstable power relations: an open system containing the possibilities of

domination as well as resistance (Sawicki 1991: 25).

In this sense, Foucault (2002: 341) considers power to be exercised as a

'conduct of conduct': a productive set of relations which guide and shape

individual behaviours and responses. Thompson (2003), discussing Foucault's

theory of resistance and self-formation, states that the individual whose

behaviour is being shaped is conceived as an agent with the capacity to act in

and through power structures, however minimal this may be in actuality.

Therefore, it is freedom, rather than simply resistance, which is symbiotic in the

exercise of power. This is crucial because resistance had previously been

theorised with only negative connotations: the destruction of dominant forms of

power relations. However, understanding freedom as co-constitutive of power

allows the creation and development of new forms of being and possible

alternatives to the previous structured arrangements (Thompson 2003: 122-

123). Thus, it is power that makes us capable of resistance and of casting

previous understandings as untrue. However, it is crucial not to romanticise or

overstate resistance.

Importantly, when we refuse a way of being or resist an effect of power, we do

so from a new discourse and, therefore, a new point of power. Foucault (1998)

states that where there is power there is always resistance. This resistance,
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however, is not in a position of exteriority to power. The paints of resistance are

present everywhere in the power network, producing a plurality of resistances

but ones which can only exist within the field of power relations. As such,

resistance does not take us beyond power (Foucault 1998: 96). Resistance is a

conditional response, carrying with it its own set of problematics. As one

example, Foucault discusses the gay rights movement and the campaign to

have same-sex relationships morally and socially accepted. However, Foucault

notes that the gay rights movements 'remain very much caught at the level of

demands for the rights to their sexuality, the dimension of the sexological'

(Foucault 1980d: 220). In their efforts to gain acceptance and equality, many

gay rights campaigners identified themselves as being 'born like that' and

essentially gay (Plummer 1995: 93). Thus, through efforts to resist one set of

subjectifying discourses, the validation of gay sex as 'natural', 'normal' and self-

affirming, homosexuality is produced as a fixed identity, bound to essentialist

notions of sex and sexed subjects (Weeks 1985: 200-201). Knights and

Vurdubakis (1994) comment on processes like these and state that

Another useful reminder of the possibilities for mutual re-appropriation
and interdependence between practices of resistance and particular
relations of power is how practices and discourses that are in opposition
to each other at one level may be mutually supportive at another (Knights
and Vurdubakis 1994: 180).

Relations of power, therefore, may compete, contradict and reinforce each

other. Although specific power relations may appear stable for certain periods

of time, we should not assume that such stability is anything more than

contingent and precarious. Although we can resist specific locations of power,

we are mistaken in thinking that this resistance frees us in any way (Knights and
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Vurdubakis 1994: 178). These relations of power, and their specific contingent

effects, produce our complex and contradictory subjectivities.

2. 12 The Discursive Construction of Subjectivity

Subjectivities, that is, how we understand ourselves in relation to the outside

world, are produced through discourse and, furthermore, subjectivities are not

fixed or formed of an essential nature but are in a continual process of

construction and renegotiation. The discourses we learn and are subjected to

order our ways of thinking and provide meaning and context to our daily lives

(Weedon 1997: 32). These processes are understood to be contradictory and

in a constant state of reconstitution; the subject, therefore, is not an essential

being and is always the site of conflicting struggles (Weedon 1997: 32).

Therefore, modern subjectivities, our sense of self and what it means to be

human, are formed through our engagement in prevailing discourses. As

Foucault states, individuals are an effect of power, which they simultaneously

undergo and exercise. Thus, individuals are not inert beings, waiting for power

to strike: they are the vehicles of power (Foucault 1980c: 98).

In particular, Foucault identifies the specific power effects of the Enlightenment.

Through this particular epistemic tradition, the self is produced as a being

capable of awareness, 'truth' and reason (Foucault 1986b: 92). Flax (1987)

argues that the self produced through the specific power effects of the

Enlightenment is a stable, coherent being capable of forming reasoned and

privileged insights into its development. The self, therefore, has no fixed

essence: it is fluid and varies over time and our temporary beings are located
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within the discourses of their time. In particular, our gender relations, how we

understand what it means to be 'men' or 'women', cannot be treated as a

simple, natural fact: discourses, varied by culture, age, class and ethnicity, form

particular ways of understanding masculinity and femininity (Flax 1987: 624,

628). Indeed, Butler (1999) argues that gender should be conceived of in terms

of its 'performativity': the acts, gestures and communicated ways of being are

discursively constructed and intended to produce the illusion of an intact and

coherent gendered core. This is a 'fabricated' reality: a re-enactment and re-

experiencing of a set of socially established and legitimated meanings through

which the social audience, and the actors themselves, come to believe in the

essential nature of the performance (Butler 1999: 173, 179). The argument

here is that gender is an effect of discourse operating within a matrix of power; if

gender can be presented as an inherent and united 'truth', certain gendered

'identities' appear as development failures, thus failing to conform to the limits

and regulations of cultural norms (Butler 1999: 43,24).

Thus, for Foucault, discourse is defined as contingent and arbitrary, producing

specific effects in our understanding ourselves (Foucault 1991 a). Rather than

viewing power as something to be possessed, Foucault's notion of power is

understood as something exercised over and through both men and women.

Consequently, we are all caught in the subjectifying effects of power (Foucault

1980c). Although we have the ability to resist the effect of power, we always do

so from a new discourse and, thus, a new point of power. Resistance is,

therefore, always contingent and we can never get beyond the effects of power

(Foucault 1998: 96). Our Subjectivities, how we understand ourselves, are
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produced through the specific power effects of prevailing discourses (Weedon

1997: 32). A Foucauldian focus would, therefore, consider the prevailing

discourses surrounding sexual harassment in higher education and the power

effects of, and resistances to, these discourses. Having discussed Foucault's

concepts of subjectivity, discourse, power and resistance, we now apply these

theoretical underpinnings to our earlier discussion: sexual harassment and

liberal feminism.

2. 13 Foucault and Liberal Feminism

As discussed earlier, the liberal feminist tradition, focusing on freedom of

choice, equal ability and equal opportunities, argues that sexual harassment is

both a cause and a consequence of gender inequality and widespread sexism

(Gutek 1985; Stockdale 1993; Gutek 2001). Sexual harassment, often

assumed to have existed in the workplace for many years, is thought to have

been coined and defined by liberal feminists working within this area (Farley

1978; MacKinnon 1979). However, as discussed above, a Foucauldian notion

of discourse and power would disagree with many of these claims. Therefore,

this section will critique the tensions between liberal feminism, starting with

notions of power and whether or not liberal feminism can claim to have

'discovered' sexual harassment. Finally, this section will critique the liberal

feminist position that sex at work is exploitative and degrading, and will suggest

that liberal feminist harassment knowledge contributes to the positioning of

women within passivelweak modes of subjectivity (Brewis 2001).
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Within liberal feminism's work on sexual harassment theories, there is often a

tendency to view power as static: men have power, women do not. As we

have seen, for example, MacKinnon (1979) defines sexual harassment as men

using power over women to gain sex. Wise and Stanley (1987) argue that

sexual harassment is behaviour in which men 'do power' over women. Many of

these theories view power through a dualistic model of men wielding power over

women. In higher education, sexual harassment is often believed to be

behaviour which reinforces male power and marginalises women students and

academics. Ramazanoglu (1987) highlights what she terms the 'undermining

tactics' used against non-deferential women to preserve male hegemony.

Carter and Jeffs (1995) argue that structural mechanisms often sanction the

sexual harassment of women students and staff; furthermore, senior staff may

'close rank' to protect men accused of sexual harassment. Grauerholz (1989)

goes further and states that sexual harassment is abusive behaviour

perpetrated on the basis of gender rather than organisational, structural or

institutional power. For liberal feminism, therefore, sexual harassment is an

abuse of power. Thus, women are innocent victims and, as such, require

protection through policies and legislation (Stephens and Hallas 2006).

However, Foucault (1980c) argues that power circulates. It is not possessed by

some and wielded over others. He states: 'It is never localised here or there,

never in anyone's hands, never appropriated as a commodity or piece of wealth'

(Foucault 1980c: 98). Furthermore, power is exercised over and through both

men and women. As such, we are all caught in the subjectifying effects of

power (Foucault 1980c: 96). The above concepts of power from a liberal
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feminist perspective do not sit well within Foucault's definition of power.

Foucauldian thought is unlikely to approve of a model of power relations in

which one group of people possesses power and wields it over another group of

people. For Foucault, the power effects of sexual harassment discourses,

amongst many others, constitute both men and women into understanding

themselves in particular ways and guiding their relationships with others (see,

for example, Foucault 1980b). This discussion is expanded upon in Chapter

Four.

In addition, liberal feminism has also put forward the suggestion that sexual

harassment has been 'discovered'. For example, Brewer and Berk (1982)

argue that although sexual harassment is a 'new' issue, newly defined and

labelled, it existed in the workplace for many years previously. Cain (1993)

argues that an allowance for the pre-discursive is necessary in feminist

research: she states that it is possible to have a relationship which has not, as

yet, been formulated in discourse. It is essential, Cain argues, to accept the

possibility of an unthought relationship in order to successfully expose the

relationships in which women are placed. This produces a more complete and

accurate knowledge (Cain 1993: 74, 84). The liberal feminist argument is that

women have for many years suffered behaviours only now labelled as sexual

harassment. Labelling and identifying the conduct has enabled women finally to

complain about behaviours that they had previously suffered in silence. Thus,

liberal feminism argues that the consideration of gender dynamics within

organisations allows for a more complete, less distorted picture of the realities

of working women's lives (Brewer and Berk 1982; Stockdale 1993; Gutek 2001).
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Foucauldian thought, however, would argue against the notion that power

necessarily distorts what we know. As noted above, power does not have its

origins in human agents but has specific conditions of existence at specific sites

(Knights and Vurdubakis 1994: 184). There are not, therefore, any better

understandings outside power or less distorted perceptions. Foucault argues

that all discourses are contingent, producing particular ways of making sense of

our lives and relationships. This he terms the 'grids of intelligibility': our

concepts of what we understand to be 'true' are formed through particular plays

of power at specific junctures. Thus, what we understand to be true is arbitrary,

fragile and conditional (Foucault 1991 a: 32). However, it has been argued by

some that liberal feminism as a body of knowledge is less than aware of its

fragility. For example, Grey (1995) states that:

What seems to be emerging (or to have emerged) ... is a new grid of
Intelligibility within which it is not possible to make sense of organizations
without recourse to concepts of gender ... that is to say, gender has
always been an issue in organizations, but one which was occluded by
the fact of male-domination of organizations and society more generally.
Thus the new grid of intelligibility is seen as desirable ... it provides a
more accurate picture of organizations (Grey 1995: 49).

Liberal feminism, has, therefore, located gender as central to its analyses. By

bringing gender into the equation, it is argued that we can have a more realistic

portrayal of organisations and their internal operations. This understanding,

however, is not critiqued and is, therefore, presented as truth (Grey 1995: 46).

In suggesting the 'discovery' of sexual harassment and by claiming a less

distorted, power-free understanding, liberal feminism is presenting itself as a

priVileged form of commentary (Brewis 1996: 5).
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Furthermore, the focus of liberal feminism is often that sex at work is

exploitative and discriminatory. Sexual harassment is positioned as demeaning

and belittling to women (Brewis 1996: 142). Discussing sexual harassment

within a Foucauldian framework, Brewis states that traditional harassment

knowledge often functions within a heterosexist discourse: the passive woman

becomes a helpless target of the active man. These understandings identify

sexual harassment as exploitative, violating and degrading; it is the sexual

nature of the harassment, and the corresponding emotional and physical

effects, that is socially and culturally positioned as problematic (Brewis 2001 :

48). Liberal feminism, therefore, contends that harassment is particularly

distressing because it is experienced as sexual. Thus, sexual harassment can

be experienced through physical behaviours (actual bodily contact) and verbal

interactions. Furthermore, it is seen as a particular problem because it takes

place at work. Sexually harassed women are viewed as sexual objects first and

foremost. This prevents women from being seen as equally capable, a central

demand of liberal feminism (Brewis 1996: 141-144).

Within the liberal feminist tradition, sexual harassment is argued to be both a

cause and a consequence of gender inequality and widespread sexism (Gutek

1985; Stockdale 1993; Gutek 2001). In addition, sexual harassment as a

concept is believed to have been coined and defined by liberal feminism (Farley

1978; MacKinnon 1979). This section had critiqued the tensions between

liberal feminism, focusing particularly on notions of power and whether or not

liberal feminism can claim to have 'discovered' sexual harassment. It has

argued that by positioning sex at work as being exploitative and degrading,
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liberal feminist harassment knowledge contributes to the positioning of women

within passive/weak modes of subjectivity (Brewis 2001).

2. 14 Conclusion

The aim of this research is to explore the seemingly prevailing discourses of

sexual harassment in higher education and to consider if and how my

participants define themselves through these discourses. This literature review

has explored competing definitions of sexual harassment in higher education,

including liberal feminist definitions, women-centred definitions and legal

definitions, and has placed emphasis on opposing theories of power. In

particular, the literature review critiqued liberal feminist theories of sexual

harassment and their notions of power as static: men have power; women do

not (MacKinnon 1979; Wise and Stanley 1987). To do this, a Foucauldian

analysis was employed to evaluate liberal feminist theories of sexual

harassment, forming the theoretical basis to Chapter Four (results and

discussion). As such, the literature review has argued that further research is

needed to explore the relationships between seemingly prevailing discourses

surrounding sexual harassment in higher education and the power effects of,

and resistances to, these discourses. The following chapter will explore my

epistemology positioning, my methodology and the research methods employed

within this study, with particular emphasis on the research techniques which

may enable the exploration of the prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in

higher education, and how my participants may define themselves through

these discourses.
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3. Chapter Three: Epistemology, Methodology and Methods

3.0 Introduction

Chapter Two explored competing definitions of sexual harassment, including

liberal feminist definitions, women-centred definitions and legal definitions, with

particular emphasis placed on the role of power. It argued that liberal feminist

perspectives on sexual harassment tend to theorise power as static. A

Foucauldian approach, however, would understand power as fluid, rather than

possessed, and as generating particular ways of being. In particular, Chapter

Two argued that by positioning sex at work as being exploitative and degrading,

liberal feminist harassment knowledge contributes to the positioning of women

within passivelweak modes of subjectivity (Brewis 2001).

As discussed, the aim of this research is to consider the prevailing discourses of

sexual harassment in higher education and to explore if, and how, my

participants define themselves through these discourses. I used twenty-four

unstructured interviews with women who had identified themselves as having

experienced sexual harassment within higher education, either as a student or a

member of staff, or who had witnessed events which they defined themselves

as sexual harassment. By exploring how my participants understand their

experiences, I suggest that it is possible to infer the degree to which prevailing

discourses have constituted their subjectivities. Chapter Three, consequently,

explores how these research aims were put into practice: the chapter sets out
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my epistemology (theory of knowledge), methodology (theory and analysis of

research procedures) and methods (techniques for gathering data) (Harding

1987a: 1).

Furthermore, this research attempts to avoid the hygienic lie. Oakley (1990)

warns about the dangers of suggesting that 'objective' research can produce

data which are more 'real' or 'true' and, in addition, she highlights the

importance of ensuring that feminist investigations do not result in the

objectification of the researched. For example, Lather (2006) argues that

'knowing' is always politically inscribed within power/knowledge networks.

Through these effects of power, research participants become objects of

knowledge which is to be drawn out and examined. As hooks (1990) describes,

this is a familiar process within traditional forms of research:

No need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better
than you can speak about yourself. No need to hear your
voice. Only tell me about your pain. I want to know your story.
And then I will tell it back to you in a new way. Tell it back to
you in such a way that it has become mine, my own. Rewriting
you, Iwrite myself anew. I am still your author, authority. I am
still the coloniser, the speaking subject, and you are now at the
centre of my talk. Stop (hooks 1990: 152).

Consequently, in an attempt to avoid such oppressive research, the will to know

is reconfigured as the desire for 'not knowing': an ethical approach to research

which involves engaging with your participants and sharing personal

constructions (Laible 2000: 691; Davies 2002: 155).
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Chapter Three, therefore, firstly considers my epistemological position, working

its way through critiquing traditional constructions of knowledge and standpoint

epistemology and, subsequently, arguing for a passionately interested form of

inquiry. On discussing my methodology, this chapter will then explore the

focus of Foucauldian-oriented research and the theories behind reflexivity in the

research process. Finally, the chapter will explore my research methods

(unstructured interviews), my sample and access, and the steps taken to

analyse my data. Overall, Chapter Three argues that an ethical focus to

research is essential and, thus, an approach based on principled positions is

best suited to considering the prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in

higher education and if, and how, my participants define themselves through

these discourses. Firstly, therefore, we discuss my epistemological position.

3. 1 Epistemology

Epistemology is defined as the theory of knowledge; however, as Bernecker

(2006) notes, this does not explain what knowledge is or why we should

question its necessity. Traditionally, epistemologists have argued that

knowledge is required to hold three core and equally necessary configurations:

justification, truth and belief. Knowledge, as true belief, is derived from reason

and requires evidence or supporting rationales (Bernecker 2006: 5). This

section of Chapter Three will discuss how feminists have responded to the

questions of epistemology and why it is important to question the value, source

and structure of knowledge. Starting with traditional constructions of
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knowledge, this section then explores standpoint epistemology and criticisms of

such a position, and finally considers a passionately interested form of analysis.

Such an approach argues that it is possible to remain sceptical about the nature

of 'true' data whilst conducting research from a political foundation. Finally, this

section explores some possible tensions between Foucault and feminism. In the

first instance, therefore, we consider the critique of traditional epistemological

constructions and why, as a feminist, it is important to explore new ways of

knowing.

3.1. 1 Critiquing Traditional Constructions of Knowledge

As discussed above, traditional constructions of knowledge require three core

components: justification, truth and belief. Knowledge is, therefore, traditionally

understood as true belief constructed from reason and supported by evidence

(Bernecker 2005: 5). However, since the 'second wave' of the feminist

movement, women have questioned the construction of knowledge; this

involved deconstructing and rebuilding epistemological assumptions of what

knowledge is, who can possess it and how it can be obtained (Hesse-Biber et

al. 2004: 3, 11). For example, Harding (1987) argues that traditional

epistemologies have systematically prohibited the legitimate pOSitioning of

women as 'knowers' or agents of knowledge and women's experiences,

therefore, have been systematically excluded. Epistemological developments

test the justification of knowledge against men's experiences and observations;

what we define as 'true' belief is, therefore, taken from the masculine position
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(Harding 1987a: 3). However, we are cautioned against rectifying this male

domination by simply 'adding women' into the research equation.

For example, feminist empiricists have attempted to eliminate sexism from

research by more strictly adhering to the existing principles of scientific

methodologies and by adding more women to their research samples.

However, masculinist research is not generated through 'bad science' alone

and the marginalisation of women is created by much more than individual bias

(Harding 1987b: 182). In addition, the normative identity of 'woman' excludes

all differences and presents womankind as a homogeneous group. The move

away from universalism, which attempted to speak for all women everywhere,

towards an intersectional approach (as discussed in Chapter Two) was directed

by the feminists who were left out of the grand, all-encompassing social

theories: 'poor and working class women, women of colour, lesbians, differently-

abled women, older women and women within these categories' (Lather 1991:

27). It is not enough, therefore, simply to 'add' women's issues into the

established research process; as Smith (2004: 27) notes, this makes women's

perspectives merely an 'addendum' to the traditional masculinist approach.

Thus, a feminist epistemology must be able to confront traditional concepts of

knowledge building and find new ways to generate knowledge about women's

experiences and their social relations (Hesse-Biber et al. 2004: 3). It is often

noted that a PhD can be likened to a journey: I started this process firmly

located within standpolnt feminism and it is to this that I now turn.
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3. 1.2 Standpoint Epistemology

Standpoint epistemology is based on the Hegelian concept that marginalised

and oppressed people develop a dual perspective; the structural differences of

the oppressed, their personal perspectives combined with the perspectives of

their oppressors, are created in order to survive, and thus provide radical

differences in experience and belief (Hesse-Biber et al. 2004: 15). Hartsock

(1983), starting from a Marxist critique of class-domination, argues that this dual

perspective of the oppressed group has the power to expose the 'real relations'

of material life: the sexual division of labour constructs a hierarchical dualism;

the world of women is irrevocably tied to necessity: giving birth, the rearing of

children and household labour. Moreover, this dual perspective allows for a

sense of life and connectedness. Conversely, the world of men provides only

an abstract and partial vision of reality and thus their sense of self is

experienced as disconnected and cut off from others. Hartsock insists,

however, that we should not view either perspective as false: women are forced

to exist within the masculine-structured relations and, as a result, women's self-

definitions, their relationships with others and their communal activities become

distorted by a phallocentric culture. An analysis of these dualistic worlds,

beginning with the marginalised perspective of women, allows exploration to go

beyond the partial and surface appearances to the deeper but concealed social

relations (Hartsock 1983: 159-161).

Smith (2004), a key theorist of feminist standpoint epistemology, notes that this

approach would not only benefit women but the sociological discipline as a
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whole: the dual perspective, or what Smith refers to as the 'bifurcate structure',

bringing together both the abstract and the concrete worlds, allows for a

reorganisation of the relationship between the researcher and her knowledge,

so that the research process can begin from the researcher's direct experience.

This process aims not to duplicate our primary assumptions but to explore

where these assumptions lead us and how implicit they are in the knowledge

that follows (Smith 2004: 27, 33-35). It is claimed that far from reducing the

epistemological level of research to that of opinion, these situated knowledges

maximise objectivity by opening knowledge up to a 'logic of discovery' (Harding

1993: 56). Given that social values and interests can never be eliminated from

the research process, standpoint theory allows for a reflexive investigation into

these values and a consideration of how these interests have influenced the

construction of our knowledge. Furthermore, starting from the position of the

marginalised and the oppressed allows for an innovative and critical analysis of

social relations that does not rely on dominant constructions of our society

(Harding 1993: 65-70). Standpoint epistemology, therefore, argues that an

analysis rooted within a dualistic perspective - a focus on both masculine and

feminine understandings of the world - enables the exposure of 'real relations'

within material life. There are, however, many criticisms of this approach.

3.1.3 Criticisms of Standpoint Epistemology

As noted above, the standpoint epistemological notion of producing data

capable of reflecting the 'real relations' of life has come in for criticism. For

example, Flax (1992) notes that standpoint theory claims to offer the promise of
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'better' and less distorted knowledge. The assumption is that if we can correct

the flawed knowledge existing within unequal power relations, we have the

means of obtaining a more 'truthful' understanding. The idea that it is possible

to produce 'innocent' knowledge for emancipatory purposes operates within the

metanarrative of the Enlightenment and suggests a progressive and superior

state of knowledge (Flax 1992: 457). Enlightenment traditions have led us to

believe that knowledge can only exist where power relations are suspended

(Foucault 1991d: 27). However, as Butler (1992: 6) notes, the possibility that

knowledge can exist outside power networks is perhaps power's most

dangerous deception. When we present knowledge and power outside their

symbiotic state, we allow for the ruse that knowledge can achieve real, natural

and universal truths about the world in which we live (Foucault 1980: 163).

Such 'natural' and 'innocent' knowledge has created regulatory notions such as

being gendered, primary sexual difference and the transmission of normative

heterosexuality (Butler 1999: 43; Butler 2004: 14). Thus, the standpoint

epistemological concept of reflecting the 'real relations' of life, and the idea of

producing more 'truthful' knowledge, has been heavily criticised by some.

Therefore, having started this process as a standpoint feminist, I became

uneasy about the search for 'true' data and began to explore a postmodern

epistemology.

For example, Lather (1991) believes that postmodernism offers feminism the

tools to work within, and yet challenge, dominant discourses: to inhibit

essentialism, avoid single-cause explanations and produce knowledge from

which to act. Far from a dangerous slide into relativism, it is suggested that a
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postmodern approach challenges hegemonic academic discourses, including

those at play in our intended counter-hegemonic discourses (Lather 1991: 39,

115). Indeed, if the focus of postmodernism is to challenge the

power/knowledge networks that restrain us within dominant power relations,

then relativism belongs to another discourse: a foundational discourse of

guaranteed certainty from a privileged standpoint (Lather 1991: 116). This is

because the concept of relativism only has meaning against its binary opposite:

universalism. If we remove the desire to provide universal truth, relativistic fear

is lost (Flax 1992: 453). Therefore, one response to the challenge of

postmodernism/poststructuralism to feminist political action is to remain

sceptical but, at the same time, recognise the possible benefits of attempting to

reconcile the epistemological disputes between the two positions. That said,

any theoretical compatibility must have the aim of furthering feminism's political

goals (Aranda 2006: 136). The process of remaining sceptical about the nature

of 'true' data and conducting research from a political base can be found within

a passionately interested form of analysis, and it is to this that we now turn.

3. 1.4 A Passionately Interested Form of Analysis

In the above section, Lather (1991) argues that the search for 'true' data with

essentialist single-cause explanations should be avoided, whilst, at the same

time, feminist researchers should find political bases from which to act. In a

proposal for discourse analysis from a feminist perspective, Gill (1995) states

that we do not have to dichotomise relativism and realism: it is possible to

develop a poststructuralist form of analysis within a feminist, emancipatory
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project. This would form a 'passionately interested inquiry', a way of articulating

the partiality of knowledge and a deconstruction of universalism whilst, at the

same time, making our concerns explicit, acknowledging our values and

situating our interpretations. This forms a sound, ethical basis from which to act

and involves 'reinventing a new vocabulary of value' with which we can make

political interventions (Gill 1995: 165, 175-176).

A principled approach does not mean that truth does not exist, only that all truth

is provisional: just because something is true for one person does not mean that

it will be true for anyone else. This perspective, therefore, requires our 'truths'

to be exposed and their constructions understood (Aranda 2006: 137). Aranda

(2006) notes that any research which claims to produce a 'true' and

authoritative account, which claims to speak the silences of the subordinated,

can easily oppress or repress the people it is attempting to aid (Aranda 2006:

137). Feminists seek the emancipation of women; a cause which may not be

best served by asserting the 'truth': political change is just as likely to be the

result of empathy, anger or disgust (Gill 1995: 178). Indeed, Gill (1995) states

that 'in the absence of ontological guarantees, then values, commitments and

politics must be at the heart of all analyses' (Gill 1995: 177). A passionately

interested form of inquiry, therefore, is based on acknowledging the partiality of

knowledge and situating our own values and concerns. It is appropriate at this

point, therefore, to discuss my own principled positions within a passionately

interested form of inquiry.
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3. 1.5 My Principled Positions

As discussed above, feminist research should make clear our political

involvements, acknowledge the partiality of knowledge, and seek to avoid

providing authoritative accounts. This section highlights my own principled

positions and attempts to situate my values and concerns. It is important to

note that feminist research can provide the creation of a space in which women

can get and give support through the sharing of our stories (Gustafson 2000:

717,729). Indeed, Bell (1993) argues that survivors' accounts have formed the

basis of feminist knowledge on sexual violence and that the silence of survivors

is as important as their voices. It is vital, therefore, that we question how sexual

violence has been spoken about and how some voices have been marginalised

and silenced (Bell 1993: 80).

My interest in the subject of sexual harassment in higher education began when

a close friend of mine was sexually harassed by two of the male lecturers at her

university. At the time, Rebecca was suffering from various emotional problems

and was particularly vulnerable; her experiences left her traumatised and

shattered. As a mature student, I had worked hard to gain entry into higher

education and, as a result, I had a rather idealised notion of the 'Ivory Towers'.

I experienced confusion and disillusionment as I struggled to help Rebecca

come to terms with her experience. Therefore, my research is based on both a

personal need to come to terms with these issues and a more comprehensive
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desire to explore the prevailing discourses of sexual harassment in higher

education and how women may define themselves through these positions.

When I first started my PhD, the original objective was systematically to analyse

the institutional structures and mechanisms that allow some male lecturers to

sexually harass their female students. It was my intention to use these results

to develop a framework capable of informing sexual harassment policies which

would be more readily accessible to women. However, results from my pilot

research suggested that this approach was misguided and far removed from the

realities of women's lives; it did not consider women's multiple and often

contradictory experiences and responses. It involved my placing myself in an

authoritative position over women, interpreting their lives and making

prescriptive decisions about what would be best. As noted above, traditional

feminist research has always supported women in the sharing of their stories

and in the creation of a discursive space in which to bring these stories to the

public's attention.

However, as Bell (1993) notes, although 'speak outs' have enabled space for

survivors' accounts, this does not necessarily mean that women's voices will be

heard. Marginalised voices are often silenced through the effort to ensure

credibility and uniformity (Bell 1993: 80). Glass (1998) warns feminist

researchers against the dangers of falling victim to the generaliSing, monolithic

theories often evident within the traditional research process. It is suggested,

therefore, that the integration of feminist and postmodern methodologies can

focus on supporting women who are attempting to speak the 'unspeakable'
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whilst emphasising the local, the contextual and the marginalised voices (Glass

1998: 47, 53). This notion of researching the 'unspeakable' is of central

importance.

In Madness and Civilisation, Foucault (2001) attempted to write the

unspeakable silences of the men and women who were confined and

oppressed through the discourses of psychiatry, reason and order. Dreyfus and

Rabinow (1982: 4-5) point out that this was not an attempt to write the individual

stories of the men and women involved, but to produce an analysis of the

specific mechanisms of power which operated within medical institutions. There

are parallels here, I believe, with my own task: it is not my intention to interpret

the experiences of the women involved or to discuss the potential (un)success

of implementing sexual harassment policies. To do so would involve, once

again, making the victims of sexual harassment the objects of analysis and

contributing to their enforced silences by overlaying them with my own voice

(see Young 1981: 48). It is noted that although power relationships within

feminist research are not the same as the relationship between the analyst and

the analysand, or between the accused and the court, the research dynamics

are still problematic: the woman listening may be perceived as someone trying

to help or as someone who has to be 'pleased' through the telling of the story

(8eIl1993: 103). The methods section below discusses how I attempted to put

these principles into power. In addition, there has been a significant debate

about whether a feminist appropriation of Foucault's theories can ever provide

an emancipatory role and it is to this discussion that I now turn.
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3. 1.6 Feminism and Foucault

Ramazanoglu (1993: 8) warns that many feminists fear the lack of consistency

offered in Foucault's work and in poststructuralism and postmodernism more

broadly; a Foucauldian approach is often feared as risking luring the

emancipatory agenda into a pluralistic relativism which ignores gender,

disempowers women and is insensitive to the political point of feminism. This

section explores some of these concerns and asks whether it can be possible

for a Foucauldian analysis and a feminist perspective to work together.

Soper (1993), discussing the value of Foucault's work for feminism, cautions

against employing a wholesale Foucauldian emphasis on discourses: although

such an anti-naturalist position does much to deconstruct the constraining and

distorting effects of cultural stereotyping, feminists must be wary of dismissing a

pre-discursive reality (Soper 1993: 33). Indeed, it is argued by some that a

feminist position must be able to accept the possibility of experiences which

have not been formulated in language. These intransitive relations are crucial

to the exposure of feelings and emotions tied to behaviours which exist outside

knowledge (Cain 1993: 74, 82). However, as argued in Chapter Two, this

thesis takes the position that discourses produce effects in thinking and

behaving, producing and shaping our understandings. Grids of intelligibility, the

processes of understanding 'truths', are formed through specific and contingent

plays of power (Foucault 1991a: 32). Within this model, although the pre-

discursive does exist, we cannot know, experience or understand it unless

through the medium of discourse (Foucault 1991 a: 49).
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A second criticism often directed towards Foucault's theoretical positioning is

what has been identified by some feminists as his apparent gender blindness.

For example, Soper (1993) states that in his account of power, Foucault ignores

the specific relations at play in a sexually hierarchical society and the differential

impact of the 'disciplinary' procedures on men and women (Soper 1993: 39).

Hartsock (1990) argues that feminist theories must be able to highlight and

expose the specific power dynamics used to subjugate women. Foucault's

concept of power, she argues, is abstract rather than transformative and fails to

acknowledge the importance of power differentials. Furthermore, Hartsock

argues that his continued focus on power as operating within a network of

multiple paints leads him to avoid considering how gendered individuals

experience and exercise power (Hartsock 1990: 158, 168).

Bell (1993) agrees that Foucault fails to consider the gendering of discourses.

However, it is noted that this is not because Foucault 'leaves out' or ignores

gender issues. He discusses at length, for example, the enrolment of women

within the process of the deployment of sexuality. That said, Bell argues that

Foucault does not necessarily consider how the deployment of sexuality has

affected the relationship between men and women. Nevertheless, there are

themes around which feminism and Foucault converge, especially those issues

surrounding sexuality, power and knowledge. For example, both Foucault and

feminism highlight the prevailing discourses and 'common sense' notions of

sexuality, critiquing the concept that we are essentially sexed beings with innate

sexual identities (Bell 1993: 23). Bell notes that Foucault's discussions on
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power/knowledge networks can potentially assist feminism in their

deconstructions of power and emphasis on local resistance. This is not to

propose that feminism needs Foucault, but a suggestion that we utilise the parts

of Foucault's work which can be usefully deployed within a feminist project (Bell

1993: 14,27). This, therefore, was my task: to attempt to utilise Foucault's

theories of discourse, subjectivities and relations of power, whilst, at the same

time, staying committed to my principled positions.

The epistemology section of Chapter Three has critiqued traditional

constructions of knowledge and the subsequent responses of feminists. In

particular, we explored standpoint epistemology and criticisms of this theoretical

positioning. It was suggested that an analysis based on a passionately

interested form of inquiry, one which enables scepticism regarding the nature of

'true' data and the ability to conduct research from a political base, was an

appropriate construction of knowledge from a feminist perspective. To this end,

I discussed my own principled positions, my location within the research, and

the reasons I became interested in the subject area. Finally, this section

considered some of the tensions between feminism and Foucault and asked if

the two could ever usefully work together. In the following methodology section,

I will discuss the practicalities of working from such a position, including how

Foucauldian-oriented research can be carried out from a feminist perspective.
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3.2 Methodology

Having discussed my epistemological position, this section considers the theory

surrounding my research procedures. The research methodology I utilised was

Foucauldian oriented. Dreyfus and Rabinow (1982: 104) note that throughout

his career, Foucault continually revised and updated his theories. In Nietzsche,

Genealogy and History, Foucault (1980) set out the beginnings of a

methodology to explore his central themes of power, knowledge and the body.

With this in mind, therefore, I discuss Foucauldian-oriented research and how,

as a feminist, I can ethically operate within this methodological framework. In

addition to Foucault's theory of genealogy, the theory of reflexivity as care of the

self will be explored, as well as an analysis of love as the ability of not knowing

(Davis 2002). Firstly, therefore, we discuss Foucauldian-oriented research.

3.2.1 What is Foucauldian-oriented Research?

In Nietzsche, Genealogy and History, Foucault (1980) sets out his argument

that traditional interpretation has prioritised concealed meanings, hidden depth

and fixed meaning of texts. A genealogical approach, however, starts from the

premise that discourse is a series of dominations through a particular stage of

forces; genealogy isolates these specific sites of power at the surface.

Discourse is always produced through forces which struggle and interact with

each other and genealogy must outline the interaction of these forces to identify

the complex grid of power in relation to discursive regularities (Foucault 1980:

148). It must, therefore, consider the 'games of truth': the rules by which a
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subject can say certain things depending upon the questions of truth and falsity

(Foucault 2000a: 460). However, it should be noted here that Foucault is not

concerned with the actual veracity or falsehood of a discourse but the

processes which cause the discourse to be understood as such: how, and why,

we consider a discourse to be true or false (Foucault 1981: 54). Alvesson

(2002) expands upon this point and argues that: 'the word "A" mayor may not

represent the thing "T', but why is the word "A" invoked in the first place, and

what does it accomplish?' (Alvesson 2002: 67).

Discourse is regarded as a current episode in a series of dominations (Foucault

1980: 148). Crucially, we should understand change, not as a process of cause

and effect, but as systems of transformation within vast fields of possibilities.

Each new transformation informs, re-informs and contests other elements and

the existence of these transformations renders new modifications possible

(Foucault 1991a: 58-59). Not all discourses carry equal weight, and some are

more open and penetrable than others. However, discourses do not hold

constant positions and the primary texts continually change, multiply and take

divergent forms within particular periods (Foucault 1981: 56-57).

In summary, it is the task of the genealogist to examine and discover those

discourses that are recognised as valid, debatable and invalid, and the

discourses that are retained or transformed (Foucault 1991 b: 60). This process

is intended to strip away the 'self-evidential' quality of a discourse and expel the

myth of its unity and coherence, allowing for a differentiated analysis capable of

highlighting deviation and differences. Alvesson (2002) refers to this process as
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'defamiliarisation' and it is a refusal to regard discourses as natural or rational.

However, there is also a cautionary note added here, as defamiliarisation

requires the ability to think outside the pre-ordered discourses that structure our

understanding of the world. This, clearly, is impossible but, nevertheless, the

challenge is for each researcher to do her best and, as a result, a 'cautious

interpretation' is recommended (Alvesson 2002: 73, 91).

Foucauldian-oriented research, therefore, involves exploring how discourses

are produced through specific sites of power and considers the processes

through which we understand discourses to be true or false. A Foucauldian

researcher should problematise these prevailing ways of understanding the

world and challenge the 'self-evidential' quality of research. The following

section will argue how this process can be facilitated with a specific form of

reflexivity .

3.2.2 Reflexivity as Care of the Self

Foucauldian-oriented research involves problematising prevailing ways of

understanding the world. One possible way of assisting this approach is by

employing reflexivity as care of the self. This section will critique Foucault's

notion of self-mastery and suggests an analysis based on love (both towards

oneself and others). In his account of antiquity, Foucault (2000d: 269)

developed a concept of ethics as a way of thinking about one's self, of acting

and behaving in what we believe to be an ethical manner; furthermore, an

ethical approach centres upon enjoying the relationship we have with ourselves
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(Foucault 2000f: 309). In other words, the care of others is irrevocably linked

with caring for oneself. This is important because, as O'Grady (2004) notes,

taking care of oneself provides a space for the generation and evaluation of

knowledge.

It is argued that without the approach of taking care of oneself, reflexive

knowledge about our individual beliefs, desires, values and principles cannot be

conceived. Thus, taking care of oneself, or to use the Greek terminology,

enjoying oneself, provides the possibility of exploring our preferred ways of

being, standards and norms that we can choose to apply ethically to our daily

living. As in Foucault's work, this does not involve a discovery of 'true' or

inherent qualities but allows for the necessary space for a remaking of the self

within our own preferred discursive practices (O'Grady 2004: 102). For me, it

was vitally important that I was able to support women who wanted to give voice

to their experiences; I did not want to oppress further or analyse my

interviewees but I was aware of how easy it is to fall into this trap. I believe,

therefore, that the ethos of caring for oneself, thus allowing the time and space

to consider my relationship with myself, others and the world around me,

provided me with the best opportunity to construct an ethical approach to my

research. However, Foucault (2000b: 208) warns that no technique, practice or

art of living can be learnt without training the self in what is referred to as the

'politics of self-mastery'.

Self-mastery is, according to Foucault (2000b), an ethically required objective

involving a consultation with oneself, relying, benefiting and enjoying who we
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are as individual beings (Foucault 2000b: 211). Furthermore, the process of

taking care of oneself became linked to constant writing activity (Foucault

2000c: 232). For the ancient Greeks, an essential aid to this process were the

hypomnemata; these personal and individual notebooks served as guides to

conduct: one wrote down reflections, reasonings, quotations, extracts from

books and things one may have heard or witnessed; these would be re-read

frequently and meditated upon (Foucault 2000b: 209). The writings are not,

therefore, confessional diaries, revealing intimate or hidden knowledge but a

collection of what has already been said and thought (Valverde 2004: 79). In

other words, it is a means of taking stock; not in a confessional sense but rather

in an administrational view of one's own life (Foucault 1990: 61). These are

processes of inspection and a re-measuring of the acts which were committed

that day (Foucault 2000c: 237) but they do not lead to a guilty verdict or to

possible decisions of self-castigation: the words are spoken as one might do

after a piece of work has been finished, to see if it is up to the standards set for

it (Foucault 1990: 62).

However, Foucault's notion of the mastery of the self has been criticised by

some feminists. For example, McNay (1994: 97) argues that Foucault fails to

evaluate the primacy of male dominance within the Greek understanding of self-

mastery. These masculine discourses can be seen in A History of Sexuality,

Volume 2, in which accounts of self-mastery are filled with metaphors of

combative relations, battles for dominance, confrontations for supremacy, and

ruling authorities (Foucault 1992: 64, 66-67). O'Grady (2004) also comments

upon this and notes that a theory which bases itself on accounts of dominance
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and subordination is unlikely to be useful to a feminist approach oriented

towards respect and care for women. Nevertheless, it is suggested that

Foucault's emphasis on the relationship we have with ourselves is a useful one

and, as an alternative to concepts based on conquering and mastery, these

reflexive processes can be applied through the development of a loving attitude

towards the self and to others (O'Grady 2004: 103-104).

The concept of love, however, can form a complex approach that requires

careful navigation. Davis (2002), in her salient analysis of love as the ability of

not knowing, argues that the civilising-Christianising missions of colonisation

asserted love within the supportive partnerships of knowledge and procedures

forced upon the colonised Other. The rhetoric of 'saving' in the name of

liberation and the desire to 'know' the Other is the 'failure of love' (Davis 2002:

147-148). A new commitment is needed, therefore, in which the will-ta-know is

reconstituted by the ability of not knowing: this involves having the capacity to

engage profoundly with a person, seeking not to possess her 'truths' or to

reduce her dignity by demarcating her as an object of research (Davis 2002:

155). Lather (2006) acknowledges this by arguing that 'knowing' is always

politically inscribed within power/knowledge networks and what is needed,

therefore, is a research practice that situates itself at the very limits of

knowledge and embraces such limits (Lather 2006: 5). Davis (2002) states:

The proposal here is not that of giving up on knowing. To the contrary,
what is at stake is the political objective to confront the postcolonial
condition of love and knowledge simultaneously by cultivating a feminist
ability of engaging with (not knowing) that which is constituted in parts by
its own effacement and limits (Davis 2002: 157).
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However, if love is the ability of 'not knowing', can we develop a reflexive

methodology based on love? Laible (2000) argues that the desire to 'know' the

Other can never be ethical and asks, therefore, if there can ever be an ethical or

valid way to continue producing knowledge about other human beings. From

the perspective of her Christian beliefs, a principled position which she exposes

and defends, Laible develops the notion of 'a loving epistemology': a way of

placing women's experiences and ethics of care at the centre of the research

process (Laible 2000: 690). This involves the concept of 'travelling'. This does

not involve travelling in the colonial sense of conquering, possessing and

authoring in the name of love/reason, but of meeting people on their own

ground, of opening yourself up, sharing constructions and being 'subjects to

each other' (Laible 2000: 691).

These ideas are cautiously critiqued, however, by Capper (2000), who is

concerned that these goals seem to reflect modernist ideals of research that is

'unbiased' or purely 'objective'. We are warned that just as no research can

ever be pure or without power inequalities, similarly we can never be fully

compassionate and loving at all times. Although we should always work

towards the minimisation of any hurt or pain occurring as a result of our

research, we can never eliminate the hurt completely (Capper 2000: 696).

Likewise, Fehn (2000) points out that given the limitations of using language in

research, although we may have 'travelled' to our participants' worlds and

attempted to become proficient in their language, we may not truly be able to

'hear' what our participants are saying (Fehn 2000: 706). This, I believe, is a
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reminder of the ethical difficulties of 'knowing'. The practicalities of 'hearing' my

participants are discussed at length in the next section.

The methodology section of this chapter has explored my methodology as

Foucauldian-orientated research. This section has discussed the theory behind

such a focus and how Foucauldian research may benefit from a reflexive

approach based on care of the self. Finally, this section argued that a reflexivity

based on self-mastery may not be appropriate for feminist-based research and

suggested a form of reflexivity based on love. In the final section of this

chapter, my research methods will be outlined and analysed, with particular

attention paid to the process of unstructured interviews.

3.3 Methods

In this section, I outline my method of data collection, my interview sample and

access, and the ethics of my research (including anonymity and informed

consent). How I analysed the Foucauldian-oriented research is explored in

depth and, finally, the difficulties of conducting reflexive research, using field

notes, and researching sensitive issues. As discussed, my method of data

collection involved unstructured interviews with women in higher education.

Twenty-four unstructured interviews were conducted in total: twenty of these

interviews were with women who had experienced behaviours they had defined

themselves as sexual harassment from male lecturers during their time as a

student; four interviews were conducted with female members of staff within
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higher education who had witnessed what they defined as male lecturers

sexually harassing female students, or who had experienced behaviours that

they themselves defined as sexual harassment. It is suggested that my

participants were able to offer contingent and partial opinions on the subject of

sexual harassment in higher education and to propose the degree to which the

prevailing discourses may have constituted their subjectivities. The first section,

therefore, explores unstructured interviews and how these were carried out.

3.3. 1 Unstructured Interviews

In an important text on gendered research, Oakley (1990) discusses how

traditional research is structured around the masculine values of scientific

rationality and objectivity. In addition, the relationship between the interviewer

and the interviewee is seen as hierarchical, with the interviewee considered a

receptacle of information that must be extracted by the interviewer (Oakley

1990: 40). It is argued that these types of conventional research have failed to

represent women's experiences: either omitting their knowledge and life stories

from the research completely, or distorting their experiences in sexist ways.

Women's voices are silenced, as their knowledge and understanding is

interpreted through male constructions (Wise and Stanley 1993: 2,59).

Oakley refers to the process of women interviewing women as 'objectifying your

own sister' and, agreeing with this, it was important that I found a method of

conducting interviews within an ethical format. In addition, I wanted to avoid
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positioning my research data as 'true' or 'real' information. This was an attempt

to avoid the hygienic lie: the suggestion that detached and objective research

can produce more valid results and that personal involvement is a 'dangerous

bias' (Oakley 1990: 41, 58). It is argued that unstructured interviews attempt to

rectify the problems associated with masculine-dominated research by offering

non-categorised discussions and, as far as possible, unstructured interaction

between the interviewer and the interviewee (Reinharz 1992: 19). With care, it

is possible to be interviewee-guided and to focus less on getting one's

questions answered and more on understanding the interview (Reinharz 1992:

19-24; Parr 1998: 92). Arksey and Knight (1999: 7) define the unstructured

interview as flexible and this positions the interview process as being more like

a two-way conversation. However, Livesey (2002) argues that these two-way

conversations are an interactive process and that there is a reciprocal

relationship between the one who speaks and the one who listens. Through

this process, the listener can challenge the person telling the narrative in a

number of ways, utilising the 'so what?' challenge to the speaker. In this sense,

disclosure, like any conversation, is a shared event in which both participants

have the ability to shape the nature of the interaction between them (Livesey

2002: 55, 60).

In the interviews, I took my lead from the interviewee and tried to let her steer

the conversation, talking about issues that she felt were important to her. As in

any conversation, if I was unclear about something I asked for further

clarification and, on occasion, doubled-back to certain points. I went into each

interview with only a general idea about the main themes and topics to be
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explored and attempted to adopt a more passive and less directive role.

Unstructured interviews, however, do require careful consideration: because the

interviews occur without pre-structured or standardised procedures, many

methodological decisions have to be made immediately. This requires the

researcher to be thoroughly knowledgeable about the subject area and to have

an understanding of the conceptual issues of producing knowledge through

conversation (Kvale 1996: 13).

I wholeheartedly agree that findings acquired from unstructured interviews have

the ability to produce unexpected information and to avoid closed-off or

inflexible discussions but I am sceptical about the possibility of producing

hygienic, 'deeper' or 'true' knowledge. As Alvesson (2002) notes, the interview

process involves co-constructions between the interviewer and the interviewee

which shift, redefine and contradict themselves. These are complex

interactions within specific and local situations; both the interviewer and the

interviewee draw upon available discourses and the interview is the outcome of

the discourses. Thus, the interviews were co-constructions between the

interviewee and me. Although incapable of producing hygienic and 'true'

knowledge, it is possible to explore the interview transcripts at the level of

discourse: an indication of when and how speCific socially prevailing discourses

are operating (Alvesson 2002: 115-116).

It is argued above that unstructured interviews can help avoid the hygienic lie.

That said, the reciprocal relationship between the one who speaks and the

listener is noted, with the listener challenging and shaping the process (Livesey
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2002). Interviews are, therefore, complex interactions within specific and local

situations. Having discussed the process of the unstructured interviews, I now

outline the interview sample and access.

3.3.2 Interview Sample and Access

My research consisted of twenty-four unstructured interviews with women who

had identified as having experienced sexual harassment within higher education

or who had witnessed events which they had defined as sexual harassment.

Although the focus of my study is female students' experiences of behaviours

that they had identified as sexual harassment from male lecturers, my interview

sample also included female members of staff who had approached me directly

and asked to be part of my research. In the interviews with these female

members of staff, the focus of the interview was on behaviours they had

witnessed and identified as the sexual harassment of female students by male

lecturers. In two of these interviews with staff members, however, personal

information, including their own experiences of behaviours defined as sexual

harassment, was discussed. Therefore, I conducted twenty interviews with

female students (both undergraduate and postgraduate) and four interviews

with female members of higher education staff (two lecturers, one administrative

assistant and one manager from student services). Two of my interviewees

identified themselves as lesbian; three of my interviewees were black or

minority ethnic.

Fourteen of my interviewees were accessed through snowball sampling:
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through my previous job as a mental health worker for undergraduate students,

I had colleagues and friends in various UK universities. In discussions about

my research, often over lunch or during nights out, a number of

friends/colleagues reported that they knew of women who had experienced

sexual harassment and, in turn, several of these women knew other possible

contacts. In this sense, my sample was developed through a very informal

process and had begun almost before I was aware of it. Using friendship

networks can increase interviewees' trust in the research process: they can

inquire about the project, ask questions about confidentiality and about the

trustworthiness of the interviewer's credentials. These word-of-mouth

assurances are particularly important when researching issues of a sensitive

nature and when participants may be wary about revealing details of their

personal lives to a stranger (Browne 2005: 50). However, these personal

recommendations increased my feelings of responsibility towards my

interviewees and, on one occasion, after interviewing a friend of a friend, I was

concerned about the possibility of being asked to reveal confidential details.

Fortunately, this did not occur.

The second group of my interviewees were self-selected in response to an

article published online and an article published in the local newspaper of my

home city (Oxford). The first article was published in a UK online feminist

magazine. The article discussed recent comments Germaine Greer had made

about sexual harassment and, at the end, was a brief note about my research

and my email address. In particular, the article asked for female students who

had experienced behaviours they had later identified as sexual harassment
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from a male lecturer during their time at university. From this article, I received

twelve emails from female students and this led to seven interviews being

carried out. The second article was published in a local newspaper which has

copies in the college lodges of Oxford as well as an online version. This article

explained my research and advertised for female participants who had

experienced behaviours they had identified as sexual harassment from a male

lecturer as a student of higher education. I received eight emails from this

article, three of these contacts leading to interviews. Although it is recognised

that this sampling technique will not produce results capable of any

generalisations, I suggest that its strength lies in the ability to explore key

experiences in the dynamics of women's lives at the site of the individual (see

Macleod 1992).

In summary, my research consisted of twenty-four unstructured interviews with

women who had identified as having experienced sexual harassment in higher

education or who had witnessed events which they had defined as sexual

harassment. Fourteen of these interviews were accessed through snowball

sampling. The following ten were self-selected in response to articles in a UK

online feminist magazine and in a local newspaper in a student city. It is

recognised that this sample will not produce results capable of generalisation.

Having outlined my sample and access, I now discuss the ethics of my result,

anonymity and informed consent, and the effects of sharing my position on the

research.
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3.3.3 Ethics

As this research deals with sensitive and emotional topics, ethical issues are of

particular concern and the guidelines produced by the British Sociological

Association (2002) were closely adhered to. This included the following:

behaving with professional integrity, recognising the boundaries of professional

competence, not entering into relationships with my interviewees and attending

to the power dynamics within the interview setting. With research involving

complex issues, such as sexual violence, there is a particular responsibility on

the part of the researcher to protect the physical, social and psychological well-

being of her interviewees. This includes the principles of informed consent,

anonymity, privacy and confidentiality (BSA 2002). As well as following these

guidelines, as a feminist researcher I had an additional responsibility to the

women I interviewed. Therefore, issues of anonymity and informed consent

were of particular concern, as was the protection of my interviewees and myself

from emotionally challenging subjects and dealing with issues of power within

the interview setting.

3.3.4 Anonymity and Informed Consent

In their Statement of Ethical Practice, the eSA (2002) states that sociological

research requires the informed consent of all research participants; this includes

a clear and detailed understanding of what the research is about, who is

involved in the research, why it is being undertaken and how the data are to be

disseminated and used. In giving their informed consent, the research
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participants are stating that they understand their rights to withdraw from the

research at any time, their afforded levels of anonymity and confidentiality and

their rights under copyright and data protection laws (BSA 2002). The issue of

anonymity has caused me grave concern: although I have taken every possible

action to break any connection between my interviewees, their universities, their

courses/programmes of study and the people mentioned within their narratives,

it was always possible that an individual reading my work would recognise the

events and, therefore, the people involved.

I was particularly concerned about how to protect the anonymity of people who

have not given their consent to being included in the research but, nevertheless,

feature within the interview narratives (Etherington 2004: 82). Therefore, I have

been additionally cautious about the material used and how issues of anonymity

are dealt with. Interviewees were warned in advance that although I would

make every effort to protect their identities, their anonymity could not be

guaranteed with certainty. On several occasions I was unsure about whether

or not I could adequately protect both my interviewee and the people included

within the narratives and I did not include these data in the final analyses.

Informed consent is often treated as a singular event at the beginning of an

interview. However, as Chih (2005: 287) notes, consent is a fluid process which

has to be continually renegotiated; within a standard interview, topics vary

widely from demographic data to issues of a much more sensitive nature and

interviewees continually weigh up the relative risks and benefits of participating

in the research. However, it is important to note that the 'sensitivity' of a topic is
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relative to and dependent upon the experience of the interviewees and cultural

and social norms. In addition, on those occasions when the interviewer and

interviewee develop a strong rapport that encourages feelings of friendship, the

interviewee may reveal more of her intimate feelings and experiences than

initially expected (Cotterill 1992 as cited in Holland 2007: 202). As a result,

during the interviews I provided the necessary space for consent to be

renegotiated, thus allowing time for my interviewee to consider whether or not

she wished to take the interview further and the potential implications of that

decision. This involved both formal measures of actually pausing the interview

to ask if my interviewee wished to carry on, and informal measures of taking

time out to get refreshments.

There is, however, a note of caution here: I was aware that informed consent

can obstruct the building of rapport between researchers and participants if the

requested consent appears to be an unnecessary bureaucratic procedure. For

example, some interviewees may feel the process to be too formalised, that

there is too much paperwork to be completed, that they are overloaded with

information, or that it increases the rather 'forbidding nature' of research (Crow

et al. 2006: 90). The use of written forms which require the signatures of

interviewees also increases the possibility of identification and the risk to

confidentiality and anonymity (Burgess 1991: 200). My informed consent form,

therefore, was brief and to the point, with consent renegotiated throughout the

interview.15 All consent forms and transcripts were kept in a locked drawer.

15 A copy of my consent form can be found in Appendix Two.
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3.3.5 Sharing my Position and its Effect on the Research

As discussed in the epistemology section of this chapter, Gill (1995: 176)

argues that feminist researchers should make their values, commitments and

politics explicit, thereby establishing ethical foundations from which to act. It is

my belief that this overt positioning should occur at all stages of the research.

Indeed, the researcher's self, including her opinions and the way she

understands the world, cannot be separated from the research process and it is

inevitable that her experiences and consciousness enter the research; as

personhood can never be abandoned, who we are as a person should be used

to its full advantage and allowed to become an integral part of the research. In

this method of analysis, consciousness and experience are not hidden from

view in a claim of objectivity, but are understood as having a direct influence on

our interpretations and constructions (Wise and Stanley 1993: 60, 161). There

are, however, problems with this approach and consequences that arise from

self-disclosure.

Firstly, given that my research explores prevailing discourses of sexual

harassment, it is important to remember that self-disclosure and the sharing of

my position adds my own voice to the discourses surrounding these issues.

Indeed, as Livesey (2002) notes, the relationship between the listener and the

speaker is co-constructive: the listener questions, frames, shapes and controls

the interaction and the speaker, in turn, displays the knowledge and the

discourse of 'truth' (Livesey 2002: 60). Indeed, through this research, I have

become part of the discourses surrounding sexual harassment in higher
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education. During the interview process, I found my position shifting between

distance and disclosure as I attempted to find a middle ground on which I could

honestly relate to my interviewee without influencing the direction of her

narrative (Mauthner 1998: 50). Aware that disclosure may affect how

comfortable an interviewee feels and what she will be able to say, I was careful

in my statements and answers (Miller 1998: 62). The following extract from my

interview with Sam illustrates this point:

Sam: Sometimes I think: 'Is he coming on to me?' And
then I think that I'm in the wrong for thinking that.
You know, like, don't flatter yourself! What do you
think?

Helen: I think, well, it's obviously made you feel
uncomfortable and you have the right to interpret it
how you want. .. If someone has made you feel
uncomfortable, whether they intended to or not,
you should have the right to ask them to stop.

In her narrative, Sam is referring to a male lecturer and a series of events which

she found difficult to define and interpret. When Sam asked for my opinion, I

believed it to be unethical to attempt to 'shrug' the question off or to refuse to

give an answer for fear of contaminating the data; Sam had found her

experiences upsetting and unsettling. On the other hand, I had not witnessed

the event and do not know what the lecturer's intentions had been. As a

feminist, however, it is my firm belief that if a woman feels uncomfortable, no

matter what the other person's intentions, she has the right to ask for that

behaviour to end. This was an honest, but cautious, answer to Sam's question.
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The above section has explored my ethics, informed consent and anonymity

and the effects of sharing my position on the research. This research fully

conformed to the requirements laid down by the British Sociological Association

(2005). My interviewees were warned that although every effort would be taken

to ensure anonymity, this could not be fully guaranteed. Informed consent was

gained before each interview and renegotiated throughout. The issue of

sharing my position on the research was complex: as Livesey (2002) notes, the

relationship between listener and speaker is co-constructive and the extract

from the interview with Sam highlights this point. Having discussed the

processes of conducting my research, the following section explores the steps

taken in the analysis of the data.

3.3.6 How can Foucauldian-oriented Research be Analysed?

The preceding sections have discussed the processes of conducting the

research: the nature of unstructured interviews, my interview sample and

access, the ethics involved in my research, including anonymity and informed

consent, and the effect of sharing my position on the research. The fOllowing

section explores the analysis of my research data and the processes I went

through in breaking this analysis down into steps. Furthermore, it is noted that

these steps are not in isolation from each other: they overlap, compete and

contradict.

Kendall and Wickham (1999), summing up the practical applications of
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Foucault, suggest that the genealogist focuses on viewing power as a strategy

that maintains a relationship between the sayable and the visible, and instead of

asking what it is, should concentrate on how it works. In other words, by

utilising a genealogical approach, we can study discursive structures to reveal

power/knowledge networks (Kendall and Wickham 1999: 58). My interview with

Rachel goes some way to illustrating the focus of Foucauldian-oriented

research. Rachel is a Hindu student in her thirties; she had contacted me after

an experience with one of her male lecturers, which she labelled as sexual

harassment. After the interview, I made the following notes in my field journal:

The lecturer [seemed to be] telling her that she needs to work harder. Or,
rather, that he expected to see an improvement in her work in
subsequent meetings. [Rachel] assumed that he'd criticised her work
because she is a woman. (And is therefore sexual harassment.)
Whereas, from the position of an outsider, it seems that he criticised her
work because she was a student not performing at the required
standard ... In Rachel's narrative she talks about a typical lecturer/ student
interaction. Yet she interprets this event as a result of her gender. Why?
Why interpret an experience as a result of gender (and not as a result of
something else?) ...Rachel could have said that her lecturer treated her
like that because he was just a horrible man. Or that he had a personal
grudge against her. Or that he was being racist. Or that it was completely
fair because she just wasn't working hard enough. She could have
chosen any number of discourses to utilise. And yet she made sense of it
in terms of her gender. Why?

Applying a Foucauldian-oriented analysis to Rachel's narrative does not mean

that I doubt her experience. As discussed in the literature review, experiences

are always constructed through contingent discourses (Scott 1992: 38;

Townsley and Geist 2000: 197). The question to be asked is to what degree

does Rachel define herself through these prevailing discourses? Therefore,

having set out the focus on Foucauldian-oriented research, we need to develop

a set of practical steps to analyse the research data.
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Carabine (2001) has outlined a workable approach to Foucauldian-oriented

research and states that it should include the following steps: i) a familiarity with

the key data for the research topic and a knowledge of the background to the

issue; ii) consideration of the themes, categories and objects of discourses

apparent within the women's narratives; iii) exploring indications of inter-

relationships between the discourses, and, in particular, the themes and

categories which appear to inform, and then re-inform, each other; iv)

exploring the deployment of discursive strategies and practices, thus

considering how discourses are given their meaning and force, and the

apparent processes by which objects are defined; v) suggesting the absences

and silences, that is, what is not present or not spoken of that you might expect

to be; vi) suggestions of resistance and counter-discourse; and vii) exploring the

effects of the discourse: the contingent possibilities of 'speaking' of an issue

which cohere to produce the object of which it speaks (Carabine 2001: 281).

Each of these steps, and what they mean in practical terms when applied to my

data, is discussed below.

3.3.6.1 Step One: Know your Data

Carabine (2001) notes that the first step in any genealogical analysis is to

ensure a comprehensive knowledge of the research data (Carabine 2001: 282).

As discussed in the literature review, discourses operate within the field in

which they co-exist, multiply and contradict. These discourses offer competing

ways of constructing and providing meaning to individual experiences (Weedon

1997: 35). It is the task of the researcher, therefore, to study and interpret the

dimensions of this field (Foucault 1991b: 60). For me, this involved reading
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and re-reading the interview transcripts to gain a 'sense' of the research data

and to suggest occasions where the discourses of sexual harassment entered

the field. Once I was familiar with the interview transcripts, I began to 'mind

rnap'" the sexual harassment discourses, plotting the paints at which they

appeared within the data. However, Cheek (2000) notes that the field is not 'out

there' waiting to be described by the researcher: it is the researcher who

defines the field for a particular study, constructing and delimiting the field of

discourse in order to collect the research data. In turn, the discursive field

constructs and positions the researcher (Cheek 2000: 126). This involved

considering my principled positions and the impact these may have on my

data." Each of these paints was 'tagged' on the mind map next to the

corresponding discourse. These tags then allowed me to track what decisions I

made and at which paint. From this, it can be seen that reflexivity is an

essential part of this process and the practical considerations of a reflexive

approach will be discussed later.

3.3.6.2 Step Two: Considering the Identification of Themes, Categories

and Objects of Discourse

Step two involved exploring how sexual harassment was 'spoken of within the

women's transcripts. Discourses produce the object of which they speak, both

in terms of what we understand to be true and in the sense that they produce

outcomes or effects, so this step in the analysis involves considering the

16 Using MindGenius software.
17 For more information on my principled positions, please see section 3.1.5.
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constituent parts of the discourses: what themes, categories and objects make

up the discourses of sexual harassment within higher education? This was not,

however, to discover uniform patterns or repetitions but to explore the

variations, inconsistencies, instabilities and ambiguities of the categories

(Foucault 1991c: 75). Once I had an impression of the sexual harassment

discourses through the mind-map process as outlined in step one, Iwas able to

consider the sexual harassment discourses within each narrative. This was

done by selecting the parts within individual transcripts and then cutting and

pasting these connected elements on to individual key cards. Given that my

interviews were unstructured (see above), and that people do not talk in a linear

manner, this often involved cutting and pasting the relevant data into coherent

chunks: each line of the interview transcript was numbered, thus enabling me to

cut out unrelated sections of data but allowing the tracking of specific

discourses. Although cutting up the data in this way has negative implications

for the hygienic flow of an interview, I had already decided to position my work

as a mere construction of events, rather than a reliable and accurate

representation of the facts (e.g. Cheek 2000). Cutting the data in this way also

allowed me to suggest cross-references for the discourses as in step three

below. It is also noted, however, that even with one chunk of data there were

often multiple, competing and contradictory discourses at work.

3.3.6.3 Step Three: Exploring Indications of Inter-relations between the
Discourses

This step explores how the discourses interact with each other within the

discursive field. As discussed in the literature review, discourses do not exist in
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isolation and only maintain meaning in relation to other discourses; there is a

constant process, therefore, of modification, informing and re-informing as

discourses interrelate with each other (Foucault 1991b: 54, 70). Step three,

therefore, involved two parts: firstly, exploring the interrelations and correlations

between the discourses within individual transcripts and, secondly, after all the

individual transcripts had been analysed, considering how the discourses

interrelate and cross-reference with discourses from other narratives. By then I

had key cards for individual discursive structures and was further able to mind

map the key discourses of sexual harassment in higher education. At this point,

Iwas able to consider the following: what are the possible processes of cross-

referencing within the discourses? How may these categories and themes

interrelate? How may these discourses correlate with other discourses?

3.3.6.4 Step Four: Exploring the Deployment of Discursive Strategies

and Practices

Foucault (1991c: 79) asks that we discover the procedures of discursive

organisation and identify the support mechanisms that allow the discourse to

operate. These are the processes by which the discourse is given meaning and

force. For this section, I considered the following: who spoke about sexual

harassment and what did they say about it? Which discourses were seen by

my participants to carry authority? As with step three, this occurred in two

parts: firstly analysing the individual transcripts and secondly analysing the

transcripts as a group. The analyses from this second stage were later returned

to, atter steps five and six, so that Icould begin to map the apparent discourses
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operating within higher education at that particular time.

3.3.6.5 Step Five: Suggesting Absences and Silences

Alvesson (2002) notes that discursive constructions are often hidden: voids,

silences and absences often occur within conversation. Therefore, the

interpretation of 'subtle hints and undertones' must be allowed (Alvesson 2002:

101). For this step, I asked myself: what is not spoken of or present within the

discourses that I might expect to be? Although the transcripts were analysed

both individually and collectively, it was often only when I viewed the transcripts

as a group that I could begin to suggest potential absences and silences within

the texts.

3.3.6.6 Step Six: Suggesting Instances of Resistance and Counter-

resistance

It is essential for a genealogical approach to regard discourse as a contested,

uneven and contradictory process, with the individual as both the site and the

subject of discursive battles. Given that power relations can only operate on

free individuals, the discursive field must offer a variety of discourses and, as a

result, provides the possibility for resistance and counter-resistance (Foucault

2002: 341-342). The sixth step, therefore, involved exploring apparent

resistance to the prevailing discourses. Using both the mind map and the key

cards, I was able to suggest instances of resistance at the micro-level and then

search for similarities within other transcripts. This allowed me to 'map out'

suggestions of resistance and counter-resistance.
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3.3.6.7 Step Seven: Exploring the Effects of Discourse

The seventh step was the final phase of the analysis and explored the

transcripts as a collective whole, exploring the historically specific ways of

'speaking' an issue which cohere to produce the object of which they speak.

This stage maps and considers how discourses of sexual harassment in higher

education may be constituted and explored the effect of these discourses (see

Carabine 2001: 280). From step seven, and in conjunction with step four, I was

able to suggest five prevailing discourses of sexual harassment which may

operate within higher education at this particular time and to consider how these

discourses may have informed my participants. The possible discourses are: i)

the 'grades for sex' discourse; ii) the 'all boys together' discourse; iii) the

'trustworthy lecturer' discourse; iv) the 'knickers in a twist' discourse; and,

finally, v) the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse. It

is noted, however, that there may be many more discourses, multiple,

competing and contradictory, surrounding sexual harassment in higher

education and further data collection would be useful in this area. These

discursive strategies are discussed in Chapter Four.

The above steps set out the practical guidelines for analysing Foucauldian-

oriented research. Steps one to seven outline how my research data may be

analysed. It is important to note, however, that such a focus cannot produce

'true' data, or data capable of generalisations; merely my interpretations of a set

of contingent responses. In addition, I was concerned that such an analysis
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could have consequences beyond my own research. Alldred (1998) argues that

researchers cannot completely control the meanings that are made from their

research and that, in another context, our careful wordings, qualifiers and

warrants may be lost and produce another meaning that we cannot predict. It is

suggested, therefore, that although we cannot ensure our own preferred

meanings, researchers should make every attempt to defend against meanings

and labels that we believe to be oppressive (Alldred 1998: 163). Reflexivity,

therefore, is essential to this theoretical positioning. Having discussed the

theory behind my reflexive approach in the methodology section of this chapter,

this section now discusses the practicalities of reflexive research and using field

notes.

3.3.7 Conducting Reflexive Research

Gill's (1995: 165) notion of reflexivity stresses the responsibility of the

researcher in making one's reasoning, assessment and analysis as transparent

as possible; the researcher becomes accountable for all her interpretations.

Thus, reflexivity is a necessary act that requires researchers to acknowledge

their privileged position. As such, it is never a process of self-absorption but,

rather, a practice concerned with power and accountability: 'Our knowledge

claims and doubts, rather than certainty, are placed at the centre of our

research practices' (Aranda 2006: 140). Gill (1995), however, adds a note of

caution: this reflexivity must be a genuine challenge to the authority of the

researcher. Forms of reflexivity exist which have less to do with accountability

and responsibility and more with the strengthening of one's Position and
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protecting one's argument (Gill 1995: 180). In her analysis of reflexivity as a

methodological tool, Pillow (2003) notes that reflexivity is otten understood as

making visible the practice and construction of knowledge within research in

order to produce more accurate results: reflexivity is often used as a measure of

legitimacy, supporting the idea that the researcher can 'get it right' and produce

more 'truthful' knowledge (Pillow 2003: 178-179).

Even when the concern is to challenge one's decision-making processes,

reflexivity can be hard to develop and maintain. Laible (2000) considers the

implications of ethical positionings on research: during an early piece of

research on the educational success of Mexican-American female students,

Laible kept a reflective journal with the intention of becoming aware of any

Eurocentric bias. However, during her research viva, Laible realised that

despite her reflexive research journaling she had conducted her study using

Euro-American, middle-class criteria to define the potential success and failure

of these school girls (Liable 2000: 686). This, therefore, was my concern about

utilising a reflexive approach. As discussed in my interview sample above, my

participants came from varied backgrounds with complex subjectivities and I

wanted to reflect the intersectional nature of their lives accurately as well as the

complex positions in which they may have found themselves. However,

individuals construct their understanding of the world through the prevailing

discourses to which they are subjected and it seems likely to me that, however

well-meaning, a reflexive approach would not allow me to step outside these

discursive structures (Weedon 1997: 34). I am also concerned about the notion

that if we search deep within ourselves, we can uncover the 'truth' about our
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thoughts, our actions and our 'real' motives and produce more hygienic

research.

In relation to Foucault's mastery of the self (as discussed above) and relating

this to the possibility of reflexively challenging one's decision making, Valverde

(2004), in a discussion on the status of experience and truth, argues that the

truth about one's self does not lie deep within one's inner being waiting to be

excavated and, equally, the meanings that we have attached to the world are

not generated by our individual minds. Searching reflexively for these inner

truths is misguided and misleading. A Foucauldian concept of reflexivity,

however, would be based on a non-confessional form of self-disclosure,

focusing upon the interactions between ourselves and the people around us

and developing a critical attitude to one's self and the world (Valverde 2004: 71,

87). This is not, however, an excuse to avoid considering how my participants'

experiences are directly related to the intersectionalities of their identities, and

this occurred in part during the field note stage.

3.3.8 USing Field Notes

Conducting reflexive research requires the use of detailed field notes. As soon

as possible after each interview, I made brief, annotated notes in my field

journal. This was often whilst sitting on a park bench, in a public toilet or a bus

shelter, as I considered it important to record my experiences as soon as

possible. After several interviews, I had developed my own form of shorthand

to help speed up this process. I would then go for a cup of tea to try and relax

before going home and I would re-write my notes in full at the end of the day.
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followed the advice of Emerson et al. (1995: 26-28) in the writing of field notes:

firstly, I recorded my initial impressions. These included emotional feelings and

information about the setting and context. Secondly, I recorded key events or

incidents, including things which may have surprised me or were contrary to

previous experiences and feelings; impressions, verbal and non-verbal

communications were all noted. Finally, I attempted to move beyond my own

personal reactions to record any information that my participants gave about

what is significant or important. This was particularly important when

considering how my participants' experiences may be related to, and informed

by, the intersectionalities of their identities. This process of using emotions to

tease out unexplored facets of the research is discussed by Lee-Treweek

(2000), who notes that our emotional responses may provide insights into

dominant or minority ways of thinking and feeling. Allowing recognition of these

emotions not only has the potential for highlighting important social conditions,

but also allows for greater transparency: ignoring or repressing emotions is

much more likely to distort the research data. There is also great insight to be

gained between the participants' emotions and the feelings of the researcher:

meeting and working with people from different backgrounds with different

experiences and using different emotional rules and reactions can challenge our

taken-for-granted perceptions if we remain open to these emotional dynamics

(Lee-Treweek 2000: 114, 128). Having discussed the responsibility of the

researcher in conducting reflexive research and maintaining detailed fields, the

final section of this chapter explores the complexities of researching sensitive

issues and the impact such research can have on the researcher and the

partiCipants.
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3.3.9 Researching Sensitive Issues

Given that my research deals with sensitive issues, it was important to consider

the impact the research could have on the researcher and the research

participants. The focus of the research required particular care to be taken in

the protection of my interviewees. Behaving in a sensitive and respectful

manner, and in line with my feminist principles, I answered any personal

questions that my interviewees asked, gave cautious opinions when asked for

them, and reacted as somebody who cares rather than purely a data gatherer

(Oakley 1990: 47). I stated at the outset that I was not qualified to offer advice

or support, but I always ensured that I had details and information of available

guidance, resources and self-help organisations which could be offered instead

(Arksey and Knight 1999: 112-113). Given the emotional nature of the

interviews, there were times when my interviewees became distressed. Parr

(1998: 95) notes being surprised at how easily obviously painful events seemed

to 'tumble out' with no prompting from her and this is something that I also

experienced. I was constantly surprised at the information my interviewees

chose to share with me, often very painful and traumatic narratives about past

events and experiences. I tried hard to control my non-verbal communication,

particularly my facial expressions: expressing support and understanding and,

most importantly, not appearing judgemental (Parr 1998: 97).

On two occasions, my interviewees became very upset and I would have

preferred to break the interview for a while to give them time to recover and

consider if they wished to terminate the interview. However, on both of these
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occasions, the women were adamant that they wanted to carry on and, indeed,

that it was helpful to talk about such upsetting events. I was unsure about what

to do and in the end continued with the interviews. It was always difficult to

know how much emotion to express during an interview. I did not want to

appear unemotional or unsympathetic but, at the same time, I did not want my

interviewees to feel that I was too caught up in my own emotions or responses

to their personal narratives (Goodrum and Keys 2007: 255). I always managed

not to cry during an interview, but on several occasions I cried on the way

home.

There was, however, an emotional danger that I had not considered and did not

expect. After spending so much of my time studying sexual harassment and

sexual violence against women, and conducting many emotionally traumatic

interviews, I realised that I was starting to look at all men, particularly male

lecturers, with suspicion. Moran-Ellis (1996) discusses a similar experience

when she conducted research into child sexual abuse: she began to feel angry

and frustrated about the overwhelming power imbalance in a male-dominated

SOCietyand, at one point, even began to doubt leaving her children with her

male partner. In many ways, these are feelings with which I can empathise. As

a result of my research, I felt angry and suspicious about most men and began

to isolate myself from my support network; the worst part came a year into my

research, when I fell out with my best friend, Simon, who felt that I was accusing

him (and all men) of being sexual predators.

Although it is common for negative responses to influence counsellors,
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therapists and other trauma workers (see Rasmussen 2005), it has been noted

that these feelings can also affect interviewers engaged in the research of

sensitive issues. For example, in 1993, Etherington spent several months

closely listening to and transcribing the narratives of 25 male survivors of sexual

abuse. She notes that as a trained therapist, she was always able to intervene

and help her clients move on from their emotional trauma; however, as a

researcher she was not able to offer guidance or support and, unable to help

these men work through their negative experiences, she was often left feeling

powerless and isolated (Etherington 2000: 380). Importantly, Etherington notes

that the British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy requires all its

practitioners to undergo regular counselling/supervision at least once a month

for an hour and a half; however, as an academic researcher, supervision that

focused on the researcher's emotional responses to the research data was not

available (Etherington 2007: 86).

I am extremely fortunate to have two supportive supervisors, whom I know

would have taken the time to go through these issues with me immediately.

However, these negative feelings crept up, building into anger and suspicion

without my even being aware of it. Etherington (2004: 210) suggests that

keeping a detailed research journal can help in identifying these feelings;

reviewing the journal as a whole can help identify patterns and changes over

time and, therefore, highlight concerns that need action taken against them. As

stated above, I had tried to keep an in-depth field journal but I occasionally felt

too emotionally exhausted after an interview to record my responses. In

hindsight, I realise that these were the times when I actually needed to make a
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greater effort to write in the journal. Being personally connected to my

doctorate (as discussed in the previous section) meant that I needed to develop

cut-off points where I could create a level of distance from my research. As my

doctorate progressed, I began to 'find my feet' within my research and regain a

sense of emotional balance. As discussed, therefore, carrying out research

into sensitive areas requires careful conduct and planning. The protection of

my participants was essential and, in addition to this, the personal connection to

my research meant that I needed to consider potential emotional dangers to

myself.

3.4 Conclusion

The aim of this research is to consider the prevailing discourses of sexual

harassment in higher education and to explore if, and how, my participants

define themselves through these discourses. To this end, I conducted twenty-

four unstructured interviews with women who had identified as having

experienced sexual harassment within higher education, either as a student or a

member of staff, or who had witnessed events which they defined as sexual

harassment. Through the exploration of my participants' understanding of their

experiences, I suggest it is possible to infer the degree to which prevailing

discourses have constituted their subjectivities. Thus, Chapter Three has

explored my epistemology, methodology and methods.

The research is based on a passionately interested form of inquiry:

acknowledging the partial nature of knowledge and, at the same time, citing my
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own concerns, values and interpretations. This forms a 'new vocabulary of

values' which allows me to make political interventions (Gill 1995: 175-176). As

Lather (2006) notes, searching out knowledge involves positioning your

interviewees as objects of research. Therefore, in this research I attempted to

reconfigure the will to know as the desire of not knowing: engaging with my

interviewees, sharing personal constructions, answering questions openly and

honestly and allowing myself to be vulnerable (Wise and Stanley 1993: 60;

Laible 2000: 691; Davies 2002: 157). Although I did not always succeed, the

effort made is an attempt to position the inquiry as ethical and feminist

orientated. Therefore, let us next discuss the results of this research, starting

with an analysis of the five possible prevailing discourses of sexual harassment

which may operate in higher education.
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4. Chapter Four: Exploring the Effects of, and Resistances to, Suggested
Prevailing Discourses Surrounding Sexual Harassment in Higher

Education

4.0 Introduction

As discussed in the literature review, there are competing understandings of

sexual harassment in higher education, including contradictory theories of

power. In particular, liberal feminist theories of sexual harassment often view

power as static: men have power; women do not (MacKinnon 1979; Wise and

Stanley 1987). In contrast, this chapter utilises a Foucauldian critique of power:

something that is exercised over and through us, constituting men and women

into particular ways of understanding themselves (Foucault 1980c). This

chapter argues that my participants may understand themselves through the

seemingly prevailing discourses on sexual harassment. Chapter Four,

therefore, explores the power effects of, and resistances to, these suggested

prevailing discourses. In particular, the chapter argues that feminist discourses

on sexual harassment (amongst others) may have, in part, generated specific

effects of power with regard to my research participants. That is to say, many

of my interviewees appeared to understand the experiences they had identified

as sexual harassment as an abuse of power.

Brewis (2001) argues that the power effects of feminist harassment discourses

may contribute to the conditions of (re)producing harassment and perpetuate

women's oppression. By exploring what is seen as the 'gendered dynamics' of

sexual harassment within organisations, feminism hopes to provide the
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possibility of a better, more egalitarian future for women. However, in shining a

spotlight on the perceived power differentials between men and women, it is

argued that feminist harassment discourses may actually foster the notion of the

powerless female and the powerful male (Brewis 2001: 40, 47). It should also

be noted that my suggested prevailing discourses have not been set out in any

hierarchical order of perceived seriousness for the women involved; women's

experiences of abusive behaviour cannot be categorised into levels of impact or

degrees of seriousness. Rather, women's reactions to forms of violence, and

their subsequent levels of impact, are complex matters. With the important

exception of violence which results in death, degrees of impact are not

conditional on the form of violence experienced. Thus, violence exists upon a

continuum and women's reactions to sexual violence vary over time. In this

sense, sexual harassment should not be thought of as divorced from other

forms of sexual violence and is understood in my participants' narratives as

complex and varied (Kelly 1988: 76).

As discussed in the methodology chapter, it is important to highlight that the

suggestions within this chapter only involve my interpretation of my participants'

narratives; by using a poststructuralist approach, the analysis does not make

decisions about whether my participants' interpretations of their experiences are

factual or inaccurate, only to propose discourses at work in these specific

contexts and to suggest their potential impact upon how my participants may

define themselves. This might suggest that other discourses are also at work

but this would require further data gathering (see Strine 1992 and Scott 1992).

The five prevailing discourses suggested as being at work within my
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participants' narratives are, therefore, as follows: the 'grades for sex' discourse;

the 'all boys together' discourse; the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse; the

'knickers in a twist' discourse; and, finally, the 'sexual harassment as unwanted

sexual behaviour' discourse. It is important to note that discourses one to four

do not acknowledge sexual harassment in higher education: the power effects

of the discourses deny the harassment, understanding the behaviours as

normal and expected interactions. In addition, the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse appears to feature most often and with

the most impact in the way my participants seem to understand themselves and

their experiences. Finally, it should also be noted that the suggested prevailing

discourses produce complex forms of subjectivities and many of my participants

appeared to subscribe to multiple and contradictory discourses, producing

complex power effects. This chapter starts with an exploration of the 'grades for

sex' discourse.
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4. 1 The 'Grades for Sex' Discourse

This section suggests that the power effects generated through the 'grades for

sex' discourse may contribute to how my participants understand themselves

and their experiences. By suggesting that sexual harassment is an abuse of

power, stemming from power differentials, liberal feminism argues that sexual

harassment is a gendered phenomenon and consists of men 'doing power' over

women. For example, MacKinnon (1979) argues that many women are told by

their boss that they must comply sexually or risk losing their job. This quid pro

quo analysis, and the suspicion that comes with this way of thinking, is present

in the narratives below and is, I suggest, exemplified in the following narrative

from Sarah.

Sarah, a mature student and lone parent, experienced behaviours she defined

as sexual harassment leading to pressurised sex over the course of several

months from one of her male lecturers. In the early stages of what she

describes to be an unwanted relationship, the lecturer would seek to flatter and

praise Sarah in front of the other students:

So, then, the next interaction was when the essays got handed back, and
he [the lecturer] personally came to hand them back to us when we were
having lunch and sitting in a group. And he was handing them out to us
on a silver platter, do you know what I mean? Like, 'I'm Mr Sleazy
Slime!' [Laughs] Do you know what I mean? And, mine was an 'A-'.
Amazing! And I'll never really know if it was an 'A-' which is really bad!
In the way that, some people might say, 'Well, what the hell! You're
getting an 'A'! But if you don't deserve it, then it's a shit degree, isn't it?
And, erm, if I did deserve, then I'll never feel proud of it. You know what I
mean? It's a degradation! A complete and total degradation! And,
certainly the girls around me took it that I wouldn't have got that mark if
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Carl [the lecturer] wasn't interested in me. And I didn't realise it at that
point, but they were like really jealous, and everything, and didn't like me
and stuff. And, erm, so there was a big hoo-ha among these people, and
even she [another female student] developed the attitude of, well, 'I don't
really like you'. And she was, like, 'I don't really like women who sleep
with lecturers, because what if you do that with my husband?' Yeah, as
if! Know what I mean? And, erm, the other girl was like, 'Oh, Sarah
fucks lecturers for "A"s!' (Sarah).

Here, it could be suggested that the power effects generated through the

'grades for sex' discourse may have produced, for my participants, particular

ways of understanding themselves and others. As Foucault (1991d) argues,

our understanding of ourselves and our relationships with others is produced

through the prevailing discourses and the power effects generated from them.

Sarah's narrative suggests an understanding that students may attempt to trade

sexual acts for higher grades and, in particular, generates the understanding

that female students with perceived limited ability may attempt to compensate

for poor academic skills.

Women and men who subscribe to the 'grades for sex' discourse may,

therefore, understand themselves as victims of female students who trade sex

for good grades. For example, in the narrative above, the girls stated angrily

that Sarah's 'A' grade was due to her sexual relationship with the lecturer,

rather than her own academic ability. By having their essays personally

returned to them over lunch, presumably unusual behaviour for a lecturer,

Sarah's 'A' grade was advertised to the other students and, I would suggest,

validated any suspicions that Sarah and the lecturer were having a relationship.

The likelihood of a link between the grade and the relationship is strengthened,
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and the girls behaved as if the accusation were true. 'Truth', therefore, is an

effect of the prevailing discourse (Foucault 1998). Consequently, Sarah's ability

to successfully deny the accusation was limited. The final statement, 'Sarah

tucks lecturers for "As"', is indicative of the power effects generated through the

discourse. Indeed, Sarah herself also appears to question if she deserved the

grade. She states that she would 'never feel proud' of the grade and that it was

a 'complete and total degradation'. This is despite the fact that Sarah's grades

from other lecturers were also, on average, around the 'B+' to 'A-' level.

Furthermore, implicit in the comment 'I don't really like women who sleep with

lecturers, because what if you do that with my husband?' is the suggestion that

a woman who sleeps with her lecturer is likely to be promiscuous in general

(female undergraduate students as promiscuous will be considered in the

'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse). One power

effect of the 'grades for sex' discourse, as echoed in MacKinnon's (1979) quid

pro quo analysis, would appear to be the understanding of women as often

unskilled and incapable, having acquired their qualifications through unfair,

sexual means. The extract below suggests the potential consequences of the

'grades for sex' discourse for Sarah's understanding of herself and others:

I thought 'how can I cope with this?' Because, every time I go in I'm
harassed by the girls, or, you know, having panic attacks as I walk up.
And in the library, giggles and sniggers, and everyone just looks and
stares ... And was really grim going back for exams, and waiting outside
the exam room with those girls there. Part of the whole giggle and bitch
me up, and put your head down when I walk by, because I'm not to be
spoken to. And stuff like that. So, you know? Horrible, petty, childish
stuff, but, it gets to you. And in the context of the thing with Carl, it was
just terrible. And it was awful sitting there in his lectures, listening to his
snide comments towards me and all the girls giggling and looking at me.
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Like: 'See where fucking her lecturer gets her now!' (Sarah).

From the above narratives, it would appear that the power effects generated

through the 'grades for sex' discourse, which may have fostered the

understanding that Sarah did not deserve her awarded grade, resulted in

jealousy and bullying from the other students. By treating Sarah so harshly, the

girls seem to be punishing Sarah for what they believed to be an unfair

advantage and, at the same time, sending a clear message to other female

students that having such a perceived advantage would not be tolerated. In the

competitive world of higher education, and later on in the job market, it would

seem understandable if jealously were to arise from any apparent, unfair

advantage that particular students may have had.

Sarah also refers to 'the whole giggle and bitch me up' approach from the other

female students. Prevailing discourses surrounding sexual harassment in

higher education seem to be spoken about in 'libraries', 'outside the exam room'

and in 'lectures'. Indeed, Sarah's narrative suggests that the male lecturer may

also have subscribed to the 'grades for sex' discourse: rather than seeking to

conceal his behaviour, he appears to have displayed his relationship with a

student in front of others, perhaps indicating that he believed his actions to be

normal, justified and, indeed, often welcomed by his female students.

It is suggested that sexual harassment in higher education becomes, not

something simply to be 'condemned or tolerated but managed' (Foucault 1998:

24). The management and governing of an individual, of leading somebody
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through a field of possibilities, is what turns a human being into a subject and,

as discussed in the literature review, an essential element of this power is

freedom (Foucault 2002). In an extreme example, Dean (1999) refers to a

woman under torture: through a range of techniques, the woman is invited to

take responsibility for her situation and the pain she is causing herself. Thus

she is urged to exercise her freedom by admitting guilt, signing a confession or

denouncing others (Dean 1999: 15). I suggest, therefore, that through the girls'

unpleasant behaviour towards Sarah, possibly operating through

understandings generated through the 'grades for sex' discourse, she was

being managed towards accepting her own guilt (that she did not deserve the

'A' grade) and that the bullying was a consequence of her behaviour. The final

line in the second narrative, 'See where fucking her lecturer gets her now',

sums up the governmental process within the 'grades for sex' discourse. This,

therefore, may represent a historically-speaking way of understanding sexual

harassment in higher education.

The above points notwithstanding, and as discussed in the literature review,

where there is power there is always resistance. However, it is crucial not to

overstate or romanticise resistance. For, when we resist, we always do so from

another point of power. As such, resistance does not carry us beyond power

and carries with it its own set of problematics (Foucault 1998). In the narrative

below from Sarah, there appears to be an understanding of resistance, with its

particular consequences:
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I was in so much stress, and I just thought, 'You know what? I just can't
face sitting out the rest of my degree'. So, I thought, 'Maybe I can go
and do my third year somewhere else? These girls aren't going to go
away, and this situation is not going to get any better. And I just can't
take any more! I really, really just can't take anymore'. And I did think,
'What if I end up in a psychiatric unit and my daughter ends up in
care?' ... You know, I was just trying to sort myself out, so that it could be
the least painful possible. [Pause] So, I thought about withdrawing,
which was an option if I do feel so bad after Christmas that I just
can't. .. then, then, I will have to do something. Leave, or do something,
because you just can't think straight when you're so messed up. And,
so, I went to see Carl, to tell him that I was completely not OK, and that
I'd had enough. And I asked him to call the girls off me! [Laughs] I know
that sounds really pathetic, but it had reached that point (Sarah).

Sarah appears to have resisted the 'grades for sex' discourse by going to her

lecturer and asking him to stop the abuse. Although, for Sarah, this appeared

to be the only way of dealing with the situation, it carried with it its own effects of

power. For example, Sarah may now understand herself as having been

unable to deal with the girls on her own and thus potentially weak and/or

vulnerable. She may also feel indebted to the lecturer for his assistance.

In Sarah's narrative, her self, her female peers and her male lecturer appear to

have understood themselves and others through, in part, the 'grades for sex'

discourse. In the following narrative from Laura, an undergraduate arts student,

it is a male lecturer who may have understood himself and his students through

the 'grades for sex' discourse:

He would pick on women in class. Everything was sexual. Like, one time
I was really cold and I was rubbing my arms to try and warm up. In front
of everyone, he said that I was rubbing my breasts. That was the sort of
thing he would do. I had an evening seminar with him one day but when
I got there it turned out that nobody else had turned up. That was often
the case with lectures and seminars at night. People just wouldn't bother
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turning up. He started talking to me, getting closer and closer, moving his
chair toward me. He was all charming, buttering me up, telling me how
well I was doing in my degree. It didn't feel right, it felt uncomfortable and
I was thinking: 'Look I actually don't need all this praise from you'. But I
still didn't say anything. I was just thinking: 'I am on my own with him and
there is no one else around'. Then he was like: 'Look, I know you really
want a good degree and I could make it really easy for you'. He could
ensure that I got top marks for things. There was this horrible pause and
then he said: 'You're a smart girl. You know what I'm suggesting'. And
all of a sudden it hit me: he thought that I'd agree to sleep with him to get
a better grade. You know: bloody hell! As if he could honestly believe
that I would have sex with someone just to get a good grade. And yet he
clearly did think that. He was obviously expecting me to go along with
that. I mean, he clearly felt safe by making those kind of suggestions to
me. I was obviously looking astonished because then he was like: 'Oh
come on, I know what you girls are like. I've been teaching young female
students for years'. I dunno if he meant that he thought I would just go
along with it for a good grade or if he thought that I slept around in
general. Either way, I just couldn't believe in what I was hearing (Laura).

In Laura's narrative, her lecturer, apparently subscribing to the 'grades for sex'

discourse, made the assumption that she might be willing to trade sex for a

good grade. As with Sarah's narratives, the 'grades for sex' discourse

generates specific understandings to which we are subject as if they were true

because we believe that they are true (see Brewis 2001: 38). For example,

despite stating that Laura is 'a smart girl', there is the implication that she could

not achieve a high-quality degree without his assistance and by trading grades

for a sexual relationship. Although on the one hand her lecturer appears to

have recognised Laura's intelligence, he also suggested that with his help she

could do better: the male lecturer, perhaps understanding himself and his

students through the 'grades for sex' discourse, appears to have felt confident

in making his proposition and even goes so far as stating: 'Oh come on, I know

what you girls are like'.
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It is argued here that ways of understanding sexual harassment in higher

education may be generated, in part, through prevailing liberal feminist

discourses, thus producing particular effects. For example, feminist harassment

discourses may compel us to think of ourselves and behave in ways which may

actually foster sexual harassment (Brewis 2001: 39). As discussed in the

literature review, feminism tends to view power as static, and sex at work is

considered to be exploitative and degrading. There is an understanding that

men have greater social and cultural power, which enables them to behave in a

sexual manner towards women or to demand sex (LaFontaine and Tredeau

1986). For example, MacKinnon's (1979) analysis of sexual harassment in the

workplace states that male employers used their power and positions of status

to demand sex. However, Wise and Stanley (1987) argue that sexual

harassment is intended as a means to 'do power' over the woman and that the

'sexual' element of the harassment is merely a means to an end. This is

important because, as Foucault (1998) argues, we think of ourselves and our

relationships with others through the various prevailing discourses; because we

think of these discourses as being 'true', we respond to them in kind.

However, operating through the 'grades for sex' discourse, the male lecturer

appears to understand his suggestion of sex in return for a good grade as part

of his 'normal' and 'expected' interactions with his female students. Thus,

approaching this from a Foucauldian analysis, it is possible to argue that the

male lecturer's understanding of what is appropriate and normal may have been

constituted through the power effects of the 'grades for sex' discourse. That is

to say, he may understand himself, and his relationships with his students,
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through the operations of this harassment discourse. In the following narrative,

Lindsey discusses behaviours she identified as sexual harassment during a

personal tutorial with a male lecturer:

Anyway, he went into his office and straightaway he locked the door.
That was it then. I knew that something was wrong and I moved to the
door. He stepped in front of me and put his hand over my mouth. Not
hard but like he was saying don't make any noise. It was in his eyes. I
could see what he wanted. What he thought he was going to get. I
moved back and just said: 'If you don't open that door, I am going to
scream'. He looked at me, like he was trying to make out if I was going
to fight, and then he shrugged and opened the door. I didn't look back or
look at him again. I just got out of there. I couldn't stop shaking. I knew
how close things had come (Lindsey).

Here, Lindsey describes an incident obviously experienced as alarming. It is

possible to suggest, however, that the male lecturer may have understood

himself and his students through the power effects generated through the

'grades for sex' discourse. With this understanding, the lecturer may have

believed that Lindsey would acquiesce to his suggestions or even welcome

them. Following this experience, and recalled in the next part of the narrative,

Lindsey appears to believe that her next assessment was not worth its awarded

grade but does not know if her lecturer awarded her the mark in the hope of

encouraging sexual relations or if the grade was awarded retrospectively in an

effort to encourage Lindsey not to report the accusation of sexual harassment:

Anyway, two weeks later the grades were released for our essays, and I
had the essay that I had done for his module and it had got an 'A-'. I
couldn't believe it. I'm no smart arse and there is no way that I deserved
that mark. No way at all. All my other grades had come in at 'C's and
'B's and I knew that this piece of work wasn't any different. I don't know
if this was marked before what went on in his office or if he changed the
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mark later but I'm certain that I didn't deserve it. Either he marked me up
because he was trying to flatter me, or maybe he thought it would get me
to sleep with him, or he changed the grade to try and make sure that I
didn't complain about him. That he was trying to buy me off. The thing
is, I know that I didn't deserve it so it doesn't make me feel good. It
actually makes me feel a lot worse. I don't want to be given marks for
work that doesn't deserve it. Do you know what I mean? It just devalues
everything else but it also makes me feel kind of cheap. Like he thinks
that would make a difference to things. To me. That I could be that
shallow (Lindsey).

Both of these situations are potentially informed in part by the 'grades for sex'

discourse: the lecturer may have believed that women can be influenced into

sexual relations for a better grade and/or that women can be encouraged not to

report accusations of sexual harassment if awarded a better grade in return for

silence. Importantly, however, I suggest that Lindsey's response to the situation

also highlights how the 'grades for sex' discourse can impact upon an

individual's subjectivity. Lindsey would appear to be subject to the discourse in

two ways: as subject to the lecturer by his actions and, also, as subject to an

identity - or self-knowledge - formed through the power effects generated

through the 'grades for sex' discourse (Foucault 2002: 331). Lindsey, like

Sarah, experiences this by feeling cheap and devalued. When Lindsey states 'It

actually makes me feel a lot worse' and 'It just devalues everything else but it

also makes me feel kind of cheap', I would suggest that Lindsey is expressing

how her own subjectivity may be tied up within the 'grades for sex' discourse.

Furthermore, an additional power effect of the 'grades for sex' discourse may be

the understanding of women who have been sexually attacked as having 'asked

for it':
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I know now, at that that point, at that point I should have said something.
Alarm bells were ringing in my head and it didn't feel right. Now I think,
was it my fault? Did I give him the wrong impression by agreeing to go
back to his office from the classroom? I mean, why would he want to
move from a classroom that we were scheduled to be in to his empty
office? But, anyway, I didn't say anything and we ended up going back
to his office. As we walked along the corridor I was thinking, shit, there is
no-one else about. I'm on my own here. But the more rational part of my
head was saying, come on, this bloke is your lecturer and you are at
university. You're being ridiculous. I guess if there is one thing that I've
learnt it is to trust my instincts more ... I did want to report it but what the
hell was I going to do? How do you report getting a good grade? I mean
it sounds a bit odd, doesn't it? And who would believe what had gone on
in his office? And would people think that I had led him on in the first
place? It all looks too bloody suspicious for me. And, well, you start to
realise how this place works. Who has all the power in it and that nobody
was going to do anything about it. The whole place stinks (Lindsey).

Lindsey's question of 'was it my fault?' may be influenced through the power

effects of the 'grades for sex' discourse. By understanding Lindsey as willing to

exchange sex for higher grades, and therefore going back to the lecturer's office

at night on her own, Lindsey may be considered to have been 'asking for if.

Rape-supportive belief systems, producing particular understandings of

ourselves and others, may require the victim to explain, for example, how she

found herself in a risk-defined situation and why she did not scream or fight

back (see Koss 1991; Best 1992). By asking how she found herself in such a

situation, Lindsey appears to question her own reactions and comes to the

conclusion that nobody would have believed her version of events. In addition,

after considering both rape-supportive belief systems and the 'grades for sex'

discourse, Lindsey seems to understand herself within a hierarchical power

network, considering herself as having very little power within what she

perceives to be a male-dominated system (see the 'all boys together'

discourse). In a frightening situation, Lindsey warned the male lecturer that she
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would scream if he did not unlock the door. In the second narrative, however,

the combination of the 'grades for sex' discourse and rape-supportive belief

discourses seems to coalesce into power effects through which Lindsey felt

unable to challenge the situation. This resulted in Lindsey feeling unable to

report the experiences she defined as sexual harassment formally.

Such rape myths as a power effect of the 'grades for sex' discourse appear to

operate within Leah's narrative. In the following narrative, Leah discusses how

she was sexually attacked by a male lecturer when visiting his house to collect

journal articles (the levels of trust with which lecturers are often invested will be

discussed as a separate discourse later). Leah began by explaining that she

had at first trusted her lecturer, had enjoyed his company and had not felt

threatened; however, after being in his house for a while, his attitude towards

her became hostile and then aggressive:

I knew he was going to rape me. That he was going to do whatever he
wanted, and I just thought, well, I thought that I couldn't stop him, he was
too strong, I couldn't stop him so I might as well get it over with. Get it
over with as soon as possible ... The next thing that I knew, he was pulling
me over, down, down onto the floor. I was wearing a skirt and he pulled
it up around me and I could feel his hands on my legs and then between
my legs. Dirty, grubby hands that were groping me and I felt like I
wanted to be sick. I couldn't breathe, he was holding me down and I
couldn't breathe. I couldn't believe it was happening. Almost as if I
would wake up and find out it had all been a dream. I was sure that
something would happen to stop him. But nothing was going to stop him.
Not at that point. So he rapes me, there and then, on his living-room
floor and I wanted to scream in his face and tear out his eyes ... He asked
me if I was going to tell anyone but I couldn't say anything, I was just
hitting him to try and make him let me go. He said he could understand if
I did want to tell anyone but that it would be the end of him. He said that
if I kept quiet, he could see to it that I passed my degree with first-class
honours. That he knew how much my degree meant to me but that if I
promised not to say anything, that he could make sure that I got a first. I
nearly laughed. After everything he had done. That he thought he could
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buy me off. Bribe me or something (Leah).

Here, the male lecturer seems to have understood himself and Leah through

the power effects generated through the 'grades for sex' discourse (see also the

'all boys together' discourse). He suggested to Leah that she not report the

sexual violence in return for a first-class honours award. Despite refusing the

'grades for sex' discourse, the power effects generated through it do appear to

impact upon Leah's decision:

Sean [Leah's boyfriend] wanted me to go to the police but I couldn't. Oh,
I know all the things you are supposed to do. I know. And if it was
anybody else, I would tell them they had to report it. I wasn't scared of
what Paul [the lecturer] had said. I wasn't worried about being marked
down and I certainly didn't care about, about getting good marks from
him. By then I just didn't care about anything. But I couldn't report it.
First of all, I just wanted a shower. Nothing else mattered. Nothing Sean
said or nothing he said I should do. I just wanted a shower and to wash
away where he had been and what he had done to me. And then once I
had had a shower, I felt that I couldn't go to the police because I had
washed away all the evidence. And I thought that the police might not
believe me. I mean, you know, would they believe why I went to his
house? Would they just think that actually I had consented and then
made up the story about rape? Even worse, would they think that I was
trying to bribe him to get a good degree (Leah)?

This, I suggest, is significant because it continues to highlight how, even if

the suggested prevailing discourses, such as the 'grades for sex' discourse, are

not believed by an individual, the power effects can still influence a person's

understanding of herself. Leah asks 'would they believe why I went to his

house?' and 'would they think that I was trying to bribe him to get a good

degree?' As a result, the power effects generated through the 'grades for sex'

discourse, especially given that she had been offered a first-class honours

degree in return for not reporting the rape, appear to have resulted in Leah
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feeling less empowered to report the attack formally. Power and knowledge,

therefore, are joined together through discourse. Discourse transmits and

produces power whilst, at the same time, undermining power and providing the

necessary elements to weaken it (Foucault 1998: 101). Thus, power in a

governmental model creates an open domain of structured possibilities,

fashioning alternative ways of being and new options (Thompson 2003: 123).

The following narrative discusses the importance of gaining a good degree and

the influence that lecturers may have in achieving those grades. Bridget, a

university graduate, discusses a female friend who had engaged in a sexual

relationship with a male lecturer on their course. Bridget believes that her friend

achieved a first-class honours degree as a direct result of this sexual

relationship. It is possible, therefore, that the power generated through the

'grades for sex' discourse may foster in women, who may already consider

themselves academically incapable, the possibility of using sex as a medium of

exchange for higher grades:

But, you know, when you are at university and you are working for your
degree, then you need to pass. That's it. That's everything. And you will
do whatever it takes in order to pass. I'm not saying necessarily sleep
around to pass but, you know, you don't piss off your lecturers because
they are the ones that are marking your work and, I guess, it's quite easy
to look at them with awe. You know, they have all the information you
need to pass and they are giving it to you. That puts them in a really
powerful position. They have real power. So you can see why it
happens, can't you? ..1was surprised that she [Bridget's friend] got a
first-class honours [pause]. I don't want to belittle her achievement. But
it wasn't as if she was clever or anything. There were people who were
way more clever than her, you know? Maybe she was just dedicated and
worked hard. And I don't want to take away any of her achievement. But
to end up with a first-class honours? I was like, 'Damn, girl! You go girl!'
(Bridget).
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It is important to remember, of course, that Bridget appears to understand

herself through the 'grades for sex' discourse and it is entirely possible that

Bridget's friend completely deserved her first-class honours degree. However,

given the power effects of the discourse, some women may engage in sex for

grades. Bridget outlines the help that may actually be offered:

Well, you see, we had to do these essays set by him and there was core
reading that you had to do. You know the thing, they only had a few
copies of the books in the library and everybody had to scrabble around
for those few copies. In addition, he had his own set of the books in his
office that he would lend out to some people ... 1don't think that he ever
did the work for her but, well, he would either give her books that she
couldn't get in the library, or tell her where to go to get the books, the
journal articles to get the essay exactly the way it's supposed to be. You
know, 'read this from here, include this person here, discuss this here,
use this book for this'. And then he would go through drafts. Whereas,
I'm not being funny but you couldn't get anybody to look at drafts for love
nor money most of the time. By the time you handed your essay in, you
know, that was it, that was what you got. But with his favourites, well, it
was a whole other ball game (Bridget).

Bridget's narrative demonstrates how effects of power, through discourse,

produce individuals and create new ways of being: thus, subjects are entirely

composed by operations of power (Dews 1984: 82). Diverse power relations

operating at the site of the individual have practical implications for how

subjects may work with, or against, those dynamics of power at the everyday

level (Sawicki 1991: 22-23). It is possible that Bridget's friend, aware of the

importance of achieving a good degree, and understanding herself and the

situation through the 'grades for sex' discourse, may well have traded sex in

return for assistance with her work to be sure of receiving good grades and a

high classification; as Bridget states, individuals may 'do whatever it takes in

order to pass'. These multiple effects of power are suggested in comments
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made by Michelle.

Michelle, a final-year undergraduate student, is in the process of writing a book

in partnership with a senior male academic. During the early stages of

negotiating the contract, the academic made it clear to Michelle that he would

like to have a sexual relationship with her. In the following narrative, Michelle

discusses how, despite turning him down, she was aware of the power effects

generated through the discourse and the perceived requirement to work within

these prevailing discourses.

I'm part of that 'let's do something different'! You know, to incorporate a
sexual relationship into our working relationship! [Laughs] It's like, 'Hmm,
no, can we please not!' [Laughs] And it brings all sorts of questions into
mind about us, about, you know, what women have to do in order to keep
something safe, a career, or their family life, or whatever ... I'm aware that
flirting, for me, is sometimes a subtle thing and sometimes it's not.
Sometimes it's something that, as a child, growing up [pause] I'm aware
that flirting gets you things. And although I try very hard not to do it, I'm
aware that I can do it if I need to. And I'm not proud of that. It's just the
way that it works (Michelle).

As discussed above, it is entirely possible that the male lecturer, understanding

himself and his students through the 'grades for sex' discourse, may have

considered his proposal to be an acceptable and perhaps desired consequence

of working together. It is suggested, therefore, than an additional power effect

for some women may well be an understanding that if male lecturers are so

easy to influence, trading sex for grades is a viable option. As Michelle says,

'I'm aware that flirting gets you things' and some women may not stop at flirting.

As noted above, through the positive circulation of power, discourse can create

and, at the same time, disrupt power relations
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This section argues that the 'grades for sex' discourse may have generated

specific effects of power with regard to my research participants and how they

define themselves. Furthermore, it suggests that fellow students and lecturers

may also subscribe to the discourse, constituting particular ways of

understanding themselves and others. Through the positioning of sexual

harassment as an abuse of power, stemming from unequal relations of power

between men and women, liberal feminism in particular argues that harassment

is an abuse of power, exploitative and degrading. In particular, MacKinnon's

(1979) quid pro quo analysis, in which women are forced to have sex with their

boss in order to keep their jobs, is echoed throughout the 'grades for the sex'

discourse. Here, women students may be forced to trade sex for higher grades.

An additional power effect, however, may be the assumption by women

students that if male lecturers are so easy to manipulate, why not take of

advantage of them to secure a good grade. By denying harassment, and thus

understanding student-lecturer sex as an exchange mechanism for higher

grades, many of my participants felt unable to report the behaviours they had

identified as sexual harassment. Finally, although my participants do find ways

of resisting this discourse, it is always from another discourse and does not,

therefore, carry the students beyond power. The following discourse, that of the

'all boys together' also denies the harassment.
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4.2 The 'All Boys Together'Discourse

The second sexual harassment discourse that has been suggested from my

data is that of 'all boys together'. As discussed in the literature, much of the

research on sexual harassment in higher education, especially that coming from

a liberal feminist perspective, argues that universities are structurally configured

to reproduce male power. Furthermore, feminism often argues that sexual

harassment is perpetrated on the basis of gender and intended to reinforce

male dominance. For example, Purkiss (1995: 206) states that the sexual

harassment and sexual objectification of women is a means of refusing to

acknowledge women's intellectual status, and Dougherty (2001: 388) suggests

that in some organisations sexual harassment can function to develop group

cohesion and male camaraderie. Furthermore, Ramazanoglu (1987) argues

that sexual harassment in higher education is one means of preserving the

hierarchical order of white, male heterosexism. As a result, this section

proposes that the power effects generated through the 'all boys together'

discourse may encourage men and women to view higher education as a male-

dominated institution, and that certain behaviours are normal and to be

expected. Subsequently, in this discourse, as with the preceding discourse,

there is a denial of sexual harassment and an understanding that sex at work

with students is an acceptable and appropriate form of behaviour. The

following narrative from Kate begins to illustrate how the 'all boys together'

discourse may operate.

Kate works in a disability support department which offers specialist support to
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students with a variety of needs. Here she talks about behaviour defined as

sexual harassment and witnessed by her staff when supporting students in

class:

I had placed a note-taker with one student. I can't quite remember what
the lesson was. I think it was physics or something like that. The note-
taker was very experienced in her job: both at taking notes and with
dealing with students. And, apparently, the guy taking the lecture was
using completely sexual language. You know, real sexual innuendo:
'Can you feel it getting hotter? Can you feel the friction?' and all this sort
of thing. And then it was like, 'Can you feel it like this?' and 'Is it getting
good for you?' And it was loaded and totally inappropriate. And the thing
for me is that it's really horrible for the students. You know, the lecturer
clearly loved having that kind of power, and really being quite horrible to
the women. The student involved didn't come back and make any
complaints about it. And if the student doesn't complain, then we can't
do anything. And, the same support worker, unfortunately, experienced
something on another course. Complementary Therapy - or one of
those sorts of courses - where there is literally lots of hands-on stuff. A
minefield. And, the man, again it was a man, he would make
inappropriate remarks about her figure or her clothing. You know, 'Oh,
that's a nice pair of jeans! Your legs look nice in those!' Again, a male
lecturer making inappropriate remarks. And, erm, and actually physically
touching students on their behinds (Kate).

In this narrative, Kate believed that the male lecturers were using 'loaded and

totally inappropriate' language and that they 'clearly loved having that kind of

power'. By using sexual innuendo, physically touching their female students

and making inappropriate comments about their appearance, it is suggested

that the male lecturers may have understood themselves and their relationships

with their students through the 'all boys together' discourse: the behaviours

defined as sexual harassment by Kate may evidence the lecturers'

understanding that the behaviours are appropriate, and reflect their 'right' to

behave in a sexual manner at work. In behaving this way towards their female

students, therefore, the male lecturers may understand themselves and their
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role through the power effects generated by the 'all boys together' discourse.

For example, Littler-Bishop et al. (1982) discuss scenarios in which men with

perceived authority may understand themselves as culturally entitled to behave

in a sexual manner towards women. I suggest, therefore, that male lecturers

who understand themselves through the 'all boys together' discourse would not

consider themselves to be sexual harassers; indeed, the behaviour becomes

their right as male lecturers with cultural and professional authority.

For the female students, the 'all boys together' discourse may have the effect of

reinforcing any perceived feeling of vulnerability. Kate states:

I said, 'Well, what do the students do?' And she said, 'Well, they just
don't do anything!' So, what the dynamic is, the students must just not
feel able to challenge that. Or say anything. And, I'm not saying that it
was because it was a student with a disability anyway, but maybe, you
know, a young student who was having difficulties on the course, in
terms of understanding and what she needed, would maybe feel less
empowered to challenge that (Kate).

It is important to remember that I am only working from Kate's analysis of the

situation: because the female students did not complain or report their lecturer's

behaviour it is possible that they did not find the situation unpleasant or

threatening. Brewis (2001) argues that prevailing forms of feminist discourses

may have fostered an understanding of sexual harassment as gendered: men

are understood to be powerful and women are understood to be powerless.

Thus, the 'active' man becomes the initiator of sex and the woman becomes the

target of sexual attention. In this sense, the woman is understood to be the

recipient of the man's more powerful advances, thus returning to the
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heterosexist privileging of sex and the sexual 'requirements' of men (Brewis

2001: 40, 52). Although liberal feminism aims to promote equal opportunities

and a sense of empowerment in women (e.g. Ollenburger and Moore 1992),

students who believe themselves to be in a vulnerable position, in part, through

the 'all boys together' discourse may feel less empowered and, therefore, less

able to challenge prevailing discourses through formal means. However, by

denying the existence of sexual harassment, through the promotion of these

types of activity as 'normal', 'to be expected' and 'just the way things work', the

'all boys together' discourse makes unwanted behaviours difficult to challenge

and potentially perpetuates these behaviours. However, as noted with the

'grades for sex' discourse, women do have the capacity to resist prevailing

ways of thinking. For example, Kate states that:

[A]s an employee of the university, I've been aware of, obviously, I think
there's a dominance of male lecturers here [laughs]. Or am I imagining
that? [Laughs] I don't know! And, erm, one particular lecturer. I mean,
erm, I like to think that I'm a likeable, easy-going sort of person. I like a
laugh and a joke with people. And after a while, I realised that, that, this
person is [pause]. And it's not just me, it's happened to other female
colleagues. But that, what passes for the, 'Oh, hello, and how are you?'
sort of thing, and, 'Yes, I'm fine!'. You know, they're a little bit too much.
The eye contact becomes a little bit too much. And then it gets to the
stage of, 'You're looking very well!', and I sort of laugh and go, 'Oh, thank
you very much!' You know, trying to keep it light. You know, 'Oh, I'm
OK, all things considered!' Laugh it off. And then the next time, 'You're
looking VERY nice!', and actually taking a step back and going like that
[mimes looking someone up and down]. And I'm thinking, 'This is really
uncomfortable!' And, actually to the fact that you think, 'The next time I
see you, I'm going - If I see you coming, you know, coming down
through the canteen, or whatever, I'm actually going to take the long way
round. Because I don't want to meet you' (Kate).

The first form of resistance is the employment of humour: by keeping the

interaction as free from conflict as possible, Kate appears to be attempting to
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defuse the situation and prevent additional loss of control. Grosz (1994) argues

that practices of femininity can, in some circumstances, operate as sedition

towards patriarchal codes. In this narrative, Kate used patriarchal

representations of femininity - humour, putting oneself down and responding to

harassment as an apparent compliment - to retain control of the situation.

However, it is noted that there is a fine line between subverting patriarchal

codes and compliance (Grosz 1994: 144). Although these forms of resistance

are often employed as means of self-protection, particularly in situations when

women feel unsafe, threatened or fear retaliation, it may give the impression

that sexual harassment is an acceptable or even enjoyable form of behaviour

(see Pringle 1989: 58). Therefore, and as seen within the 'grades for sex'

discourse, resistance does not occur in a power-free space and, when we

resist, we do so from a new discourse. Thus resistance carries with it its own

problematics (Foucault 1998).

It is suggested, therefore, that one of the possible power effects generated

through the 'all boys together' discourse is for men and women to subscribe

through the discourse to understanding themselves as working within

hierarchical and segregated relationships, thereby impacting upon personal

feelings of independence and empowerment. For example, the following

narrative from Claire, a science graduate, states that:

He would talk down to me and lament my ineptitude at his subject whilst
praising up the other student when our essays were actually fairly similar.
On one occasion my male supervision partner had used my essay to
inform and structure his own!...Anyway, during one supervision, we had
got bogged down in a discussion about hormones and their effect on
human behaviour, when he said to my male supervision partner: 'You
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know how women get when it's that time of the month. You only have to
say hello the wrong way and they burst into tears'. He didn't even laugh
or smile - I knew it wasn't a joke. I then said that actually I didn't suffer
from that sort of hormonal change, to which he replied sarcastically, 'Oh
well maybe you're one of those women who don't have hormones'. Then
he added, "But seriously, I think you were probably exposed to too much
testosterone in the womb' (Claire).

Claire's narrative suggests that she understands herself and the lecturer's

behaviour through the 'all boys together' discourse. For example, when the

lecturer discussed Claire's hormones and women's reproductive cycles, by

bringing the male student into the strategy, Claire felt that the male lecturer was

signifying his authoritative position. It is suggested that the power generated

through this discourse may shift the socially understood dynamics of power so

that being male and female (with male as the alleged dominant category)

becomes understood as more important than being lecturer and student. This

is echoed within some feminist harassment discourses. For example, Quinn

(2002: 394) argues that hegemonic masculinity, as a performance, requires a

demonstration of strength, dominance and marked heterosexuality. In this

sense, the performance of masculinity - through sexual harassment - protects

masculine identity and signifies dominance to other men.

Other feminists have argued that power structured on the basis of one's gender,

rather than one's organisational or formal position, may be behind much sexual

harassment in the workplace and in educational institutions. For example,

Grauerholz (1989) argues that male students may seek to sexually harass their

female lecturers to assert their gendered dominance and authority. Grauerholz

terms this 'contrapower' harassment and states that although most harassment
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research has focused on behaviour targeted at subordinates, positions of

ascribed power understood through one's gender may be equally as important

as formal or organisational power. Therefore, in Claire's narrative, she seems

to understand herself as holding less ascribed power than her male colleague.

For example, a power effect of this discourse fosters an understanding that

Claire, as a woman - especially a deficient woman lacking the required feminine

hormones - occupies a subject position which is alleged to be lower than that of

the male student. In the next narrative from Claire, I suggest that these

understandings of power are reinforced:

Well, about mid-way through the year, he organised a supervision at late
notice, emailing my supervision partner and I at about 10.30 pm
scheduling the supervision for 9.00 am the next morning. My supervision
partner didn't check his email between those times and he didn't turn up.
I felt so uncomfortable alone with him. He locked the door to 'avoid
interruptions' [rolls eyes] and I spent an hour trying to hide my panic as
he told me my essay had been wonderful and a real delight to read - his
spoken words didn't really match the ones written in red ink all over it -
according to him the essay had been okay. I'd actually written it with a
hangover! At the end of the supervision he noted we still had fifteen
minutes left if I wanted to discuss anything with him. I said no again but
he asked if I'd like to just have a chat. I said no and deliberately stood up
making my way to the door. He suddenly darted ahead of me to the door
and put his hand on the lock. He stood there for a moment barring my
way for no obvious reason, staring me out. I managed to hold my icy
gaze and eventually he unlocked the door and showed me out like
chivalry wasn't dead (Claire).

As suggested by Lindsey's narrative in the previous discourse, by locking the

door, the lecturer may have been displaying his understanding of his authority.

I suggest that the lecturer may have understood his perception of 'masculinity'

through the 'all boys together' discourse through an expression of strength in
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two ways: firstly, the lecturer was signalling to Claire that he could, if he wanted

to, close down power relations to those of force. The relations of power shift

from acting upon actions to acting upon bodies: if the door is locked, Claire

cannot make the choice to leave the room without a fight unless he chooses to

unlock the door. Secondly, the lecturer was demonstrating his authority over

the office, the organisation of its space and his control over the environment as

a physical and tactical block of power (see Foucault 2002: 338; see also Quinn

2002). It is also suggested that Claire's apparent feeling of vulnerability may

have increased through her perceived notion of ascribed power and

understanding herself as holding less ascribed power. After a lack of support

from her Director of Studies, and appearing to understand herself and her

lecturers through the 'all boys together' discourse, Claire decided that it would

be prudent to avoid making a formal complaint against her male lecturer:

Regretfully, I didn't report him. I did talk to my Director of Studies about
having a problem with my supervisor but made out it was a clash of
personalities. I think she thought there might be more to it but I didn't
think anyone higher up would believe me. She suggested waiting until
after my next supervision to make a decision. By that time there was little
point in changing. I thought no one would believe me because half the
female students, the flirty ones, I spoke to really liked him and the other
half who were creeped out by him [the lecturer) would clam up after I
mentioned reporting it. There were women who he had harassed far
more seriously than me but they refused to consider reporting him and
actually stopped talking to me after the suggestion ... I think that was the
reason I didn't report him: I knew there were implications. I knew the
bullying would get worse, and that no-one would believe me, so I kept
thinking I just have to get through those couple of hours ... The day after
that supervision, I was still shaken up by his behaviour but my boyfriend
came to visit so I felt a bit more secure (Claire).

Believing that the situation might actually deteriorate, Claire remained silent

about her experiences. Indeed, as discussed in the literature review, the
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negative consequences that may be attached to formally reporting or

challenging sexual harassment are often such that the most reasonable course

of action may be perceived to be remaining silent about unwanted experiences

(Bergman et al. 2002: 15; Kaiser and Millet 2004: 170). Claire also resisted by

relying on the support and sense of security gained through the visit of her

boyfriend. As with other forms of resistance, this has its own effects of power:

by relying on her boyfriend, Claire may well have felt less capable of dealing

with the situation on her own. The effects of power generated through the 'all

boys together' discourse are also suggested to be present within Jenny's

narrative below.

Jenny, a young social sciences student, discusses how being sexually harassed

by two male lecturers had the effect of reminding her of women's precarious

position within an 'old boys' club':

[A]t the time it made me feel like I was a stupid little girl. Maybe that was
the point. It led me to feel that the whole department was one big 'old
boys' club'. I sort of thought, you know, one event - one event of a
lecturer overstepping the mark - well, one event I could cope with. But it
was kind of a shock to see how they conduct themselves. Kind of 'jocks
in the sports club', 'high five' and 'let's see if I can get anywhere here'.
It's shocking because I came into education thinking that I could talk with
people about books - good books - and intellectual things. Not to be
treated as a silly little woman whose only place is to look pretty, or nod in
the right places, or laugh at their rubbish jokes (Jenny).

Understanding herself and her situation through the 'all boys together'

discourse, and experiencing the university department as an 'old boys' club',

Jenny believes that her male lecturers did not award her any intellectual status

but, instead, viewed her as an attractive, flattering object. Strine (1992) argues
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that during their undergraduate years, students attempt to position themselves

as emerging academics. This is reflected in Jenny's comment that she had

entered university to talk about 'intellectual things' but that experiencing

behaviours defined as sexual harassment had made her feel like 'a stupid little

girl'. Again, this is echoed within many feminist discourses. For example,

Purkiss (1995) argues that making female students feel like stupid little girls

may be precisely the point: by separating a female student from her

'threateningly improper place' of intellectuality and forcing her into the 'proper

sphere' of femininity, a male lecturer may succeed in his attempt to cut off any

access to the possibility of her gaining cultural or professional status (Purkiss

1995: 206). Ramazanoglu (1987: 73) argues that sexual harassment may be

used against non-deferential women who may be seen as a threat to the male-

dominated structures of higher education. It is suggested, therefore, that the 'all

boys together' discourse may produce specific effects of power, thus generating

a possible understanding of higher education as a male-dominated

environment.

Celia is an administrator in an academic department and in the following

narrative she discusses how, in her opinion, her line manager feels insecure

about her position as departmental head:

There's too much competition and it creates an atmosphere of mistrust
and fear. I think she's insecure about her position here ... And I think,
deep down, she knows that the men would just love the opportunity to
get her job, and, to be honest, that's a fair enough point. They are a bit
like hyenas! Waiting to spot any signs of weakness and then picking
over the remains! It's all very political. The women tend to get stuck in
and help each other out. But, for the men, it's more about political gain.
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Personal gain. They'll only help you out if you've got influence in the
department or the university. You know, if they can get some prestige
from it in some way. And they are much happier about saying 'no' to jobs
that get put on people. You know, they are much more assertive and
they look after themselves in a way that they, women, don't seem to do.
So they'll say, 'Well, I'll only take on that responsibility if I get a pay rise',
and stuff like that. I think in that sense, it's much more easier for them to
move up the career ladder (Celia).

Celia talks about competition and an atmosphere of mistrust and fear; the idea

of other colleagues '[w]aiting to spot any signs of weakness and then picking

over the remains!' is possibly reflected in what Kerfoot and Whitehead (2000:

1999) refer to as the management ethos of productivity, accountability and

aggressive competition. However, I would suggest that what is particularly

interesting in Celia's narrative is her discussion on what she perceives to be the

gendered dynamics of the department. Celia states that the 'women tend to get

stuck in and help each other out. But, for the men, it's more about political gain.

Personal gain'. Celia then went on to state that the men will 'only help you out if

you've got influence in the department or the university. You know, if they can

get some prestige from it in some way'. Thus, I suggest that the men and

women within the department may understand themselves through the 'all boys

together' discourse and operating through a belief that this is true may create a

network of colleagues, often male, who help each other in return for assistance

at a later date, which is familiar within traditional understandings of 'old boys'

networks' (e.g. Stamler and Stone 1998: 33).

Given that Knights and Richards (2003: 215) note, in a discussion on sex

discrimination in UK academia, that the majority of women in higher education
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earn less than men, are segregated into lower roles and face greater difficulty in

gaining promotion or entering non-traditional fields, it could be argued that

understanding oneself and one's colleagues through an 'all boys together'

discourse may be enormously beneficial for the men involved. Indeed, Jones

(1998: 146) argues that occupational status, education and income come

together to form traditional understandings of social class and, together with

ethnicity, class and gender form interlocking systems of oppression. It is to this

that I now turn.

Social class largely refers to a location within a stratified society. However,

class identities are discursively negotiated and individuals may hold competing

or contrasting senses of class. Lorna, a student of sociology, identified herself

as 'a black, working-class woman' .18 As discussed in the literature review,

intersections of class, ethnicity and sexuality may inform our understandings of

'approved' femininity (Myers 2004: 37). Skeggs (1997: 18) argues that

'respectable' femininity is historically understood as white, bourgeois women. It

is possible to suggest, therefore, that already 'primed' through the wider social,

Lorna understands her interactions with her male lecturer as based on class

and gender. For example, she experienced behaviours she identified as sexual

harassment from a male lecturer who was supervising her dissertation. This

harassment occurred during the one-to-one tutorial sessions:

I had this man as my supervisor for my dissertation. And when I got to
know him, on a one-to-one basis, I thought: 'God, this person is arrogant
and really unprofessional'. He swore at me on two separate occasions.

18 Loma was my only interviewee to have identified herself as belonging to a particular social
class.
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On the second occasion, I'd brought somebody with me as backup, you
know, to show I wasn't being paranoid or hyper-sensitive ... I think it was
to do with my gender, because he seemed to talk a lot about gender
issues. And statistics, like, how many mothers are out of work, and how
many single mothers, and how many women take up council houses.
And, you know, fair enough if it was relevant, if that what's we was
supposed to be studying, but it wasn't, you know? It was just random
stuff. And he seemed to talk a lot about class issues. And I just felt like,
'I'm a mature student. I'm here to learn. Not to listen to random abuse.
You know, here to learn. That's what we're here for. Not to sit there like
some kind of "nodding dog" syndrome' (Lorna).

In this extract, Lorna discusses how she understands her male lecturer to have

treated her in an unprofessional manner with 'random abuse'. In addition to the

focus on gender, there is also the introduction of 'class issues'. Sexual

harassment, and other forms of sexual violence, is experienced in interlocking

systems of domination: ethnicity, gender and social class all unite to structure

our understandings of victims and victimhood. For example, the criminal justice

system responds less seriously to the rape of black women by black or white

men than the rape of white women. In this sense, race and social class are

never absent from experiences of sexual harassment (Welsh et al. 2006: 89).

Lorna states twice that she is at university to learn but, as in Jenny's narrative

above, the lecturer's potential understanding of himself and others through the

'all boys together' discourse may have fostered an unwillingness or inability to

view Lorna as a potentially emerging academic. By focusing on the stereotypes

of unemployed, single mothers in council houses, it is suggested that the male

lecturer may have been unable to consider Lorna in her position as a student, or

emerging academic, and had understood her through the more generalised role

of 'woman'.
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Thus, the 'all boys together' discourse may produce specific effects of power,

generating particular understandings through which staff and students define

themselves and others and develop their understanding of 'how things work'.

Discussing the sexual relationships between male lecturers and students,

Bridget states that:

It was just something that was accepted. I can't explain. We all knew. It
wasn't a case of us finding out, with the gossip and the whisper, whisper
behind their backs, guess who's shagging who? And who doesn't know?
It wasn't like that at all. It was an open thing that was just accepted
(Bridget).

The fact that lecturer-student relationships were 'just accepted' is, I suggest, an

example of how power effects generated through the 'all boys together'

discourse produce particular understandings. Thus, what we know of ourselves

and others is generated through these discourses, compelling us to act out

these understandings as if they represented the 'truth' (Brewis 2001: 43). In

Bridget's narrative, I suggest that things may have been 'just accepted' because

it was difficult to imagine things being any different: lecturer-student relations

have become the status quo. Therefore, the power effects of the prevailing

discourses may produce an understanding of student-lecturer sex as something

which is 'normal' and 'to be expected'. If this is the case, by denying the

possibility of harassment within the department, the behaviours may be

dismissed as operating within the 'natural' order of things. This can have the

effect of people simply accepting that certain male lecturers are 'just like that'

and that nothing can, or perhaps should, be done about it. Bridget explains
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further:

In the management and in the students, nobody thought anything about
it. That's just the way it was. There were these men, these lecturers,
and they had groups of students that they liked, and groups of students
that they didn't know their names, and groups of students that they didn't
like. And the ones that they liked did well, the ones that they didn't know
did average, and the ones that they didn't like didn't do well. And
because that was just the way that it worked, most of us didn't think to
question it. It just went on, end of story ... Every year a different set of
girls and every year he would definitely sleep with at least one of them.
And the other staff: well the male lecturers were either all doing the same
thing or it was just considered normal anyway. It was normal. Normal.
That's what you had to understand. Nobody could complain about it or
even feel pissed off about it because it was normal. It was how it was.
How things worked. It was something that he had been doing for years.
Him and other members of staff. Other lecturers. Going out for drinks
and sleeping with your students (Bridget).

Bridget suggests that because of their very 'naturalness' nobody thought to

question lecturer-student relationships and the consequences these

relationships may have for individual students: 'Nobody could complain about it

or even feel pissed off about it because it was normal'. Thus, the effects of

power produced through the 'all boys together' discourse have generated this

sense of normality. For example, in Leah's narrative, she discusses the

response of the male lecturer who raped her:

He said that if I reported it, even if they sacked him, that the other
lecturers wouldn't let it go. That they would protect him. That they would
see to it that I never got more than a third-class grade for any of my work.
That even he if I got him sacked, that he could still destroy my chances of
getting a good degree (Leah).

In Bridget's narrative, the power effects generated through the 'all boys

together' discourse by their very naturalness work to deny the existence of
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sexual harassment. I suggest that staff who understand themselves, their roles

and their students through the 'all boys together' discourse may not view their

behaviour as something that would require protection. Instead, the perceived

male right to have sex at work with female students is produced through specific

effects of power and defines how the lecturers and students understand

themselves and their behaviours. Thus, the power effects of the 'all boys

together' discourse produce lecturer-student relationships as 'normal' social

exchanges and the implication that such behaviours are sanctioned by

management adds additional authority to the discourse. By understanding the

relationships as 'just accepted' by students, staff and management, the power

effects produce behaviour which is regarded as natural and inevitable. The

perceived support the 'all boys together' discourse may receive is also present

in Nicola's narrative below.

Nicola is a female lecturer in a red brick university. She identifies herself as gay

and had experienced what she defines as anti-lesbian harassment from her

academic colleagues (discussed in the 'knickers in a twist' discourse).

However, she also discussed how the sexual harassment of female students is

a familiar occurrence:

I know that Steven has had at least two complaints put in about his
behaviour because the students have been to see me to ask for advice,
and I know that they made complaints. Although, I think one was only an
informal complaint. She never made it formal. But management know,
and if management know, how is he still getting away with it? I know for
a fact that he's got another student on the go now, because I've seen
them together. They were out at the front of the university, kissing I I
mean, he must be pretty sure of his behaviour, that he can get away with
it, if he's carrying on in public. And I know that you can say that most
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sexual harassment doesn't get reported, well, if I know of at least two
cases that have been reported, how much else is he getting up to? I just
think it's outrageous. And outrageous that management are sitting back
and just letting him get away with it. ..The whole place is just seething
with testosterone. Everything is warped by this male-dominated attitude.
I see students being sexually harassed, and I know how they've reacted
to me, but I still can't believe that management are letting them get away
with it (Nicola).

In the above narrative from Nicola, the belief that the 'whole place is just

seething with testosterone' and that '[e]verything is warped by this male-

dominated attitude' seems to result in a feeling that the behaviours defined as

sexual harassment cannot be challenged. Even though she is apparently still

witnessing the sexual harassment of students, she feels that the management

is sanctioning the behaviour and that nothing can be done to stop it. Thus, from

Nicola's perspective at least, it is possible to suggest that the power effects

generated through the 'all boys together' discourse, including the denial of

harassment, have removed the ability to complain about and challenge the

behaviour. This apparent lack of trust in management processes is also evident

in Janine's narrative below:

I was studying a new subject at a new university. I had never met him
but I guess it's fair to say that his reputation, is, well, goes ahead of him
[laughs]. My new group of friends were like, 'Oh you want to be careful
with him because he's a letch'. You know, I am French, and although my
English is very good, now at least, I still struggle sometimes and so this
was a word that I was unfamiliar with [laughs]. But it was known that this
Philip [the lecturer] had sexually harassed some of his students, his
female students, and there had even been some complaints gone in
about him although nothing was ever done about it (Janine).

Here I suggest that the 'all boys together' discourse generates specific effects of

power, resulting in the girls wanting to set up their own protective network,
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warning new students of the lecturer and what they perceive to be a threat.

Although Janine and her friends signify that they are unhappy about their male

lecturer behaving like a 'Ietch', and, therefore, the behaviour is not something

that is just accepted by them, the apparent lack of management support for

complaints of sexual harassment seems to have resulted in a distrust of the

formal academic systems. Fear and distrust of the system and a belief that

management will sanction members of staff who are found to be guilty of sexual

harassment, can, it appears, result in female students forming their own

supportive networks. However, this carries with it its own consequences. For

example, if staff and students do not have any faith in sexual harassment

complaint procedures, they may not report their unwanted experiences which, in

turn, results in low reporting rates for behaviours defined as sexual harassment.

Given that resources to improve sexual harassment and equal opportunity

policies are often contingent upon reporting rates, this may be one reason why

staff and student awareness of sexual harassment and their university's policy

on it may be insubstantial. Thomas (2004: 155) agrees that the lack of

implementation of sexual harassment policies, and the subsequent limitations to

policy effectiveness, may impact upon prevailing understandings of certain

behaviours.

However, in addition to this, feminist discourses often take a more conspiratorial

approach to understanding sexual harassment in higher education. For

example, Carter and Jeffs (1995) discuss how lecturer-student relationships

frequently seem to result in academic staff providing a united front and a show

of collegiate loyalty. They suggest that far from creating staff divisions,
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accusations of sexual harassment often result in 'either [a] rally round to support

the colleague or to treat such behaviour by a colleague with indifference' and

that '[s]taff will go to great lengths to protect colleagues' from accusations of

sexual harassment (Carter and Jeffs 1995: 17, 34). Thomas (2004) also states

that some members of university management may be deliberately producing

unwieldy complaints procedures: fears that more user-friendly policies and

procedures may result in considerable numbers of complaints may result in

management reluctance to offer a more proactive implementation of sexual

harassment and equal opportunities policies (Thomas 2004: 155-157; see also

Bagilhole 2002). However, a Foucauldian approach would argue against this

line of thinking, suggesting that these policies and procedures are, in fact,

deemed to be sufficient, their authors potentially understanding themselves and

their colleagues through the 'all boys together' discourse. The perceptions of

unmanageable complaint procedures are evident in Caroline's narrative below.

Caroline, a mature student, experienced behaviours she defined as sexual

harassment, stalking and threatening behaviour from a male student on her

course. However, although these events were reported several times to her

male lecturers, programme leaders and eventually to the Head of the

Department, Caroline feels that she was offered little support and protection.

Thus, although the original perpetrator of the harassment was a student,

Caroline feels that she experienced secondary victimisation caused by the

response (or lack of response) from her male lecturers. For example, in the

following narrative Caroline discusses a meeting with the Head of Department,

before which she was asked to take along a diary to discuss the times and
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dates of the harassment:

If this was a job, or a place outside of university, he would have had one
warning and then they would have done something about it. And I tried
to explain that to Nigel [the Head of Department). And that's when I said,
look, this is happening more and more, Nigel. .. He [Nigel] was a complete
twat and I just didn't get anywhere with him. And I couldn't get into my
handbag and then I couldn't get the notes that I'd made and I just got so
upset. Crying so much. And I couldn't get into my bag and in the end I
just threw the notes over to him and almost ran from the room. I just
couldn't get through to him, Helen. It was all just: Peter [the male
student] has got rights; Peter has got to be protected; he has got to be
allowed to just come into the university whenever he wants to. And I'm
too nice, I am, and I was all, yeah, yeah. You know? A lot of these
lecturers do that, you know? They use this status, this power to get their
own way. It's down to management and management making sure that
their staff have respect for their students. This comes down from the top.
It dissolves down into the team ... I've tried to push Peter out of my mind,
you know, not to think about him. But I've heard that he's coming back
and that has really worried me. You know, what will happen? And I
worry that the staff will think I've been silly and they will look at what's
happened, you know, the stuff that is here in the diary, and they will think
I've been silly for letting it go on for so long. That I should have stopped
it long away. Done something about it sooner. The diary sets it all out in
black and white and it makes me look silly. You know, these are only
minor incidents (Caroline).

In the above narrative, and despite the fact that Caroline had already tried

several times to report the male student for sexual harassment and threatening

behaviour, the complaints procedure felt unwieldy and unmanageable.

Although Caroline stated that the harassment 'is happening more and more'

and despite taking in a diary of recorded incidents, she felt that her complaints

and fears were not being listened to. Of course, the need for due process

demands that the student in Caroline's narrative is also protected during any

investigation. However, Caroline's understanding is that that the management

had not considered the situation to be potentially dangerous. In this instance,

the staff, understanding themselves, their students and their colleagues through
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the 'all boys together' discourse, may have understood the alleged behaviours

to be a private matter and, therefore, not a concern for management. Here, the

power effects of the discourse may produce the understanding that sexual

harassment is a private affair, even if it operates within a public area. There

seem to have been two contradictory effects of power here: firstly, Caroline

worried about looking silly after producing her diary; that she had, in effect,

made a 'fuss' about nothing (see also the 'knickers in a twist' discourse).

Secondly, and at the same time, Caroline also worried that she had let the

behaviour continue for too long and that the responsibility seemed to have been

placed on her to deal with it.

Thus, as a private matter, the target of the alleged harassment appears to be

understood as responsible for proving the behaviour. Thus, Caroline appears

to have felt responsible for ensuring her own safety and for preventing the male

student's behaviour. The behaviours defined as sexual harassment appear to

have been understood as separate from their social setting, fostering the belief

that any blame might lie with Caroline. In addition, by requiring Caroline to

record unwanted events in a diary or personal account, the behaviour may be

encouraged to be regarded as 'personal' and 'individual' and focus attention on

the private sphere instead of the public realm. This reinforces the idea that it is

the target of the harassment who is responsible for stopping the behaviour

(Clair 1993a: 131, 139).

As discussed in the literature review, it is important to note that women's

subjectivities are often formed through multiple and contradictory discourses
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held at the same time. Foucault (1980c: 98) argues that individuals, our sense

of selves, are produced through our engagement with prevailing discourses.

We are, therefore, an effect of power, in a state of constant renegotiation and it

is likely that we hold multiple and contradictory positions. This sense of

subscribing to multiple and opposing prevailing discourses is also, I suggest,

seen in the following narrative from Gillian, a geology student and Women's

Officer for the Students' Union:

I'm on a course with mainly all blokes, there are just four women, and all
the lecturers and technicians are men. That's a big difference!
Everybody has to rough it with everybody else. Sometimes, I seem to
spend all of my time being wet, cold and thoroughly miserable! I think we
all do. And a way of coping with that is to just get along together. You
know, there isn't any room for people who just don't buckle down and get
on with each other. You know, you gotta know how to handle it. I think it
helps because I've got three brothers at home, so I learnt how to stick up
to men! You know, you've just got to give it them back. If I didn't stick up
for myself as a kid, I'd have got ground down. But, you know, you never
went running round, telling tales, because the boys would never respect
you. You had to stand up for yourself. Take the ptss out of them back.
And a geology course is just like that. The same rules apply. It's the
same principles. And if you can't take that kind of stuff, then you
shouldn't be on the course ... Like I said, if you can't take that kind of
thing, then you shouldn't be on the course. Though I can understand that
some women wouldn't be able to, you know, cope. And then they
wouldn't get the opportunity to study geology, or any of them type of
subjects. I think it's just up to individual women. You gotta be strong,
you know (Gillian)?

Gillian appears to understand herself, her colleagues and her fellow female

students through the 'all boys together' discourse: the specific power effects

generated through this discourse may have produced an understanding of

needing to 'buckle down' and of not 'telling tales', An additional effect of power

may be the understanding that women who feel unable to cope with the
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masculinist environment should not have the opportunity to study traditionally

male-only subjects. Here, Gillian appears to denounce notions of victimhood

and opts instead for a stronger notion of self:

You see, I'm the Women's Representative at the Students' Union, and
we're always trying to get women at the university involved. Because,
like, we are always being told that we've got to have equal
representatives on the council and the like, and we're desperately trying
to recruit women for the posts. To fill posts on the council. But nothing -
we don't have any response. No reaction at all. And, I mean, if women
were really bothered about equal rights, and all that, then they'd be
working with the rest of us to make things better. You know? Generally,
erm, all you get is, 'Well I'm too busy to go out!', or, 'I've got no money'.
[Laughs] Well, none of us have got any money! That's what it means to
be a student! The male sabs are all right with me, 'cause they know I'm
trying to make a difference, but, honestly, you should hear them talking
about the women students. That we're supposed to be promoting
equality and diversity, but we don't get anything back at all. From the
women, I mean. And you just start thinking that this is just about paper
exercises (Gillian).

In this narrative, Gillian's fellow sabbaticals appear to hold negative views about

the female student body. Apparently operating within a masculinist

environment, Gillian agrees that most of the female students are uninterested in

women's rights and securing a more equal environment. This sense of women

needing a more proactive approach is seen within so-called power feminism: for

example, Herbert (1997: 28) argues that feminism should encourage women to

speak out against sexual harassment and provide women with the skills

necessary to challenge and confront these unwanted situations. Roiphe

demands that women should learn to deal with sexually harassing behaviours

with 'strength and confidence' and that we should be able to put the harasser 'in

his place ... [and] not be pushed to the verge of a nervous breakdown' (Roiphe

1994: 101). In this sense, it can be argued that Gillian is resisting what she
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feels to be the prevailing forms of femininity and is, instead, seeking to

understand herself as strong, capable and different from the majority of the

female body. However, as noted previously, all resistance carries

consequences. For Gillian, it is possible to suggest that by understanding

herself as strong and assertive she lives by the requirement that she must

continually behave this way. Not only does this involve presenting herself in a

constantly assertive manner to her fellow students and sabbatical officers,

Gillian also appears to feel that she must criticise other female students who do

not behave this way. In the first narrative, Gillian implies that she has learnt to

'stick up' for herself and that the behaviour does not bother her. However, this

suggested coping mechanism is contradicted in a later extract from Gillian. As

part of her geology course, Gillian had attended a week-long field trip; preparing

for a day's excursion, she had packed a small rucksack and, whilst waiting for

the coach, she experienced an upsetting incident:

I'd gone to the loo, and when I came back the guys had found the
tampons and were chucking them about and over people's heads and
things. And throwing them behind me to the guys behind me. And the
tech guys were just laughing, which made me feel even more
embarrassed, 'cause they'd obviously seen and were just standing
around watching. It was horrible. I was really embarrassed. Well,
Laura, my mate, she was like, Martin, don't be such a tosser! [Laughs)
'Just because you've never had a girlfriend, and probably don't even
know what they are!' That was quite funny, because all the guys laughed
at him, and left me alone after that. But, well, it was quite horrible
[pause]. I was embarrassed, and I was just glad Laura was there really.
I think, to make it worse, it was my first extended field trip, and I was
feeling quite homesick, so I felt pretty miserable anyway. In some ways,
it was just like the icing on the cake (Gillian).

In this narrative, the unpleasant and bullying behaviour from the men left Gillian

feeling embarrassed and miserable. However, she chose not to report the
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incident or to define the behaviour as sexual harassment; given the apparent

prevailing nature of the 'all boys together' discourse and Gillian's desire to study

geology, it seems understandable if Gillian understood herself through these

power effects. However, as discussed, the consequences of understanding

herself as tough and assertive may impact upon her experiences of being a

geology student.

The second suggested discourse appears to generate specific effects of power

which may encourage women and men to understand higher education as a

male dominated institution and, as a result, that certain behaviours are 'normal'

and 'to be expected'. Subsequently, as with the 'grades for sex' discourse,

there is a denial of sexual harassment and an understanding that sex at work

with female students is both acceptable and appropriate. This way of thinking

reflects much of sexual harassment research, especially from a feminist

perspective, which argues the organisations are gendered at their core,

structurally configured to maintain and reproduce male power. My participants,

who had experienced behaviours they defined as sexual harassment, appeared

to feel vulnerable and powerless, in part, I suggest, as a result of these

perceived male structures. It is suggested, therefore, that the 'all boys

together' discourse may produce specific effects of power, generating particular

understandings through which student and students define themselves and

others, developing notions of 'how things work'. Let us now consider the

'trustworthy lecturer' discourse.
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4.3 The 'Trustworthy Lecturer' Discourse

For the most part, feminist theories argue against the notion of sexual violence

as exceptional behaviour perpetrated by deviant, pathological men, and instead

conceptualise women as vulnerable to violence from any man at any time. This

is not, of course, to suggest that all individual men are potential rapists but to

argue that a patriarchal society and culture constructs violence against women

as fundamental to male power and that it is ordinary men (not pathological or

deviant) who engage in violence as a form of social control (see, for example,

Millett 1971; Brownmiller 1986; Edwards 1987). The third discourse to be

suggested from my data would appear to have generated the understanding

that male lecturers are in a different sphere to that of 'ordinary' men who, as in

the feminist discourses above, may be regarded as a potential threat to safety.

In this discourse, it is the ordinary man who may be regarded with suspicion

and, conversely, the male lecturer who is discursively understood as being

trustworthy and safe.

This is seen within much feminist research. For example, Dziech and Weiner

(1984) provide a psychological breakdown of the different types of harasser,

including the confidant, the intellectual seducer, the opportunist and the power

broker. These profiles imply that there is something psychologically different

about the lecherous professor compared with his 'ordinary' colleagues.

Crucially, it is stated that 'few [students) are prepared for the deception that

occurs when the professor closes the office door and sheds the professorial for

the male role' (Oziech and Weiner 1984: 121; italics added for emphasis).
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In this third discourse, therefore, I suggest that feminist (amongst other)

understandings of sexual harassment appear to have conceptualised an

understanding of lecturers as trustworthy. The specific effects of power may

have produced the understanding that the harassing behaviours are detached

from the subject position of 'male lecturer'. For example, as discussed in the

literature review, feminist understandings of sexual harassment in higher

education argue that male lecturers who sexually harass their female students

are treated as an aberration separate from their occupation (Purkiss 1995; Eyre

2000; Bacchi 2001). Indeed, the discourse of 'the lecherous professor' may

have the power effects of isolating the 'lechery' from the 'profession': the

lecherous man, by the very nature of his behaviour, cannot be considered a

professional and his abnormal, deviant behaviour exonerates the rest of his

colleagues (Purkiss 1995: 198-193). For example, in the following narratives,

Leah, who was raped by a male lecturer, discusses the processes which

encouraged her to feel safe in visiting the lecturer's house:

I called into his office and he said that he had made a mistake and he
had left the journals at his home. But he said that he didn't live very far
away, just a ten minute walk, and why didn't I go with him. He would find
out the articles and I could read them before tomorrow's lecture and they
would be very useful to me. You know, now, now, I think, could there
have been a louder warning signal? You know? Alarm bells should have
been ringing at that point, But I didn't think. I didn't think anything of it. I
should have. I should have, I know that now. But I didn't. You know,
you are not encouraged to question your lecturer. You know, you are
meant to trust your lecturer. Nobody ever tells you that your lecturer can
be a threat to you. I wouldn't go back to a normal guy's house, someone
that I had met in a bar or someone that I didn't know very well. But aren't
lecturers supposed to be different? Who can you trust if you can't trust
your lecturer (Leah)?
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In Leah's narrative, it is the 'ordinary' man who may be perceived as a potential

threat and the male lecturer who is understood to be trustworthy and safe: the

'male lecturer' has been imbued with qualities of reliance and dependability,

whereas the 'ordinary' man may not always be immediately trusted and may be

perceived as a potential threat to Leah's safety. Of particular importance, I

suggest, is the statement that 'I wouldn't go back to a normal guy's house'.

Therefore, for Leah, it would seem that the subject position of 'lecturer', and the

trustworthiness that appears to be understood as synonymous with the position,

overrode her normal personal safety measures. Aware that 'ordinary' men may

well be a threat, Leah asks: 'aren't lecturers supposed to be different?' A

similar set of processes also occurs in Jenny's narrative when she discusses

how her male lecturer asked her out for a drink:

Then one Saturday he actually asked if I'd like to go for a drink with him.
He turned it into a way that he'd got a totally open social calendar. That
he was looking for friends because he was bored and got nothing to do.
He implied that he really wanted friends - like that was the reason. And I
actually felt quite sorry for him. Because he said he wanted to be friends.
Then [pause] after the next week or so, we went out for a drink. He was
quite all right - as much as there wasn't any [pause]. Well, he was a bit
weird and a bit disjointed [pause] in so much as, why was we both there?
You know? As far as I was concerned, I actually looked up to him, as an
intelligent person, with the kind of credentials I like people to have. And
that was what I was interested in - totally nothing else. And then, at the
end of the evening, he asked if I'd like to go back to his house. And I just
thought that was [pause]. Well, even with my female friends, like, if my
female friends asked me to go back to their house, well, I just wouldn't. I
wouldn't go back to their house. I like to be in my own territory. So, I just
said 'no' and I went off and thought 'that was a nice evening, and I'll
probably see him again as and when'. But since then, well, he hasn't
wanted to be with me at all. Won't even talk to me. He just blanks me -
even in lectures ... He was my lecturer - and not some bloke down the
pub, you know? The whole point was that he was intellectual and
sensitive. Well, no, intellectual [pause]. I'd assumed that because he
was intellectual, that he'd be sensitive as well. It didn't. It didn't. It just
meant academically clever. Well, if I'd met him in any other walk of life,
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well, there'd be nothing to look up to. Therefore nothing to find intriguing
(Jenny).

In this narrative, Jenny makes the link between 'lecturer' as a subject position

and a perceived set of admirable qualities: 'He was my lecturer - and not some

bloke down the pub, you know? The whole point was that he was intellectual

and sensitive ... I'd assumed that because he was intellectual, that he'd be

sensitive as well'. Here, the perceived qualities of a lecturer (wisdom,

intelligence, maturity and sophistication) are linked with those of sensitivity,

emotionality and trustworthiness. Indeed, I would suggest that this way of

thinking is most obvious when Jenny states that: 'I actually looked up to him, as

an intelligent person, with the kind of credentials I like people to have'.

Here Jenny appears to assume that as an intellectual person, the lecturer in

question would hold those additional personal attributes that she associates

with intelligence, particularly that of sensitivity. The power effects generated

through the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse, therefore, produce an

understanding of male lecturers as different from 'ordinary' men or, indeed, as

Jenny states, 'not some bloke down the pub'. I suggest that it is also possible

that, for some female students, the position of male lecturer has additional

perceived qualities. Bridget explains further:

The women [lecturers] were much more, well, they didn't need their
groupies or their hangers-on. It's like, well, like they didn't need that
feeling of being worshipped. They were just what they were and if you
didn't like that, well, then, tough! Most of the men, though, seemed
different. It seemed that they needed that ego trip. Most of the men had
their own set of groupies, women and girls that followed them around and
hung on their every word. And all of them were just followed around by
their groupies! And the thing is, when you are in an environment like
that, well, the men, these men, they know a lot more information than
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you. They're supposed to. That's the whole paint! But it's like, they
have the information that you need to get yourself a good degree. And
that can foster that sense of 'Oh my God, you're so brilliant!' That's what
gives these men that power. Outside of that environment, outside of the
university, these women, these girls, they would never look twice at these
men. And, to be honest, nobody thought it was odd (Bridget).

In this narrative, Bridget states that many of the female students responded to

the male lecturers in a way that she feels they would not do outside a university

context: 'Outside of that environment, outside of the university, these women,

these girls, they would never look twice at these men'. Moreover, Bridget

highlights the effects of power which may operate within the classroom: the

perceived intelligence of the lecturers, corresponding with the fact that the

lecturers have the information necessary to ensure a good degree, means that

female students may respond to male lecturers with adulation.

This is seen within other research on sexual harassment. For example, Zalk

(1990) discusses this when she notes that the superior knowledge of a lecturer

can easily be equated with greater wisdom. In addition, the levels of power that

a lecturer holds over students, in terms of their degree, references for job

applications and such like, means that it is easy for students, especially those

who are vulnerable or adolescent, to view their lecturers with an exaggerated

idealism (Zalk 1990: 145). Barton (2000) quotes the President of the Student

Union of Lincoln and Humberside, who suggests that male lecturers may be

seen as a 'glamorised' figure by female undergraduates and that their male

peers, by comparison, may seem immature and inexperienced. As discussed in

the literature review, it is sometimes argued that good teaching is invested with

power, passion and sexual energy and that the teacher-student relationship
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may be 'intensely personal and personally intense' (Gallop 1997: 55). Teaching

may also have an 'erotic charge' with the 'seduction' of ideas experienced if

lessons are exciting and there has been a 'flush of success' (Sikes 2006: 270).

This understanding of lecturers regarded with 'exaggerated idealism' may be

seen in Bridget's narrative below.

In Bridget's narrative, the male lecturers may have understood themselves

through the power effects generated through the 'trustworthy lecturer'

discourse. Bridget states: 'It seemed that they [the male lecturers] needed that

ego trip. Most of the men had their own set of groupies, women and girls that

followed them around and hung on their every word' and that 'nobody thought it

was odd'. It is suggested, therefore, that the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse

may have generated the power effects of connecting the position of lecturer as

a subject role and the assumed characteristics which that subject role will entail.

Furthermore, as with the preceding discourses, these effects of power deny the

possibility of harassment. For example, there is the argument that any threat to

student safety is external to the university, rather than from within its walls.

Leah expands further:

I remember coming to the open day here, when I was looking for a
university, and the university was making this big deal about how safe
everyone is here. About hawaII the paths to the halls of residence have
excellent lighting and alarm points and stuff. You know, how they will
protect you from outside threats. They never said that the threat would or
could come from your own lecturers. So I never thought. I know now,
looking back, that I should have thought. But I didn't. .. 1 never reported it.
I thought I should. [Pause] I couldn't face it all: all the questions, all the
accusations. But I was worried that I would seem arrogant. Or ignorant.
[Laughs slightly.] That I should have seen it coming and protected
myself. Not gone to his house for certain. That was stupid. Was that
stupid? I go over and over it in my mind, jumping from things to things,
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and I think, if I go to the police, well, I'm just going to seem like a stupid,
ignorant girl who got what was coming to her. And because of all that I
wouldn't be believed (Leah).

The 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse, therefore, may reinforce an understanding

that the university 'will protect you from outside threats'. Carter and Jeffs (1992)

agree, commenting on how, in a market-driven society, universities and

colleges are anxious to present themselves as safe places to work and study.

However, they also argue that, unable or unwilling to confront the sexual

exploitation from their own staff, universities have no alternative but to suppress

any hint of danger within the classroom and to present any possible threat as

existing outside their walls (Carter and Jeffs 1992: 239). By highlighting the

exterior lighting and alarm points to prospective students, Leah's university

does seem to be supporting the notion that the campus is a safe and secure

environment: if there is a threat to personal safety, the university implies that

this will originate from beyond its boundaries. However, unlike the suggestions

from Carter and Jeffs (1995) as discussed above, it is unlikely, I suggest, that

the universities are trying to displace the perceived threats from male lecturers

to external dangers. As with the preceding discourses, the 'trustworthy lecturer'

discourse denies the possibility of harassment, producing the understanding

that lecturers do not sexually harass their students and that any students

claiming otherwise have misunderstood the situation (see the 'knickers in a

twist' discourse). There would be no need, therefore, to displace perceived

threats from male lecturers to external dangers.
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One power effect which does seem to be generated through the 'trustworthy

lecturer' discourse, however, is the requirement for students to be able to

distinguish safe men from unsafe men. Consequently, students may be judged

or blamed if they are harassed or attacked: despite the 'trustworthy lecturer'

discourse generating the understanding that male lecturers are safe, sensitive

and dependable individuals. A power effect of this discourse, therefore, may be

to blame female students if they have not successfully distinguished between

safe and unsafe men (see, for example, Koss 1991; Best et al. 1992). This is

often witnessed in studies which attempt to find causal explanations for crime

and victims of crime: victims are frequently seen, for example, to 'incite, provoke

or create a situation conducive to the committing of the crime' (Wolhunter 2009:

14). This concept of victim-proneness allows for the notion of culpability: the

requirement that the victim, in most situations, accepts some level of individual

responsibility for the crime (Mawby and Walklate 1994: 12).

For example, the acceptance of responsibility and the corresponding belief that

one's behaviour enabled the violence to occur is often present within rape-

prevention strategies and anti-rape education programmes. Forms of training

may include risk-avoidance strategies, assertiveness training, refusal strategies

and 'just say no' techniques; very few programmes are aimed at changing

men's behaviour (Carmody 2005: 467). Risk-defined behaviour may include

unsuitable clothing, walking alone late at night, misleading signals or, in Leah's

case, visiting a lecturer at his home. Consequently, even though Leah

understood herself and her male lecturer through the 'trustworthy lecturer'

discourse, she appears to blame herself for not recogniSing the potential threat
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of the situation and worries that the police would also have found fault with her

actions: 'I should have seen it coming and protected myself. Not gone to his

house for certain' (Leah).

Lees (1996: 189) argues that theories of culpability and victim-proneness go

some way to explaining the apparent widespread condoning of male violence

within the legal system and the high attrition rate in rape and sexual assault

cases. Women are expected to sort out the 'so-called safe' from the 'so-called

unsafe' men and to be able to do this 'simply because we are women' (Stanko

1996: 56). Therefore, the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse may generate specific

effects of power: firstly, the discourse produces male lecturers as trustworthy

individuals; secondly, the rape-supportive beliefs generate an understanding

which may blame female students for finding themselves in risk-defined

situations. Leonie, who was also raped by a male lecturer, expands upon what

I suggest is the first power effect which can engender a feeling of trust:

Well, he [the lecturer] portrays himself as all shy and bumbling and no
confidence. A haphazard lecturer who can't deal with the real world.
Well, maybe that last part is true but the rest isn't. Far from having no
confidence, his ego is enormous. Towering. And all that acting of a
bumbling incompetent just draws you in. Makes you like him. A real
snake in the grass. I think that's how he gets his power. And I think that
he would like to believe it himself. You know the stereotype of the
towering genius? The sort of lecturer who sits in the library writing
research papers of immense worth but can't cope in the real world? I
think that's how he would like to be. So he pretends to be all bumbling
and inept but the sort of ineptitude that is down to towering intellect. Not
just because he can't be bothered. When he doesn't answer his student
email or doesn't turn up for programme committee meetings. 'Cause
he's too brilliant for anything like that. When actually he's just lazy and
he thinks that he's just above the need to deal with mere mortals. A real
snake in the grass ... [H]e pretends that he thinks he's no good and has
no confidence but all the time his confidence is massive. Enormous.
And he surrounds himself with people who back up his self-esteem and
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tell him he is brilliant. But it is all an act. That's why I think he is a real
snake (Leonie).

In this narrative, Leonie explains how and why she trusted her male lecturer.

Understanding him as intelligent, wise and sensitive, combined with additional

social and cultural stereotypes, Leonie states: 'You know the stereotype of the

towering genius?' and that 'he pretends to be all bumbling and inept but the sort

of ineptitude that is down to towering intellect'. Benschop and Brauns (2003:

200) argue that social and cultural stereotypes may inform our understandings

of what it means to be a male lecturer in higher education. For example, the

'bumbling' and 'haphazard' lecturer who 'sits in the library writing research

papers of immense worth but can't cope in the real world' (Leonie).

Consequently, having formed an understanding of the man as within the subject

position of 'lecturer', the power effects generated through the 'trustworthy

lecturer' discourse may produce an understanding of him as 'trustworthy'. A

power effect of this discourse, therefore, is the isolation of the behaviours

connected with sexual harassment and the subject role of the professional

lecturer. Understanding the position of 'male lecturer' to be one of intelligence,

maturity and sensitivity may mean that if female students do experience

behaviours they define as sexual harassment, the incidents are perhaps more

likely to be seen as a betrayal of trust.

Carla is a student of history and described herself as being very excited at the

prospect of going to university. In this narrative, Carla's enthusiasm for

studying and the understanding of herself and her lecturers through the
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'trustworthy lecturer' discourse appears to have increased her feelings of

disappointment at the occurrence of behaviours defined as sexual harassment:

I'd worked really hard to get into university, and I wanted to be here so
bad. So, I was terrified but, um, really excited too. I guess that made me
a little natve. [Pause] I thought all lecturers were like gods, or something,
you know? [Laughs] I really looked up to them, never stopped to think for
a minute that some of them might be dodgy. I thought, like, university
was about thoughts and ideas and working together to solve problems.
That's why I wanted to come here in the first place. Well, not necessarily
here [pause] but to university, you know? I suppose that sounds stupid?
But, um [pause]. Anyway, it was a big shock when I realised things
aren't like that at all ... It's all really sexual. One of the lecturers goes on
about sex all the time, it's in the set books that we've got to study, but
you get the feeling that he'd find some reason to talk about sex if you
was studying the Bible. It's disgusting, but it's like he likes embarrassing
us: he talks about it in this really gross way, like a dirty old man, you can
see him looking at you, sizing you up (Carla).

In this narrative, Carla appears to have understood herself and her male

lecturers through the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse and, in her excitement of

going to university, took the ivory towers perspective of higher education: 'I

thought, like, university was about thoughts and ideas and working together to

solve problems'. Rabinowitz (1990: 103) agrees and states that universities are

often structured as environments of the highest morals, grand aspirations and

great intellectual thinking; when women are sexually harassed in higher

education, this discursive positioning often results in an intense feeling of

betrayal. Carla states that 'it was a big shock when I realised things aren't like

that at all. .. It's all really sexual'. The extract below, from Charlotte, is perhaps

the most complex narrative within this discourse and I suggest sums up the

potential power effects generated through the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse.
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Charlotte is studying French at a large red brick university. At the beginning of

the interview, Charlotte described herself as having 'very low self-esteem' and

often 'feeling unhappy'. This sense of low self-esteem is apparent throughout

the narrative:

In my first year I became friends with a male lecturer, well supposedly
still a friend. I dunno, he wasn't much older than us, a new guy still doing
his PhD, and he used to come down to the bar with us, especially in the
evenings after the lectures. Nobody thought there was anything wrong
with that, well, you know, he was a nice guy, or seemed to be, and I
ended up in a very close friendship group with him and another girl. To
cut a long story short one evening we were messing about play fighting,
he pinned me down, all happy and fine, and then he threatened to penis
slap me. I struggled and said not to, but still he did. After he stopped, I
screamed at him and told him to leave my room. He thought I was
overreacting. I felt totally powerless to do anything about it, I felt like I
was overreacting, so I did nothing and even kept him as a friend. A few
months later whilst we were both very drunk we ended up in bed
together. I suddenly remembered I wasn't supposed to be having sex
with him! I told him we had to stop and it was time for him to go home. He
tried to have sex with me, without a condom, but I managed to push him
put of my bed and screamed at him until he left. The next morning he
sheepishly came into my room and said 'I could have raped you last night
if you hadn't chucked me out of your bed'.

What did you say?

I didn't know what to say. I think I felt let down, but also angry. I mean,
he made me feel powerless, but he did stop and even sort of apologised.
I mean, he knew he was in the wrong. We both didn't really know what
to do so we just sort of carried on like normal. But despite all of this I
continued to have a very close friendship with him and continued to
occasionally have sex with him - I don't think it's necessarily wrong to
sleep with your lecturer. And if he hadn't been such a dick it would've
been fine, I think. But not when he tried to force sex onto me. And I
don't really know why I continued to have sex with him. I think it was just
because I didn't really know what else to do. I mean, we were friends,
but I had low self-esteem and I didn't think I deserved any better so I
never thought to question it. I had such low self-esteem that anyone
being interested in me seemed to be a good thing. And especially that
he was a lecturer, you know? [Pause] You know, I guess there's some
status in that. Maybe I would have done something about it earlier if he
hadn't been my lecturer (Charlotte).
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In this narrative, Charlotte describes a sexual relationship with her male

lecturer. Despite the behaviour identified at times as sexual harassment and

attempted forced sex, Charlotte refers to the lecturer several times as a friend

and, at one point, states that she 'continued to have a very close friendship with

him and continued to occasionally have sex with him'. A contributory factor in

continuing this relationship seems to have been Charlotte's understanding of

herself as vulnerable. She states, 'I had low self-esteem and I didn't think I

deserved any better so I never thought to question it'. In feminist research on

sexual harassment, the vulnerability of female students appears to be a

frequent feature; for example: anxious and unsure students dealing with the

unfamiliar environment of university; international students coping with isolation

from family and friends; part-time students with less access to mutual support;

and students who are ill or experiencing problems at home or on their course

(Carter and Jeffs 1992: 242; Carter and Jeffs 1995: 40; Stanko 1996: 55;

Herbert 1997: 24). As discussed in the 'all boys together' discourse, the

conceptualisation of universities as male-dominated institutions may also

increase a female student's sense of vulnerability. However, an additional

power effect of the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse is, I suggest, the self-esteem

that may come from these men's attentions. Here, it could be suggested that

Charlotte, through the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse, had internalised the idea

of the male lecturer as superior.

Thus, it is possible to suggest that Charlotte's low self-esteem may have been

raised during the initial stages of the relationship. Wilson (2000) agrees, noting
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that many sexual relationships between female students and male lecturers

start when the lecturer tells the student how 'special' she is (Wilson 2000: 182).

In Charlotte's narrative, having identified that the relationship was unhealthy for

her, she states that she would have 'done something about it earlier' had the

man not been her lecturer; she also confirms her understanding that there is a

particular level of status from engaging in a sexual relationship with him. In this

narrative, therefore, it would appear that the power effects generated through

the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse, including the status of the subject role, were

at least partly responsible for Charlotte feeling unable or unwilling to finish what

she perceived to be an abusive relationship. In addition, Charlotte's narrative is

confused and, at times, contradictory. She states: 'We both didn't really know

what to do so we just sort of carried on like normal'; this highlights the often

multiple and contradictory nature of subjectivities: subjects may subscribe to

numerous, conflicting discourses forming particular ways of understanding the

self through conflicting struggles (Weedon 1997: 28). Charlotte also describes

her resistance to this understanding:

After my second year at university, I went away on my own for five weeks
with a rucksack and travelled from Ljubljana to Budapest via Croatia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia and Romania. I came back a lot more
confident and with a much greater feeling of self worth. After that I finally
found a boyfriend who wanted an independent, sexually free, liberated,
feminist, driven, hairy arm-pitted, slightly round-tummied, intelligent
women as a partner, and not as a pet. Two years on I am thinking of
going away on my own again for a confidence top-up. I just wanted to
show him [the male lecturer] that I could do it (Charlotte)!

In this narrative, Charlotte expresses herself as feeling happier and more

empowered. However, she also describes understanding herself through

feminist discourses and having 'finally found' a boyfriend who would approve of
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these understandings. It could be suggested that this resistance has tied

Charlotte into a set of self-understandings which still purport to tell the 'truth'

about Charlotte and her situation.

For the most part, feminist theories have argued against the notion of sexual

violence as perpetrated by those who are deviant and pathological, and,

instead, have argued that violence against women is committed by those who

are 'ordinary'. I suggest that the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse positions

'lecherous' professors as psychologically different from their 'normal'

colleagues. My research partiCipants appear to identify 'ordinary' men as being

a potential threat, but may consider male lecturers to be safe and trustworthy.

This understanding of safety may have influenced the safety measures that my

participants may normally employ. It is possible that this isolates potential

lechery from the profession and understands male lecturers as somehow more

trustworthy than ordinary men. This understanding is present within feminist

discourse. Dziech and Weiner (1984), for example, suggest that there is

something psychologically different about the lecherous professor from his

'ordinary colleagues'. A power effect of this discourse, I suggest, is the belief

that women should be able to distinguish safe men from unsafe men. As a

result, if they are sexually harassed or attacked, rape supportive beliefs become

evident. As with the preceding discourses, the 'trustworthy' lecturer denies that

possibility of harassment and any students claiming otherwise is understood to

be overly sensitive or emotion. It is to this that I now turn.
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4.4 The 'Knickers in a Twist' Discourse

In 1982, The Sun newspaper ran an article which insisted that 'serious minded'

feminists and trade unionists were 'getting their knickers in a twist' about sexual

relations at work. The article stated that 'groping ... makes the day more

pleasant' and that attempts to curtail such behaviour had originated from the

humourless misinterpretations of normal workplace interactions (cited in Wise

and Stanley 1987: 34). The term 'knickers in a twist' has developed into a

cultural marker for someone likely to become overwrought about trivial matters.

It is my suggestion, therefore, that this discourse denies sexual harassment in

the academy by proposing that the only people who complain about it or

attempt to raise awareness of its existence are people who are overreacting or

overly sensitive.

The power effects generated through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may

impact upon women's and men's understanding of themselves and their peers.

In particular, it is suggested that the power effects may produce an

understanding of sexual harassment complainants as prudish, petty or without a

sense of humour. By positioning the complainant as someone to be ridiculed,

the object of the complaint may then dismiss the accusations of sexual

harassment as 'normal' and sanctioned behaviour. This, I suggest, is

emphasised in Nicola's narrative, which discusses how she tried to raise

awareness of behaviours identified as sexual harassment during a staff

meeting:
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I did bring it [the sexual harassment complaints] up in a staff meeting
once. Something about objecting to the male-dominated attitude of our
department. Nothing too serious, I thought. Don't rock the boat too
much. That was before I realised how ingrained it all was. I'd never try to
do that now. Well, I was just completely shot down. I mean, it was really
aggressive. I mean, I hadn't expected them all to support me. I knew
there was going to be some opposition, but I'd expected it to be
professional. But it was just like a free-for-all. I was completely attacked.
I kept waiting for the Chair to put a stop to it. To support me. Or at the
very least say their behaviour was out of order. But no, nothing. It was
just like, 'Oh, just what I'd expect from a feminist!' I was almost waiting
for them to say, 'Oh, just what I'd expect from a lesbian!' but at least they
didn't go that far [laughs]. I should be grateful, I suppose! Anyway, the
general gist was that it's all 'PC' policies now, going too far, making life
unbearable for 'ordinary' people who just want to live out their lives
without any fuss. I mean, honestly. I think it was the aggression that
shocked me. The anger that was directed at me. Pure anger. And
horrible, sarcastic comments. And personal comments. One guy said he
couldn't help it if I was obsessed with sex and sexual harassment, seeing
things that weren't there, and he didn't see why the department should
suffer because I'd got issues [emphasised]. So, you can imagine that
I've never tried to bring it up again. Mostly I just try to keep my head
down. I wonder about looking for another job, but then I think, better the
devil you know (Nicola).

I suggest that the power effects generated through the 'knickers in a twist'

discourse may produce an understanding which refers 'the problem' back to the

complainant. In Nicola's narrative, the accusations of sexual harassment

complaints were dismissed as misunderstandings and instead the source of the

problem appears to be understood as be Nicola's feminist stance. It is

suggested that the concept of 'PC policies', generated through the power

effects of the 'knickers in a twist' discourse form an understanding of political

correctness as arising from the 'loony left' and the 'terrorism of feminists and

anti-racists' (Fairclough 2003: 20, 24). By understanding Nicola as displaying

overly-sensitive and prudish behaviour and attempting to impose this way of
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thinking upon others, the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may produce an

understanding of Nicola as both an object of ridicule and a potential danger to

other 'ordinary' people.

Furthermore, and as highlighted in the extract above, an additional power effect

of the 'knickers in a twist' discourse appears to be the merging of feminism,

lesbianism and political correctness. In Nicola's extract, she states that 'It was

just like, "Oh, just what I'd expect from a feminist!" I was almost waiting for

them to say, "Oh, just what I'd expect from a lesbian!"'. Geiger et al. (2006:

167) discuss this stereotypical connection between lesbianism and feminism

and, indeed, Matthaei (1998: 86) notes the important roles that lesbianism and

feminism have had in each other's social, cultural and political histories. For

example, lesbianism is stereotypically understood as being a sexual issue

rather than a personal or political choice made outside of sex (Bensimon 1997:

141). In addition, feminists are frequently constructed as strident, ageing

spinsters putting high-paying careers before relationships and families (Faludi

1992: 125).

The power effects generated through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may,

therefore, produce an understanding of feminists and lesbians as obsessed with

political correctness in a way that is overreacting and overly sensitive. This, I

suggest, is exemplified by Nicola's statement that '[o]ne guy said he couldn't

help it if I was obsessed with sex and sexual harassment, seeing things that

weren't there, and he didn't see why the department should suffer because I'd

got issues [emphasised]'. Thus, feminists and lesbians are produced as an
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object of ridicule and accusations of sexual harassment are not taken seriously.

Nicola explained further:

A few weeks later, I was going over to Peter's office, 'cause I had to drop
off some paperwork, and, when I got there, I could hear him talking with
Steven, another guy in the department. Anyway, I was just about to
knock on the door, it was open, when I heard them mention my name.
[Laughs] They say that eavesdropping never does anybody any good!
Anyway, they were being really bitchy about me. They were saying that
I'm passive-aggressive, whatever that means. And that I should stop
wearing my girlfriend's clothes 'cause they make me look like an old
housewife [laughs]. Well, for a start, I don't wear my partner's clothes,
and, even if I did, what's it got to do with them? You know, it was like
school playground humour! Oh, 'such and such looks really fat and has
got really bad pimples!' You know? I mean, get a grip (Nicola)!

In this narrative, Nicola overheard two male colleagues making abusive

comments about her and her sexuality. As discussed in the literature review,

Kitzinger (1995: 125) outlines the forms of physical attack and verbal abuse

which she states lesbians are likely to suffer in a heterosexist society.

Furthermore, Bensimon (1997) argues that given that lesbianism is typically

perceived to be a sexual issue and, as a result, a private and personal matter,

women who are openly gay are often considered to be 'flaunting' their sexual

lives in the public sphere. This public/private dichotomy undermines complaints

about abuse and inequalities in the public sphere: the argument suggests that if

a woman chooses to be open about a personal/private matter, she should

expect a certain degree of ridicule or hostility (Bensimon 1997: 141, 149). It is

possible, therefore, given the suggested levels of heterosexism and

homophobia in the wider social, Nicola may already be prepared to understand

herself as discriminated against. This way of understanding is, I suggest,

present In Gillian's narrative below:
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I mean I think, to an extent, the sexual harassment stuff has only come
about by a certain amount of overreacting. It almost seems a case of
telling women how they should feel, and that's why I think the sexual
harassment policies are a bit, urn, maybe a bit overreaching. I mean,
don't get me wrong, there's times when women need to be made aware.
Like, I can imagine that you get some right pervy lecturers hitting on the
young girls. And I think women students, especially the young students,
need to be aware of that. But I also think there are times when these
ideas have gone too far. You know, it's even developed a reputation:
lesbians who aren't 'getting any', and so they have to stop others from
getting any as well. I mean, obviously I don't believe that, but I know
there are lots of people who do. It's silly, I know, but that's the kind of
reputation it's got. That they're all obsessed with sex, and saving women
from things that aren't there in the first place. Or from things that women
don't want to be saved from [laughs]. I don't really think that women are
bothered about all that stuff. And if they are, it sometimes seems as if it's
only because somebody's told them to be bothered (Gillian).

As suggested in the analysis of the previous discourses, my participants are

likely to hold multiple and contradictory understandings of themselves.

Although Gillian states that she finds the 'knickers in a twist' discourse 'silly' and

appears to support some level of sexual harassment awareness campaigning,

she also emphasises the reputation that complainants of sexual harassment are

often awarded: again there appears to be a link between feminism, lesbianism,

obsession with sex and over-sensitivity. The understanding of lesbianism as a

sexual issue and feminists as strident spinsters appears to lend strength to

Gillian's statements that sexual harassment policies have 'even developed a

reputation: lesbians who aren't "getting any", and so they have to stop others

from getting any as well' and that 'they're all obsessed with sex, and saving

women from things that aren't there in the first place'. Indeed, I suggest that the

'knickers in a twist' discourse and the levels of ridicule that may be produced

through its specific power effects may be partly responsible for a reluctance to

identify unwanted behaviours as sexual harassment. In Karen's narrative,
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although one of her male lecturers engaged in behaviour which could potentially

be identified as sexual harassment, the lack of support from other students,

combined with the 'all boys together' discourse, denied the acknowledge of

harassment, making the behaviour difficult for Karen, a postgraduate student,

to challenge:

The thing is, it [the sexual harassment of female students] goes on all the
time. A lot of the lecturers are at it. In my department at least two of the
lecturers have serial affairs with their students. They're seen, you know?
Out together with them. And you just think: 'blimey, they must be really
confident that nothing is going to happen to them. That they won't get
into any kind of trouble'. And I wonder how the hell they are getting away
with it. But in a sense, it just makes it even more hard to challenge. That
it's so much taken for granted, so much a part of the place, that
everybody just assumes that it is normal. That it's just what happens.
So we've got this lecturer, right, who is a bully. He bullies clever female
students and lets the blokes get away with murder. For instance, if a
bloke comes into the lecture late he pretends not to notice. But if a
woman comes in late, he'll embarrass her in front of the class. He's
always making really sexist comments and putting women down and,
when he's talking to them, he looks at their breasts. Obviously, most of
the women don't like it and, to be fair, a lot of the blokes get cross with it
too. But as soon as I said that it was sexual harassment, everyone
looked at me like I'd gone mad. One woman even asked if I was a
lesbian. Because, obviously, only lesbian women get upset about sexual
harassment, right? It's ridiculous because they all get cross about it, it's
not as if they think his behaviour is OK, but when you suggest to them
that it's sexual harassment, and that seeing female students is sexual
harassment, they just stop listening to you. One of the mature students
said that she's not a feminist because she's a married woman. Can you
believe it? As if you can't possibly be both. People have complained
that he is a bully, and one student I know has put in an official complaint,
but nothing has been done about it. I can't help thinking that a complaint
about sexual harassment would be taken more notice of but I can't even
be sure of that. You feel like all the male lecturers are in it together and
that they would just back each other up (Karen).

In this narrative, both male and female students protested against the male

lecturer's perceived unacceptable behaviour towards female students.

However, as soon as Karen suggested that this behaviour may be sexual
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harassment, she lost their support for a complaint and, indeed, also

experienced some level of ridicule and abuse from the student body. However,

I would suggest that the levels of hostility towards Karen, and the denial of

harassment that may be produced through this discourse and the preceding

discourses, may go some way towards explaining the low reporting rates of

sexual harassment in higher education (see Heward and Taylor 1992; Francis

2001; 8agilhole 2002; Thomas 2004).

Karen states that her fellow students had all expressed anger at the male

lecturer's behaviour but that 'as soon as I said that it was sexual harassment,

everyone looked at me like I'd gone mad. One woman even asked if I was a

lesbian'. Given the ridicule that the power effects produced through the

'knickers in a twist' discourse appear to generate, and the particular abuse

aimed at lesbians (whether the individual actually identifies herself as a lesbian

or her sexual identity is presumed because of her stance against sexual

harassment), it does not seem surprising if some people choose not to report

sexual harassment in order to protect themselves from hostile and deriding

remarks. It could be suggested, therefore, that the 'knickers in a twist'

discourse generates specific effects of power and produces particular ways of

understanding oneself and one's relationships with others. Karen expands

further:

I did think of complaining myself, of putting a claim of sexual harassment
in myself. But firstly I think: 'would anyone believe me?' You know, it's
so much a part of the way things seem to work around here that I don't
know if anyone would believe me or take me seriously. And I know that
my friends on the course wouldn't support me. That they would all think I
was taking things too seriously and complaining about nothing. They all
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keep saying: 'Look it's not sexual harassment. He's just a horrible bully'.
But what else would you call making sexist comments and staring at our
breasts? That's aside from the whole having relationships with students.
In a way, I don't care what it's called providing it stops but claims of
bullying aren't stopping it. But I also worry that putting in a complaint will
affect my grades and what my other lecturers think of me. They are
definitely all in it together and I don't want to get a name for myself as a
troublemaker. And I don't want it to affect my grades. I feel a bit
ashamed really, but knowing that nobody will support you definitely
makes you think twice (Karen).

Firstly, Karen appears to have been worried that the behaviours identified as

sexual harassment may be such a significant part of 'how things work' that

nobody would take her complaint seriously. Secondly, Karen's fellow student,

who stated 'Look it's not sexual harassment. He's just a horrible bully', may

reflect the power effects produced through the discourse; by defining the

lecturer's behaviour as horrible bullying instead of sexual harassment, the

behaviour is normalised and, therefore, difficult to challenge. Thirdly, Karen's

understanding of the 'all boys together' discourse also appears to be drawn

upon: Karen worries that the lecturers are 'definitely all in it together and I don't

want to get a name for myself as a troublemaker. And I don't want it to affect

my grades'. As Karen states, 'knowing that nobody will support you definitely

makes you think twice'. In this fourth discourse, therefore, I have argued that

the power effects generated through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse combine

feminism, lesbianism and political correctness to deny the presence of sexual

harassment. Let us now add an additional effect of power: that of femaleness

and irrationality.
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As discussed in the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse, Caroline had experienced

behaviours identified as sexual harassment from a male student on her course

and had attempted to report this several times to the programme leaders. In the

narrative below, she explains further about how Nigel, the Head of Department,

dealt with her complaints:

And I worry that the staff will think I've been silly and they will look at
what's happened, you know, the stuff that is here in the diary, and they
will think I've been silly for letting it go on for so long. That I should have
stopped it long away. Done something about it sooner. Nigel, he told me
that I was getting very confused about some of these incidents. And you
know, that I should question if I was being rational here. And that's when
I spoke to Melissa [a friend] and she was like, Caroline, this isn't you!
This isn't you! You don't get irrational or too emotional. You have a good
handle on things. A good grip. But Nigel made me feel like I was being
stupid and at that meeting, well, it got to the point that I said: 'Nigel, we
could talk about this until the cows come home. You know, you've got
your point of view and nothing I can say is going to change that'
(Caroline).

In this narrative, the power effects generated through the 'knickers in a twist'

discourse appear to combine over-sensitivity with perceived notions of

'femaleness'. Caroline states that 'Nigel, he told me that I was getting very

confused ... I should question if I was being rational'. Thus, it is argued that this

approach combines femaleness with irrationality and confusion and, when

additionally linked with over-sensitivity, the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may

produce an understanding of sexual harassment complaints as behaviour which

has been irrationally misinterpreted. Magley et al. (1999: 401) refer to this as

the 'whiner hypothesis': the assumption that much of what is construed as

sexual harassment is actually an overreaction to isolated or trivial experiences.

Given that women have traditionally been positioned as emotional, disordered
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and unreasoned (see, for example, Jordanova 1993: 377), it is, therefore,

possible that through these traditional understandings of women, my

participants may already have been 'primed' into thinking of themselves as

overly emotional or too sensitive. If that is so, it may make it more likely for

women to subscribe to an understanding of themselves and others through the

'knickers in a twist' discourse.

I suggest, therefore, that the power effects which may be produced through the

'knickers in a twist' discourse unite 'femaleness', irrationality and oversensitivity.

For example, Grosz (1994) argues that patriarchal thought constructs women's

bodies as frail, imperfect and unreliable. Cultural positioning, therefore, renders

the mind as masculine and the body as feminine (Grosz 1994: 13-14). Kirsty,

an undergraduate student and lone parent, discussed this process further after

she had reported a male lecturer who had sexually harassed her:

He [the lecturer] looked at me or, rather, not at me but at my breasts.
And the whole time it was like, look, I'm doing this because I can. It was
like he was waiting for me to say something, to challenge him. And it
was like: 'Yeah? What you going to do about it?' It was a challenge,
definitely a challenge. And I told my friend and she was like, well, of
course he was. He's a letch. A real perv. But the thing is I reported it to
my personal tutor, someone that I always thought was OK, a decent
bloke, and alii got was, well, you know, could I have been oversensitive?
Imagined it? Because he's a nice guy and the students usually get on
really well with him. It was definitely like, oh, you know, because I'm a
woman I'm oversensitive to these things. Too emotional or something.
He started saying in this really patronising voice that he knows I have a
lot on as a single mother and that I must be really tired. 'You know what
women are like!' The implication was like I was overtired and
overemotional. Almost like: 'Is it your time of the month, love?' ... 1 think,
well, you see, I'd reported it once and it hadn't got me anywhere. It was
just dismissed. Or, well, worse really because it was implied that I'd
imagined it. That I'd been too sensitive. And you start to think: is the
whole place like this? The whole system? That's a really horrible thing
to have to think. It makes you feel like you don't belong here and that
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starts to make you feel vulnerable. If you report it once and you don't get
anywhere, well, then you are not going to report it again. You start to feel
sensitive and then perhaps you do get overemotional. It felt like the only
way I could cope was just to push it to the back of my mind and try not to
think about it. In some ways I feel bad about it because it feels like he
has got away with it. But at the end of the day, what matters is my
degree and I have to do what I can to ensure that I get it. I have to do it
for myself and my kids. I can't teach them that when the going gets
tough you just give up. So, yeah, I suppose I cope by just ignoring it and
pretending that it isn't going on (Kirsty).

Here, Kirsty reported a well-liked lecturer for appearing to stare at her breasts in

a challenging manner. I suggest that her personal tutor, understanding himself,

his role and his students through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse, may have

considered the potential problem actually to have been caused by Kirsty, as the

complainant, thus dismissing the allegation of sexual harassment. The power

effects produced through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may have

encouraged the personal tutor to understand Kirsty as 'oversensitive' and 'too

emotional' and thus he suggested that she may have 'imagined it'.

In this narrative, the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse also operates: as a 'decent

bloke' and a 'nice guy', his professional and 'normal' behaviour cancels out the

possibility of any lechery (see, for example, Purkiss 1995: 198-193).

Furthermore, there is the additional suggestion that Kirsty's hormonal

responses may be influencing a more rational interpretation of the events. The

power effects generated through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse, in

conjunction with the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse, appear to deny the sexual

harassment and refer the problem back to Kirsty. The power effects of the

discourse appear to be such that having complained once and received such a

negative response, Kirsty felt reluctant to complain again. She states: 'If you
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report it once and you don't get anywhere, well, then you are not going to report

it again. You start to feel sensitive and then perhaps you do get overemotional.

It felt like the only way I could cope was just to push it to the back of my mind

and try not to think about it'.

In sum, therefore, I suggest that the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may generate

specific effects of power producing those who complain about sexual

harassment as humourless. or over-sensitive. These power effects potentially

generate a link between femaleness and irrationality: thus, the 'problem' may

shift from the male lecturer who has been accused, to the female student or

member of staff who is doing the accusing. The complainant may be

understood as an object of ridicule and, as result, the harassment is denied,

sanctioning sexual behaviours in the workplace or educational institutional as

'normal' interactions between men and women. The following and final

discourse explores the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour'.
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4.5 The 'Sexual Harassment as Unwanted Sexual Behaviour' Discourse

The final discourse to be suggested is that of 'sexual harassment as unwanted

sexual behaviour'. My research data suggest that more of my participants

defined themselves through this discourse, and with greater effect, than the

previous ones. Unlike the previous discourses, in which the sexual harassment

is denied, this final suggested prevailing discourse focuses on the sexual

element of the harassment. This section argues, therefore, that by sexualising

the nature of harassment, the discourse is comprised of two specific effects of

power: the first produces an understanding of harassment as sexual in nature,

thus enabling the construction of sexually harassed women as degraded and

violated. As Brewis and Linstead (2000a: 93) note, this accords sexual

harassment a punitive nature beyond the kind caused by other forms of sex

discrimination. For example, it is often considered more reprehensible for a

male lecturer to, say, touch a female student's bottom than to make a sexist

comment about women being unsuitable for academic work.

The second effect of power generated through the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse produces an understanding of

behaviours based on sexual attraction and desire. This enables allegations of

sexual harassment to be understood by the accused as an unfortunate

misinterpretation of what had been perceived, erroneously, as a reciprocated

sexual interest. Watson (1994) refers to this discourse as 'sex gone wrong':

those accused of sexual harassment understand their behaviour to be an 'error'

which stemmed from a 'natural' source of sexual attention; the behaviour is
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understood as occurring through the 'misreading the [of] signs' and a

breakdown of communication (Watson 1994: 67, 70).

The effects of power generated through the 'sexual harassment as unwanted

sexual behaviour' discourse produce the understanding of harassment within a

set of sexualised actions, behaviours and responses. Brewis and Linstead

(2000a) argue that although the material consequences of sexual harassment

(losing one's job, being refused a promotion, etc.) are noted, the psychological

consequences (anger, frustration, anxiety, depression, etc.) also feature

broadly. The perceived sexual element of the harassment becomes understood

as causing particular emotional and psychological distress (Brewis and Linstead

2000a: 93). These emotional consequences of sexual harassment by a male

lecturer are highlighted in Kirsty's narrative below:

He [the lecturer] would look at me a lot, or rather at my breasts, and it
would make me feel disgusted. Sort of dirty. Degraded. Hard to explain
really but it kind of left me feeling sullied and unclean (Kirsty).

The words 'disgusted', 'degraded', 'dirty', 'sullied' and 'unclean' reflect the

understanding of sexual harassment as an experience beyond sex

discrimination or gender-based bullying. The implication is that to be sexually

harassed, to have one's breasts stared at, for example, is to experience an

infringement of one's identity and personal space; the inferred sexual nature of

the behaviour locates the experience as intensely private and humiliating.

Certain forms of the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour'

discourse are also echoed throughout the feminist arena. However, although
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MacKinnon's (1979) analysis of sexual harassment has had a fundamental role

in the development of sexual harassment law, as discussed in my literature

review, the results from my data suggest that the understanding of harassment

as unwanted sexual behaviour has had negative implications for how many of

my participants appear to define themselves; in particular, the perceived

sexualisation of harassment, often experienced as degrading and punitive,

appears to have had negative implications for how many of my participants

understood themselves and others after experiencing behaviours they identified

as sexual harassment. For example, when discussing how sexually harassing

behaviour may affect women, MacKinnon (1979) states that

Sexual subjects are generally sensitive and considered private; women
feel embarrassed, demeaned, and intimidated by these incidents. They
feel afraid, despairing, utterly alone and complicit (MacKinnon 1979: 27).

Thus, it is the sexual nature of the harassment that MacKinnon focuses upon

and the behaviour is positioned as that which demeans and embarrasses

women. Furthermore, MacKinnon (1979) states that:

All the careful admissions that women may be oversensitive cannot
overwhelm the fact that such comments make women feel violated for
good reason. Nor are these remarks aberrations. They make graphic
and public the degradation women commonly experience as men's
sexual playthings (MacKinnon 1979: 43).

In a later publication, MacKinnon (2004: 672) argues that the development of

sexual harassment law has enabled women to feel 'more valid and powerful,

less stigmatized and scared, more like freedom fighters and less like prudes'.

However, the results from my research would suggest that MacKinnon's (1979)
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use of words such as 'demeaned', 'violated' and 'degradation' in her

descriptions of sexual harassment are not helpful in the fight for less

stigmatisation. As discussed in the literature review, and throughout this

chapter, the discourses we use to conceptualise sexual harassment do not

merely reflect our understanding of the experience, but produce it. Discourses,

therefore, are contingent and produce specific effects of power and ways of

understanding ourselves (Foucault 1991d: 36). It is suggested, therefore, that

far from hoping MacKinnon's research would enable women to view themselves

as powerful freedom fighters (MacKinnon 2004: 672), her focus on elements of

violation and degradation is to present sexual harassment as having a

peculiarly castigating and punishing nature. This discourse appears to be

present in Leah's narrative as she describes the psychological cost of being

sexually attacked:

In the days after the rape, I felt in shock. I felt violated. Like he had
taken away who I am and left me with this degraded, used woman. I
couldn't bear to look at myself in the mirror. I couldn't bear for Sean
[Leah's boyfriend] to look at me. I felt like I was losing my identity. That I
was unclean and that I couldn't wash away the traces of his grubby
hands no matter how hard I tried. Sean kept on asking me to talk to him
but he was so angry and I was so ashamed and felt so guilty. I don't
know how I got through those first few weeks (Leah).

Leah describes the sexual attack as a violation. As in Kirsty's narrative, the

adjectives 'degraded' and 'unclean' are used to describe the experience. The

intrusion into one's identity is also present as is that of being ashamed and

humiliated. For example, discussing historical portrayals of rape and sexual

attack, Mahood and Littlewood (1997) note that any sexual activity which

occurred outside of marriage was defined as immoral and, as a result, women
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who experienced rape or forced sex were castigated as 'fallen'. What mattered,

therefore, was not whether the incident was voluntary or forced, but the

women's loss of innocence and/or reputation. Furthermore, the narratives and

characters from these historical portrayals may still be deployed in the

contemporary coverage of sexual attacks and sexual harassment.

For example, cases of sexual crimes on university campuses are often reported

as involving 'the "voluptuous co-ed" [and] the lecherous professor'. The

sexualisation of these attacks may serve to explain the source of the sexual

violence as induced attraction and, subsequently, unmanageable sexual desire

and to suggest that the women 'get what they deserve' (Mahood and Littlewood

1997: 174, 176, 182). It could be suggested, therefore, that to some degree my

participants may have understood themselves and their experiences through

the power effects generated by the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual

behaviour' discourse and, therefore, the focus upon the sexualisation of the

behaviour may possibly have increased feelings of degradation and

responsibility. A sense of guilt and culpability is present in Jenny's narrative:

Now I just feel very, very objectified. And I know I shouldn't feel guilty for
anything that went on, because so much of it was just coercion, but I do
(Jenny).

Describing the experience of behaviours defined as sexual harassment and

sexual coercion, Jenny refers to feeling objectified, of having one's personhood,

feelings and opinions denied, and of feeling guilty despite logically recognising

the coercion and emotional force. Therefore, I would suggest that MacKinnon's

(1979) sexual harassment discourse, and other discourses which produce
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understandings of harassment as consisting of sexualised behaviours, fosters

the belief that harassment is not only discriminatory but that the sexual nature of

the conduct is experienced as particularly degrading or as a punitive violation.

Brewis (2001) argues that the understandings generated through feminist

discourses on sexual harassment foster the notion that to redefine harassment

as discrimination alone - as one might in other forms of sex discrimination - is

to ignore what is often argued to be the peculiarly odious nature of sexual

harassment. However, Brewis argues that to understand sexual harassment in

terms other than its economic or career-related consequences may actually

(re)produce the structural and organisational conditions which enabled the

harassment to function in the first place. In other words, to understand

harassment as occurring between an active man and a passive woman, thus

emphasising female passivity and helplessness in the face of male power,

underscores the heterosexist privileging of sex and the subject positions of

harasser and recipient (Brewis 2001: 40, 93). The perceived reinforcement of

male power and female powerlessness appears to be present in the following

narratives:

It's disgusting, but it's like he likes embarrassing us: he talks about it in
this really gross way, like a dirty old man, you can see him looking at you,
sizing you up (Carla).

Carla expresses disgust and embarrassment at the lecturer's actions and the

sexualisation of the harassment. Furthermore, Carla believed that the

behaviour was intended to embarrass, thus strengthening the socially

constructed positions of the harasser and the harassed. In the narrative below,
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Karen describes her experiences of being sexually harassed:

It's a horrible feeling. You do end up feeling really degraded and he
knows that. That's why he does it. He does it to embarrass women and
when he looks at your breasts, you end up feeling ashamed ... 1think it's
because it's, you know, sexual that it feels so bad. You know what those
eyes are looking at and what he's thinking and it makes you feel sort of
dirty. If he'd graded your work down or laughed at you for being stupid,
which he often does with a lot of the female students, it would be one
thing different. If you're late for a class, he'll be really sarcastic when you
come into the lecture theatre and he'll get everyone to laugh at you. And
don't get me wrong, that feels awful. But when he's looking at you in that
way, well, mentally undressing you, then it makes you feel so much more
ashamed. Because it's private, you know, it's meant to be private. I only
give my boyfriend permission to look at me that way and when this guy
does it, it feels like it's really personal. Not just a sarcastic comment in
front of the others (Karen).

For Karen, therefore, experiencing the behaviours as sexual appears to have

resulted in a 'private' and 'personal' experience which leaves her feeling

ashamed and degraded. It is argued, therefore, that the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse has specific effects of power which may

produce the experience as being beyond the sex discrimination of laughing at

female students, being sarcastic and the grading down of work. It is the sexual

element of the harassment which appears to be considered to be particularly

harmful. Indeed, Karen states: 'I think it's because it's, you know, sexual that it

feels so bad'.

I suggest, therefore, following Brewis (2001), that effects of power generated

through the 'unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse may reproduce positions of

power and powerlessness. For example, Kirsty states:
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That kind of mentally undressing, looking not at me but at my breasts,
that's about him, you know, showing me that he has the power to do that.
You know: 'look at me and where I'm looking and I'm doing this because
I can'. It's about him showing me that he has the power to do that. To
be a letch. It's revolting but it's all about power. And the trouble is, he
does have the power to do that. We all know it. We all know what he's
doing. We just can't do anything about it (Kirsty).

Kirsty describes what she considers to be the sexualisation of the harassment

as an exhibition of power. Consequently, it is possible to suggest that the

lecturer may have understood himself, his students and his behaviours through

the 'sexual harassment as sexual behaviour' discourse. By looking at Kirsty in

a sexual manner, the male lecturer may have understood his interactions with

his students through heterosexist and naturalist concepts of men and women.

The effects of power generated through this discourse may produce

understandings of active masculinity and passive femininity (see Brewis 2001:

56).

To summarise this first power effect, therefore, Brewis and linstead (2000a: 92)

argue that the sexualisation of harassment may foster understandings of weak,

helpless women when confronted with powerful men. Feminist harassment

discourses argue that the ensuing emotional trauma is at least equal to the

negative consequences of sex discrimination or gender-based bullying, seen,

for example, in the argument that sex is used to humiliate and degrade women

(MacKinnon 1979: 67; MacKinnon 2004: 679). The sexually punitive nature of

the harassment feeds into discourses which may foster women's feelings of

being violated, demeaned, sullied, and of feeling unclean.
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The first suggested power effect of the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual

behaviour' discourse has thus focused on harassment as sexually punitive:

actions and behaviours which, by their sexual nature, may be experienced

above and beyond any financial implications and career-based consequences.

The second effect of power also sexualises harassment and understands the

behaviour as operating from sexual desire and sexual attraction. Consequently,

unwanted sexual behaviour is often dismisses as a misinterpretation of

reciprocal sexual interest. Foucault argues that contemporary discourses

operating as 'truth' permeate our consciousness, producing certain effects

(Foucault 1980b: 98). I suggest, therefore, that the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse generates an understanding of

behaviours which may be perceived as sexual harassment as 'sex gone wrong'

(Watson 1994: 67). This, I suggest, is reflected in Sam's narrative below.

Sam is an undergraduate student studying sociology. Once a week, she travels

by public transport from the university campus to her place of work and on one

occasion was joined on the bus by one of her male lecturers:

Well, my lecturer was on the same bus as me and we both got off at the
same stop. And he actually ran to catch me up and have a chat, and,
like, he walked me all the way to work - even though it was right out of
his direction. I don't know if he was just being nice, or just wanted a chat
with me about not being in his lecture, but it made me feel uncomfortable.
It was like, 'you're my lecturer; you're not my friend, even though we do
have a bit of a laugh and a joke in the lectures'. It was just [pause], well,
considering that we were outside the university, I just thought, 'what's
going on? Why do you want to be with me? We're not at uni nowl' You
know? And also, people have told me that [pause], people say that, I
don't know how to explain it. It's like, he always has to be personal, and
have a laugh and a joke with people, but I don't know if it's sexual or
not. .. [long pause). But still, it makes me feel uncomfortable. Well, I'd
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like to think that he was just being friendly, but I'm not sure ... I mean, he's
not your normal lecturer, and he's a bit hyper and a bit trendy, and you
don't really know. On the one hand, it throws you off your guard, and on
the other, it makes you more wary. Sometimes I think: 'Is he coming on
to me?' And then I think that I'm in the wrong for thinking that. You
know, like, don't flatter yourself (Sam)!

In Sam's narrative, even though the behaviour of the male lecturer has made

her feel uncomfortable, she is unclear whether she can label the interaction as

sexual harassment: the uncertainty about the lecturer's intentions and whether

or not the behaviour was intended to be sexual has implications for Sam's

interpretation of the event. She states: 'I don't know if it's sexual or not. .. But

still, it makes me feel uncomfortable'. I would argue, therefore, that the 'sexual

harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse, by focusing on the

sexual element of the conduct, may in fact erase experiences of harassment

which are not overtly sexual in content (see, for example, Epstein 1997: 158).

By producing an understanding of these behaviours as inherently sexual, men

and women who subscribe to the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual

behaviour' discourse may attribute accusations of sexual harassment to a

misreading of signals or honest mistakes. In addition, those accused of sexual

harassment may assert a lack of sexual attraction to the accuser and the

'problem' may shift to the over-sensitive and potentially overly-conceited woman

(see the 'knickers in a twist' discourse). I would suggest that this discourse may

be drawn upon when Sam states: 'Sometimes I think: "Is he coming on to me?"

And then I think that I'm in the wrong for thinking that. You know, like, don't

flatter yourself!' Thus, understanding themselves through this discourse,

potential victims may feel the need to be certain of the sexual nature of their
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experiences before making a claim of sexual harassment. This uncertainty may

have resulted in Sam's decision not to report the incident formally: although she

is clearly confident enough in her interpretation of the events to self-select for a

study on sexual harassment, I would suggest that there is a difference between

talking to somebody who has already identified herself as a feminist and,

therefore, perhaps more likely to support her interpretations of the behaviour, to

formally reporting the incident to senior members of her university.

In Laura's narrative, discussing how a male lecturer - apparently operating

through the 'grades for sex' discourse - had suggested a sexual relationship in

return for a good essay grade, the fear that she is not sexually attractive

appears to have contributed to her decision not to report the behaviours

identified as sexual harassment formally:

I didn't report it. I probably should have and, to be honest, I did feel a
little bad for not reporting it. But I couldn't be sure that people would
believe me. I mean, why me? You know? Why me? I mean, he didn't
actually come right out with it and ask me to sleep with him. And I just
thought, you know, what if people don't believe me or think I imagined it?
I'm not exactly the most attractive student on campus and I can just
imagine people thinking, oh yeah, as if he'd pick her. And, to be honest,
why would he put everything on the line for me? It's like, yeah, right!
Come on (Laura)!

In the above narrative, the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour'

discourse appears to have contributed to Laura's reasons for not reporting her

experiences: doubts about her own attractiveness appear to have led her to

uncertainty about the nature of the harassment and, in addition to these doubts,

she feared what other people would say: 'I couldn't be sure that people would
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believe me ... I'm not exactly the most attractive student on campus and I can

just imagine people thinking, oh yeah, as if he'd pick her'. Thus, the power

effects generated through the discourse produce an understanding of sexual

harassment united with sexual interest, attractiveness and sexual drives. Sexual

harassment becomes motivated by sex and not about power (Kitzinger and

Thomas 1995: 45). However, as discussed in the literature review, feminists

argue about the relationship between sex, ascribed power and sexual

harassment. For example, MacKinnon (1979) argues that sexual harassment is

behaviour in which men use power to gain sex, whereas Wise and Stanley

(1987) argue that sexual harassment consists of behaviours which use sex to

gain power. However, regardless of the reasons for the behaviour, most

feminists argue that sexual harassment is an abuse of power and that

sexualised behaviours are intended to humiliate and degrade (e.g. Farley 1978;

Brewer and Berk 1982; Grauerholz 1989; MacKinnon 2004). The same power

effect of sexualising the harassment also operates in the next narrative from

Janine.

In previous narratives, Janine discussed how a male lecturer would appear to

'mentally undress' the female students in his class and, in particular, stare at

their breasts when talking to them. I asked Janine if she had considered

formally reporting the lecturer's behaviour:

Did I report him? [Laughs] What would we say? Philip [the lecturer] is
looking at our breasts? As if the university would do anything. We know
that there have been complaints made about him, about him actually
touching female students and trying to get students to sleep with him.
But nobody has ever done anything about it so as if the management
here would do anything about him just looking at us. I mean, how would
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we prove it? It would be his word against ours and he would just say that
we imagined it. Or that we think too much of ourselves. You know, you
get it in clubs when you go out at night. It's like, 'Did you just touch me?'
to a guy who you know [emphasised] just did. And then you get, 'Oh,
you should be so lucky, Love!' You know, it's the standard defence. If
you complain about a man and his behaviour, you are just accused of
having too big an opinion of yourself, like, as if any man would bother
with you. Either that or you get the, 'Come on, you know you want it
really!' It's the standard defence. It's one of the ways that guys get away
with it as much as they do. I am certain that Philip knows all those little
ways and would pull them out as quick as anything (Janine).

In this narrative, Janine explains what she understood to be the problematic

process of reporting experiences identified as sexual harassment: firstly there is

the difficulty in proving inappropriate behaviour when there is no physical

evidence; secondly, the 'knickers in a twist' discourse may have generated the

understanding that women often simply imagine the harassment. In addition to

this, however, the power effects produced through the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse appear to produce in the accused an

understanding that because he did not feel any sexual attraction towards the

complainant it could not, therefore, have been sexual harassment. This

defence may then be followed up by the suggestion that the women involved

have an exaggerated image of their physical and sexual attractiveness. As

Janine states, 'then you get, "Oh, you should be so lucky, Love!'"

Therefore, I argue that particularly demonstrative of the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse is Janine's explanation of what she

referred to as the standard defence: the 'Come on, you know you want it reallyl'

mechanism. Through this effect of power, men may understand themselves as

needing actively to take the lead in sexual encounters; women, on the other
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hand, may understand themselves as being 'naturally' inclined to passivity. The

'Come on, you know you want it really!' mechanism locates women as waiting

to be pursued and projecting signals of availability. Further, the perceived

passivity of women, the concept of them waiting to be pursued by men, may

also be linked to the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse and the power effect of the

requirement for women to be able to tell safe and unsafe men apart. The

'natural' and biological basis of sexual harassment is also present within

Leonie's narrative below.

Leonie, a postgraduate student, had been offered work as a research assistant

on a male academic's postdoctoral project. During a visit to his house to work

on the research material, Leonie was raped. In Leonie's case, the lecturer

appears to have understood himself, his students and his behaviours through

the power effects generated through the 'sexual harassment and unwanted

sexual behaviour' discourse. Here, the lecturer appears to have assumed that

university women feel societal pressure to appear 'innocent' and chaste (see,

for example, Benson and Thompson 1982) and that the response of her body

proved that 'she wanted it really'. It is suggested that this enabled him to

dismiss Leonie's accusation of rape:

Then he [the lecturer] came over. Right up to me. [Pause] I don't really
know how it happened. It just happened. Just did. Next thing that I
knew he is kissing me. Squashing his mouth against mine and pushing
me up against the wall. I just froze. I don't know what I thought. I know I
should have done something. Screamed or said no, or, or pushed him
away. But I didn't. I couldn't breathe. Like all the air was being pushed
out of me. I had little lines in front of my eyes. Little red lines. [Pause]
It's funny what you remember, isn't it? And that was it. That's the story.
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He pushed me onto the floor and I lay there and let him do it to me. After
that, he left me. I went through to the kitchen and I said, 'You just raped
me'. Or something like that. He looked at me, looked at me like I was
dirt, and he said [pause]. He said that of course I wanted it. That my
body was, was [pause). That my body was, was, that I was excited.
That I was wet. That that's how he knew I wanted it really. That
university girls fake being innocent and pure, that we don't really want it,
but that being wet proves that I wanted it really (Leonie).

In Leonie's narrative, the male lecturer may have been operating through a

phallocentric understanding in which men are sexual predators, the natural

seekers of sex, and women are their natural sexual objects (Watson 1994: 76).

I suggest that the lecturer appears to dismiss Leonie's accusation of rape by

understanding his actions through the active male I passive female dichotomy:

men as the active sexual beings and women as expressing their femininity by

their display of passiveness. Leonie quotes the lecturer as stating 'That

university girls fake being innocent and pure, that we don't really want it, but

that being wet proves that I wanted it really'. The discourses surrounding

consent and pleasure are, perhaps, some of the most prevailing. In a legal

setting, the accused must show that he reasonably believed that the woman (or

man) consented to sex (with the exception of the evidential presumptions within

section 75 and 76 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003). It is possible to suggest

that the power effects generated through the 'sexual harassment as unwanted

sexual behaviour' discourse may foster particular ways of understanding the

behaviour: sexualising the rape means that even if Leonie could prove she did

not consent to sexual activity, the lecturer's actions may well, in certain

circumstances, at least in part, be understood on the bases of misreading her

signals and a breakdown of communication. The sexual attack becomes
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understood as 'sex gone wrong': 'bad' sex rooted in power rather than desire

(Watson 1994: 67).

As Brewis and Linstead (2000a) note, the suggestion that 'bad sex' exists, as

an abuse of power in the form of sexual harassment, implies that there can be a

'good' way to have sex. However, a Foucauldian understanding of sex tells us

that good sex (as sex free from power) cannot exist: all that we know about sex,

and the connection of disparate behaviours and feelings occurring within sexual

activity, result from power/knowledge. Nevertheless, modern discourses have

produced an understanding of sex through a false unity and importance; human

subjects are advised that 'healthy' and self-governed sex lives are fundamental

to happiness and we are, therefore, encouraged to seek out these 'good' forms

of sex: that is to say, sex without power. Thus, Brewis and Linstead argue that

the contemporary importance attached to sex and sexual behaviours, and the

subsequent search for 'good' and power-free sex, is potentially the reason why

sexual harassment may be considered beyond sex discrimination and bullying

based on one's gender. In other words, it is the sexual elements of the

harassment which are often considered emotionally and psychologically harmful

and equalling those consequences which are of a financial and career-related

nature (Brewis and Linstead 2000a: 95). Aside from what may be perceived as

the sexually punitive effect of power generated through this discourse, it may

contribute to heterosexist conceptions of 'real' sex, with particular emphasis on

the active male initiator of sex and the depictions of women as victims (Brewis

2001: 56). This, I would suggest, is emphasised in Michelle's narrative below.
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Michelle had turned down requests for a sexual relationship from a senior male

academic several times. After informing the academic that she was getting

engaged to her long-term boyfriend, she received a photograph as an email

attachment of the academic's penis:

I think, I actually think, you know, sending a photograph of his penis, that
was the point where I thought: 'Things have changed now' ...anyway, erm,
I think that I'd just told him that I was getting engaged and I think that was
his way of trying to claw back some power. As if! You know, do you
think that I'm going to see your phallus and not be able to resist? Dump
Mark and go for you? [Laughs] I think that with him, well, I think that was
his last ditch attempt. That he was going to bowl me over with his
amazing dick [Laughs] (Michelle)!

It could be argued here that the male academic was operating under a belief

that female colleagues would be rendered helpless in the face of sexual

attention from male colleagues. Michelle believed that the photograph

represented a 'last ditch attempt' to 'claw back some power'. As with some of

my other participants, Michelle relied on her boyfriend for protection:

The main problem is that I have to get Mark to drop me off at the corner
of street, when we meet up, because I'm not sure that I can trust him [the
lecturer] [Laughs] (Michelle)!

As Brewis (2001) notes, feminist harassment discourses, arguing that sexual

harassment is rooted in the abuse of power, may reinforce naturalist and

heterosexist assumptions of what 'real' sex is and the passivity of women; thus

women are constituted as in need of protection from harassment and other

forms of sexual activity that they do not want and cannot control. This is a

projection of female sexuality as peculiarly vulnerable and has the potential to
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inform women's understandings of themselves as unable to fight back against

unwanted sexual behaviour at work (Brewis 2001: 48). Certainly, Roiphe

(1994), in a discussion on contemporary sexual politics, believes that today's

young women are encouraged to fear sexual harassment and to view

themselves as victims. She states:

Our female professors and high-ranking executives, our congresswomen
and editors, are every bit as strong as their male counterparts. They
have earned their positions of authority. To declare that their authority is
vulnerable to a dirty joke from someone of inferior status just because
that person happens to be a man is to undermine their position. Female
authority is not (and should not be seen as) so fragile that it shatters at
the first sign of male sexuality ... Instead of learning that men have no
right to do these terrible things to us, we should be learning to deal with
individuals with strength and confidence (Roiphe 1994: 90-101).

Thus, for Roiphe, women have been encouraged to understand themselves as

fragile and vulnerable and have forgotten how to deal with sexual harassment in

an assertive manner. Although I would suggest that this stance is an

improvement on MacKinnon's (1979: 43) understanding of sexual harassment

as a degradation and violation, Roiphe's (1994) point of view presents a further

'truth' to our understanding of sexual harassment, producing another 'grid of

intelligibility' (Foucault 1991a: 32).

The final discourse to be suggested from my data, 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour', generates specific understandings of harassment

as sexual. This discourse appears to feature most often within my participants'

narratives and with the most impact on how my participants understand

themselves and their experiences. By sexualising the nature of the
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harassment, I suggest that this discourse has two specific effects of power:

firstly, producing the harassment as sexual may generate in my participants an

understanding of themselves as degraded or violated. Secondly, sexualising the

harassment may produce an understanding that sexual harassment stems from

attraction and desire. In particular, allegations of harassment may be dismissed

as a 'misreading of signs' and a 'breakdown of communication'. In particular, I

suggest that liberal feminist discourses of sexual harassment as behaviours

which may 'demean', 'violate' and degrade' women may have informed my

participants understandings of themselves and their experiences.
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4.6 Conclusion

Results from my data suggest five prevailing discourses of sexual harassment

in higher education. It is important to note that this may suggest other

discourses are at work but this would require further data gathering. This

chapter, therefore, explores the power effects of and resistances to these

suggested prevailing discourses. In particular, it suggests that feminist

discourses on sexual harassment may have generated specific effects of power

with regard to my research participants. In fostering the notion of the powerful

male and the powerless female, and highlighting the perceived power

differentials existing in higher education, this chapter suggests that feminism,

amongst other bodies of thought, may have generated a sense of vulnerability

within my participants. That is to say, many of my partiCipants appear to

understand themselves and their experiences through the notion of sexual

harassment as an abuse of power.

Discourses one to four do not acknowledge sexual harassment in higher

education: the power effects of the discourses deny the harassment,

understanding the behaviours as 'normal' and 'acceptable' interactions between

men and women in the workplace or educational institution. The 'sexual

harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse appears to feature most

otten within my participants' narratives and with the most effect. Although I

suggest that my participants did resist the effects of power generated through

the prevailing discourses, it is noted that such resistance always occurs from

another point of power and carries with it its own set of problematics.
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Furthermore, it can be seen that the suggested prevailing discourses have

generated multiple and contradictory subjectivities, producing complex effects of

power.

The 'grades for sex' discourse produces the understanding that female students

with perceived limited academic ability may trade sex with their lecturers in

return for better grades; the 'all boys together' together generates an

understanding of higher education as being male dominated and structured to

reinforce this male power - this may have the effect of female students

understanding themselves as vulnerable and powerless; the 'trustworthy

lecturer' isolates the possibility of lechery from the professional status of lecturer

- thus the male lecturer may be awarded more trust than other 'ordinary' men

may receive; the 'knickers in a twist' discourse generates an understanding in

the academy that staff and students who make allegations of harassment are

humourless and over-sensitive; and, finally, the 'sexual harassment as

unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse may sexualise the nature of the

harassment, producing an understanding that it is a violation and degradation,

generating an understanding that it functions from a position of attraction and

desire. It is suggested, therefore, my participants understand themselves

through the power effects generated by these prevailing discourses on sexual

harassment in higher education.
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5. Chapter Five: Conclusion

The aim of this research was to suggest seemingly prevailing discourses of

sexual harassment in higher education and to consider if and how my

participants defined themselves through these discourses. It explored the

power effects of, and resistances to, these suggested discourses and argued

that, in particular, feminist discourses surrounding sexual harassment may, in

part, have generated specific effects of power with regard to my research

participants: that is to say, many of my participants appeared to understand

their experiences as an abuse of power based on the power differentials

between male lecturers and female students. This research used twenty-four

unstructured interviews with women who had identified themselves as having

experienced sexual harassment within higher education, either as a student or a

member of staff, or who had witnessed behaviours which they had defined as

sexual harassment. By exploring how my participants understood and defined

their experiences, it was possible to infer the degree to which the suggested

prevailing discourses may have constituted their subjectivities. The research

was based on a passionately interested form of analysis, having acknowledged

the partial nature of such knowledge and cited my own concerns, values and

interpretations. Further, the research aimed to avoid the hygienic lie (Oakley

1990).

This thesis has argued that my research participants have defined themselves

and their experiences through, in part, the prevailing discourses surrounding

sexual harassment in higher education. Specifically, it argued that feminist
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discourses on sexual harassment, and in particular those pertaining to liberal

feminism, may have generated effects of power with regard to my research

participants. MacKinnon's (1979) understanding that sex at work is used to

humiliate and degrade women may have had significant implications for my

participants' definitions of themselves and their relationships with others. It was

also noted that my participants held multiple and often contradictory discourses,

understanding themselves in varied and diverse ways. In addition, although my

research participants had resisted these effects of power, it was vital to note

that their resistance did not take them beyond power into any kind of power-free

space. As Knights and Vurdubakis (1994) note, although we can resist specific

instances of power, we are mistaken to think that this frees us in any way. The

suggested prevailing discourses surrounding sexual harassment in higher

education are, therefore, the 'grades for sex' discourse; the 'all boys together'

discourse; the 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse; the 'knickers in a twist' discourse;

and, finally, the 'sexual harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse.

It was suggested that this final discourse featured the most often, and with the

most impact, in the way my participants defined themselves and their

experiences.

The 'grades for sex' discourse was argued to generate the understanding that

female students may be forced to exchange sexual favours with their male

lecturers in return for higher grades. This is echoed through MacKinnon's

(1979) quid pro quo analysis, in which women are forced to have sex with their

boss in order to keep their job. Within feminism, sexual harassment is

understood to be an abuse of power, resulting in exploitative and degrading
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behaviours. However, an additional power effect of the 'grades for sex'

discourse was also argued to be the understanding that if male lecturers really

are so easy to manipulate, why not take advantage of them to secure a good

grade?

The 'all boys together' discourse was argued to generate specific effects of

power, producing an understanding of higher education as a male-dominated

institution. As a result, male lecturers behaving in a sexual manner were

understood to be engaging in 'normal' and 'to be expected' behaviours.

Subsequently, and as with the 'grades for sex' discourse, the likelihood of

sexual harassment was denied, with sex at work with female students becoming

both acceptable and appropriate. It was suggested that those of my

participants who understood themselves and their lecturers through the 'all boys

together' discourse were likely to feel increased perceptions of vulnerability as a

result.

The 'trustworthy lecturer' discourse was argued to generate an understanding

that although 'ordinary' men may still be perceived as a potential threat,

lecturers were somehow more trustworthy. For my research participants, this

seemed to result, in part, in increased perceptions of safety when associating

with male lecturers. An effect of power generated through this discourse was

suggested to be the requirement that women are able to distinguish safe men

from those who are unsafe and, as such, if they are attacked or harassed, they

share some sense of blame. As with the preceding discourses, the 'trustworthy

lecturer' discourse denies harassment and any students claiming otherwise are
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understood through the 'knickers in a twist' discourse.

The 'knickers in a twist' discourse was argued to produce an understanding that

those who complained about sexual harassment were humourless and/or overly

sensitive. Therefore, the power effects generated through the discourse were

suggested to link femaleness and irrationality. Thus, the 'problem' shifts from

the accused to the accuser: the complainant is ridiculed and the possibility of

harassment is denied. Workplace sexual behaviours are considered to be

normal interactions between men and women.

The final discourse to have been suggested from my data, the 'sexual

harassment as unwanted sexual behaviour' discourse, appeared to have the

most impact upon how my participants understood themselves. It was argued

that experiences of harassment were understood by my participants, in part, to

be sexualised, generating feelings of violation and degradation. In addition, the

power effects of the discourse generated an understanding that experiences

defined as sexual harassment stemmed from misplaced desire and attraction.

Subsequently, allegations of harassment were likely to be dismissed as

'misreading the signs' and a breakdown of communication. It was suggested

that the liberal feminist discourses of sexual harassment, including an

understanding of harassment as that which demeans, violates and degrades,

may have informed my participants' understanding of themselves and their

experiences.

Overall, therefore, this thesis has argued that feminist harassment discourses
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present sexual harassment as something which, primarily, men are perpetrators

of and women are the recipients. Not only does this understand harassment as

heterosexist, it also reinforces notions of active men and passive women. This

is seen, I have suggested, most notably when Grauerholz (1989) and others

argue that dynamics of power within institutions are more likely to operate on

the basis of gender than through organisational structures: for example, a male

student, with less formal or institutional standing, may sexually harassment a

female lecturer, challenging her formal, organisational power through his

gendered power. This understanding of 'contra power' harassment fosters

notions of the active male/passive female. By promoting power as static - men

have power, women do not - and the understanding that sexual harassment

consists of men 'doing power' over women, it is possible to suggest that women

may come to understand themselves, in part, through notions of vulnerability

and powerlessness.

Contending that sexual harassment is punitive - because of its sexual nature -

may foster an understanding that it may produce psychological effects beyond

any financial or material consequences. Finally, by crediting itself as having

'discovered' sexual harassment, liberal feminism has risked 'real-ising' the

harassment: generating an understanding of sexual harassment as a 'real'

issue; something which exists within gendered institutions, rather than

something produced and shaped. As Grey (1995) has argued, liberal feminism,

by locating gender as central to its analyses, has produced a new 'grid of

intelligibility': a series of 'truths' regarding the gendered nature of power and its

reproduction through organisations. Likewise, Brewis (1996) argues that by
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claiming a less distorted, power-free understanding, liberal feminism has set

itself up as a privileged form of commentary.

This research set out to explore the power effects of, and resistances to,

suggested discourses surrounding sexual harassment in higher education. This

might suggest that other discourses are at work but this would require further

collection of data. In addition to this, future research may find it interesting to

explore different types of institution (for example, elite universities, red brick

universities, campus universities and post '92 universities) and the impact

different managerial styles may have on women's definitions of themselves and

their understandings of sexual harassment in higher education. For example,

emphasis placed by elite universities on the production of research may result

in active researchers understanding themselves through notions of ascribed

power (e.g. Jackson 2002). It is possible that this may have an impact on

women's and men's understandings of sexual harassment in higher education.

In addition, new modes of managerialism seen particularly within post '92

universities (e.g. Kerfoot and Whitehead 2000) may develop an emphasis on

accountability and clear, transparent decision making or, conversely, become

'paper exercises' or part of a 'tick box' culture. This may result in sexual

harassment policies and procedures being in place but a lack of active support

for women who define themselves as having experienced sexually harassing

behaviours. Only two of my interviewees identified themselves as attending a

specific type of institution, in both cases red brick universities. Although I

believe the unstructured nature of my interviews to have been of significant

benefit to this research, a couple of directed questions at the start of each
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interview (for example on the type of institution that my interviewee attended)

may have provided additional useful information.

There are competing understandings of sexual harassment in higher education

and, in particular, feminist theories often argue that the behaviours are

exploitative and degrading. This thesis, using a Foucauldian analysis, has

argued that power is not something possessed but exercised through us and

beyond us, constituting men and women into particular ways of understanding

themselves. Thus, it has contended that feminist discourses on sexual

harassment in higher education have, in part, generated specific effects of

power with regard to my research participants. As a result, this thesis argues

that many of my participants appeared to understand the experiences they

defined as sexual harassment as being an abuse of power. It suggests,

therefore, that although MacKinnon's (2004) stated aim was to enable women

to more powerful and less stigmatised, the contributions of feminist harassment

discourses may, in part, generate within some women an understanding of

themselves as powerless and vulnerable.
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Appendix

University of Derby Letterhead

Information about the research:

I am a PhD student at the University of Derby and I am researching women's
experiences of sexual harassment from male lecturers during their time as a
student of higher education.

I would like to interview you about your experiences of sexual harassment. If
you choose to take part in this research, you are free to withdraw at any time
without giving a reason. You can ask for the information provided to be
destroyed at any time up until the data has been anonymised.

The information I collect from this research will be confidential. Interview
transcripts will be kept in a locked drawer and all identifying features (for
example your name and your university) will be removed.

If you have any concerns, you can contact my supervisor, Dr. Kristin Aune, at
the University of Derby on 01332 591428 or email: k.aune@derby.ac.uk

Certificate of consent:

I have read the foregoing information. I have had the opportunity to ask
questions about it and any questions that I have asked have been answered to
my satisfaction. I understand that I can withdraw from this research at any time
and I consent voluntarily to participate in this research.

Print Name of Participant, _

Signature of Participant _

Date _
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